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Executive summary
One of the major problems the city Kanpur (India) has to deal with is the colle~, trans_E9r!.~nd
disposal of generated solid waste (SW). This study focuses on the city's SOTidwaste management,
which is made clear in the research question:

What are the opportunities for improving technology management concerning the present
process ofcollection, transportand disposal ofsolid waste in Kanpur?
Therefore the aim of this research is to find possibilities to improve this system. Special attention
is paid to the private sector as a possibility for improvement.

Methodology
To investigate the problem a theoretica) model is developed, whereby the SW process is seen as
an integrated system which performance is affected by 'outside' infJ.uences. These influences can
he clustered to .!!_ational level (climate, culture, sociology, ~ ..city level (population,
infrastructure, SW characteristics, t9W) and organisational level (finance, management, used
technology, ttG}. To investigate these clusters l~rct_tur~)s ~~ll~ied, a checklist is developed, keypersons ar.eimeryiewed and other Indian cities are visited.
·-~ ·
-·~-· ~-~.---·' '

First, the present situation in Kanpur is thoroughly studied and deficits are analysed. The SW
,syste~ is divided into four_~~g~s.;fprimary collection]Jltermediate storage,gsecondary colleefton
(=transport) an~nally disposal or treatment. Besides these technica) phases attention is paid to
the suppliers of different types of SW and organisational, human resource, environmental and
financial aspects. After this analysis, other cities and organisations were visited to define the most
appropriate igmrQvemt!f!tl.f<:>!..~~ill. DifThrei!L<ihl12!lsTor 1hilöïi"tstiiiês"·-ièië.ë9IW4~~~~!i[
_çompared. Organisational aspects and fiiiäncial and environmental consequences were taken into
account. One of the options was co-operati on with the private sector at eertaio stages.

Results
_Mant~~rtl!.J}J!}es

exist for improving the present SW process in Kanpur at all stages.
lmprovements can be achieved in organisational, financial, technical, le~al and ~.i!,l aspects.
Some elements of the process offer èönsidèrahle possifi'nities îoflne private sector to participate
in improving efficiency and lowering operational costs.

T~!,~iJJJti~~of!~~~§.K~tr~ consists o(.~~ll~l?ll.!?!.!! w_a§.te._?\.fl!ior progress can be made in
f
:..erimary co ec ion. This Iabour intensive part ofthe SW process can operate much more efficient
when small investments are made in new equipment and when an organisational framework is
operational to manage and monitor the more than 4000 sweepers. Collected SW should be
dumped in containers at the roadside to be transported by dumper-placers to a new sanitary
landfill (SLF). Industries and hospitals demand for special modes of collection and treatment.

Another major shortage in the present SW processis the mismanagement__Q[J5~NN, the local
government responsible for solid waste management. Bureaucraëy;"slOWdecision making, lack of

2~
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knowledge and personal enrichment are considered to be obstacles for further improvement. ÇQ_operation with private companies_is_a..goruloptiQIJ. for secondary collection and the construction
OfäSLFandTnc"ï"nëràtors~-Bûfihe success of public private partnership depends, among other
factors, on g~od management of KNN.

Final conclusions
Out ofthis research we can conclude that Kanpur is heavily polluted and immediate action is
necessary. All the four stages ofthe SW process and the different aspects are interrelated and
.!~~l!_l~rÇ>~ as one total plan. The technical part ofthis plan consists ofthe investment in
newdesigned handcarts, containers, dumper-placers, and the construction of a SLF and
incinerators.
To manage this new system, major organisational changes a1e required at KNN. Essential
elementsof these changes arèmoflvatton, eaucatiön;guidancè:ëoiitrof,opëiïpolicy and, most
important, clear management. Co-operation withall the actors involved (employees, citizens,
companies, government) is esSëötlalforsuccèssfiil'ëliáiiges, so muchàttention should be paid to
information supply and public discussions.
--------~·

·---·

---- -·--

In the near future, when the SW system is hopefully well organised, Kanpur should start with
souree segregation, recycling, composting and energy recovering on a small scale. This can be
extended totherest ofthe city when it turns out to be successful
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1.

Introduetion

The river Ganga has a great religious significanee in India. Over the centuries many large towns and
cities have developed along its 2,525 kilometre banks. These towns and cities depend on the river for
potable water, irrigation fed cultivation and discharge their wastes into the river. In 1985, a study was
carried out to determine the pollution levels in the Ganga. It was found that the main souree of
pollution was the discharge of urban sewage. 25 towns were responsible for 88% of sewage in the
Ganga. Industry in the larger towns at the river's banks add further, often hazardous, industrial
pollutants to the river. The highest levels of pollution were at Calcutta and Kanpur.
To tackle the problem the Government oflndia initiated the Ganga Action Plan (GAP) in 1985. The
overall objective ofthe GAP was to reduce the pollution in the river by about 70% of its total organic
load. The._.Ga_p!@ I!!stitutio_nal & Community Development Project (ICDP) commenced in March
1995. lts purpose is to strengthen the institutions, which operate and rnaintaio infrastructure installed
in Kanpur and Mirzapur under ~~~ndo-_!?~c!!_p-to~~_Q~~l Q._DP). The project is carried out under __ :)
the bilateral co-operation programriiebetween the governménts of India and The Netherlands. The
project will provide support to reduce the pollution level in the Ganga by improving the performance
of wastewater treatment and conveyance, stormwater drainage, low cost sanitation, water supply and
solid waste management (SWM).
Kanpur Nagar Nigam (KNN),_ the local goy~rnment authority, is responsible for solid waste
management in this city. During-the projeet's secorid phase~stärtedin August 1998, ICDP willassist
KNN in improving this municipal service. This research focuses on the improverneut of SWM in
Kanpur.
The set-up ofthis research is discussed in chapter 2: Methodology. A short introduetion to India and
Kanpur, with a focus on SWM, is given in chapter 3 and 4 In chapter 5 the present situation
regarding SWM is discussed at length. This situation is compared with the so called 'ideal' situation,
described in chapter 6. Co-operation with the private sector is one option to reach this ideal situation
and this is further elaborated in chapter 7. In the fmal two chapter of this report the findings are
discussed and conclusions are drawn.
The primary report focuses on the main issues in order to keep this report comprehensive as well
as concise and well organised. Further elaboration of specific (sub) topics, maps and numerate
and descriptive data are presented in different appendices.
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2.

Methodology

In this chapter the research approach will he presented. The first part (2.1) will stipulate the
theoretical issues of this research, including the restrictions and the research instruments. Main
subject of the second part (2.2) of this chapter will be the empirical issues of the research. In the
last paragraph the data collection methods and analysis will be introduced and explained.

2.1 Theoretica) issues ofthe research
In the following paragraphs all theoretical aspects and backgrounds of the research will be paid
attention to. First, the relevanee of the study will he explained. Second, the problem definition
will be presented. Next, the goal of this investigation will be expressed in the research objective.
The final paragraph consists of a further etaboration of the problem definition, containing a
theoretical framework, definitions of the key concepts and a description of the research
instrument.

2.1.1 The relevanee ofthe study
Pubtic health and the environment suffer as a result of an inadequate solid waste collecting system
which is often exacerbated by a lack of financial resources and the use of inappropriate and obsolete
equipment and technology. The visible result of this situation is a large accumulation of uncollected
garbage on streets and open spaces made worse by the attention of scavengers and foraging anima Is,
which spread the garbage over a wider area. These accumulations are visually unpleasant, disrupt the
flow of traffic, give rise to offensive smells and odours, and represent a serious health hazard, They
also are a prirnary cause ofblockages in the drain and sewer systems.
The main target of solid waste management (SWM) is to dispose of the waste from the points of
collection to the final disposal site, in an acceptable and controlled fashion. This implies that the
system should be operated in such a way that:
a continuous service from collection to disposal can be offered to the population;
pollution ofthe environment is avoided, or at least minimised, e.g. littering ofroads, pollution of
water, groundwater and I or soit;
hygienic circumstances for personnet and Iabour are realised;
fmancial consequences are accepted by and affordable for the community.
This final aspect of a proper SWM is a main problem for the local agencies. The municipality of
Kanpur generates insuftic ient funds or revenues for proper O&M of urban services, nor is there
the possibility of continued subsidisation from state level. This Jack of finance compounds the
problems of inadequate coverage and capacity offacilities, and leads to deterioration ofSWM
services and equipment.

2
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Currently there is no proper recording system, hy wanl, of solid waste collection, location and
distrihution of ruhhish depots, frequency of collection, volume of waste generated, nor vehicle
allocation. This makes proper planning ofthe services almost impossihle. Where there is a
rudimentary planning system in existence, the staffis insufficiently trained in its use.
Fora proper operation of waste management, first Ill9L<:!jn~ght should he ohtained concerning the
present SWM. After requiring this essential information, an integrated approach to collection,
transportand disposal can he established.

2.1.2 The problem definition and research question
The research problem will be defined as follows:

The present status ofthe solid waste managementprocessin Kanpur is insufficient.
To find a solution for the research problem we have to answer the research question:

What are the opportunities for improving technology management concerning the present
process ofcollection, transportand disposal ofsolid waste in Kanpur?
The research question can be divided in several sub-questions. The questions are answered in
different sections of this report, typed between brackets.

1. What kind and intensity of intluence does the surrounding (Kanpur) have on the SWM
process? (chapter 4)
2. What are the quantity and contentsof generated urban SW? (paragraph 5.2)
3. How is the present SWM process organised in Kanpur? (chapter 5)
4. How is the (successful) SWM process organised in other Indian cities? (paragraph 6.2,
appendix J and K)
5. What will an improved SWM processin Kanpur look like? (paragraph 6.3- 6.6)
6. What are the opportunities for the private sector to participate? (chapter 7)
7. What are the requirements regarding technology management for the improved SWM?

(chapter 8)

2.1.3 The research objective
The aim ofthis investigation is defined in the research objective:

The identification of an adequate technology management for rnanaging the urban solid
wasteprocessin any form ofpublic private partnership, in Kanpur (India).

2.2 Etaboration of the research set-up
According to the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC 1968), solid waste can be
placed at Major Division 5: Construction. The 'products' generated by this division can be divided

3
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into 1) Buildings and 2) Infrastructural works and services. The latter can he divided into four
categories: a) roads; b) sanitation; c) drinking water and d) solid and liquid waste.
The solid waste process in almost every city will he like this:

1) souree ~ 2) colleefion ~ 3) transport~ 4) disposal (dumping I incineration I landfill)
This research will provide more insight in this process and the elements affecting it. A further
clarification of the research and the way it is carried out will he given in the following subparagraphs.

2.2.1 The research instrument

In order to compare different enterprises or organisations with each other, a l!l~uring instrument
bas been developed by Mr. H.C.J.J. Gaillard, Eindhoven University of Technology, The
Netherlands. This instrument is based on a model for the international comparison of
organisations. In the study in which this model is described, the research question is as follows:
which factors determine the functioning of an organisation and consequently the result
(effectiveness) ofthis functioning? In this model it is assumed that there are three major groups of
clustered variables:
1. external organisational characteristics;
2. internat organisational characteristics;
3. effectiveness characteristics.
The relations between variables within one of these major groups are presumed to he stronger
than relations between the major groups or subgroups of variables. All kind of relations between
the main groups are possible. This complex of variables is therefore nota static complex, but it is
changing continuously in a dynamic way. Central issue is that these changes do not occur at
random, but in a certain pattern. In this way they can he explained and, to a certain level, be
predicted.
The complex of external organisational characteristics, internat organisational characteristics and
effectiveness characteristics is considered as the dependent variable. This dependent variabie is
determined by two independent variables:
-

the level of development of the country in which the country is situated;
the development model of the country in which the organisation is situated.

Furthermore, there are several aspects, which cannot completely he considered as contributing to
the level of development and the development model. These variables, the so-called intermediate
variables, may induce the dependent variables and are unique for a country at a certain moment in
time. The intermediate variables are:
-

the history of a country;
size (particularly the population size);
availability of natural resources;
geographic aspects.

4
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Development
level
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..
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Si ze
(population)

source:

....

+
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~~
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Natura!
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Development
model

•

t

....

Geography

V

Effectiveness characteristics

.....

De modelbouwkunde binnen de comparatieve management en organisatiekunde; Bertholet en Gaillard,
1978, p. 84- 113

Figure 2.1: Mode't.Jor the international comparison and evaluation oforganisations

This model will be used for this research, but requires some adjustments for this specific
situation. The organisation to be investigated in this research (KNN) will not be compared to
others and is solely situated in one country. Besides, it not a commercial organisation but a
service-providing non-profit organisation. Therefore only the complex of variables comprising
the external organisational characteristics, internat organisational characteristics and effectiveness
characteristics is used to develop a research instrument to gain insight in the characteristics, the
operation and the effectiveness of such an organisation. This complex of major groups of
variables will be the basis for a model to measure the performance of a go veromental agency.
Whenever in the description of this model an organisation is referred to it is defined as a
govemmental agency or institution.
According to a model, developed by Mrs. E. van Egmond, Eindhoven University of Technology,
The Netherlands, two additional elementscan be supplemented to Gaillards model:
1. social system;
2. geophysical system.
These elements are characteristic for a certain territory and are presumed to influence the
performance of an organisation in this territory. _The social and geophysical systems are more
cgm~e than th~ indq1e_n_clent variables, propound in-the model of Gaillard, but do also
- ·· -- include htstorj,-size, natura) resources and geography.
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Kanpur
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~
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ldeal effectiveness characteristics
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~
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'? I.Collect1on .~Transport
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Externat organisation characteristics

sources: De modelbouwkunde binnen de comparatieve management en organisatiekunde; Bertholet en Gaillard,
1978, pl03;
Internationale technologie transfer (dictaat Eindhoven University ofTechnology, No. ); Van Emond, 1997,
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2.2.2 The theoretica( framework
The complex of factors that will determine the functioning of an organisation can clearly be
presented in an adequate theoretica) model or framework. Actually, a theoretica) framework is
nothing else than a simplified version ofthe reality. We hope to get a better grip ofthe complex
reality by depicting the essential elements, mentioned above, and their reciprocal relations in a
model.

Figure 2.2: The theoretica/ model

sources: De modelbouwkunde binnen de comparatieve lanagement en organisatiekunde; Bertholet en Gaillard,
1978, p103;
Internationale technologie transfer (dictaat Ein hoven University ofTechnology, No. ); Van Emond, 1997,
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The upper and lower main square represents the city Kanpur in which the SWM operates. The
three main groups of variables that can he distinguished are earlier mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1.
These main groups determine the performance ofthe present SWM.
The upper square symbolises the present situation and the lower one symbolises the ideal
situation. After investigating both models, a comparison will indicate the difference between
these two (marked by a double end arrow).
External organisational characteristics of an organisation describe some relevant aspects of the
environment in which the organisation operates and the relation of this organisation with its
environment.
Internal organisational characteristics of an organisation are characteristics of the enterprise or
government agency itself, its employees and its productionprocessor delivered service.
Effectiveness characteristics describe the socio-economie interests of the persons and institutions
involved.

The two arrows at the sides represent the social and geophysical system of Kanpur, which are
presumed to effect the organisation. The Social system describes a population by its kinship,
history, polities, economics, religion, health status, education and technology status. The
Geophysical system is a contraction of geographical and physical system and describes the living
area of a population by its location, climate, natural resources, population characteristics and
infrastructure.
Each of this major group of variables is divided into a set of indicators. Th is di vision is presented
in tigure 2.3. These indicators are used to compare and evaluate industrial organisations. For the
comparison and evaluation of governmental institutions, relevant indicators are selected (marked
with a dot • ). This selection is based on relevancy for investigating governmental service
providing organisations with a focus on SWM. The international environment characteristics and
the macro socio-economie characteristics are not so relevant for this type of organisation.
Governmental institutions in India operate as a solo performer and they still act according to the
guidelines and laws dictated from Central Government. Only the arrows that influence (or in the
model: pointing to) the internat process characteristics are considered in this research. The impact
ofthe organisational performance on its surroundings is not the aim ofthis investigation.
Furthermore, some indicators are not selected because of the limited time span given for this
research, the availability of information in the studied literature and at KNN, and the author's
opinion.
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External organisational characteristics
Exchange area characteristics
relations with suppliers
• relations with customers
• relations with Iabour unions
relations with subcontractors
financial institutions
governmental institutions
co-operative relations
• community
competitors
• infrastructure

National environment char.
country
region I state
• city

International environment char
western demonstration effects
international influence

Internal organisational characteristics
Basic characteristics
history
ownership
• location
• size
dependenee
• technology
charter

Management characteristics
social background
• internal management activities:
- organising
-planning
- staffing
- directing
- cantrolling
-marketing

Macro socio-economie charact.
employment effects
tearning effects
profit spending
dependenee wrt foreign countries
effects on income-distribution
interregionat mobitity
intensity of capital-use

Meso socio-economie charact.
• emptoyment effects
internat regional mobility

Structural characteristics
centratisation
• formalisation
contiguration
specialisation
standardisation of procedures
• wage structure
age structure
duration service structure
format education structure
• costs
informat structure

Effectiveness charaderistics

Social system
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micro socio-economie charact.
• financiat effectiveness (profit)
market share
absenteeism
satisfaction
turn over

Geophysical system

kinship
history
politics
ec<:momics
religion
health status
education
technology status

• location
• elimate
naturalresources
• population characteristics
• infrastructure

Figure 2.3: Further elaboration of the model for camparing and evaluating governmental institutions.
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2.2.3 Operational definitions
In this section all major concepts will be defined, to makesure there will be no misunderstanding
about the contentsof any ofthe used concepts in this research.

Adequate: appropriate for the city Kanpur, efficient, effective, competitive and suitable for this civic
service.

Pub/ie Private Partnership: any form of co-operation between a public institution and a private
counter part.

Technology management: formulation and implementation of measures with respect to the use and
development oftechnology resulting in a desired output, in a eertaio sector.
Urban solid waste: the total amount of urban household waste, municipal solid waste and industrial
waste.

Waste: matter (aggregate, product residue, object, separated pollutant, polluted building structure,
exploited soil) of different quality and state which is originated from every day, life work, economie
activity ofpeople, and it cannot be directly used or sold because ofthe technica! state of development
and economie conditions existing there at that time and the treatment of which must be provided
because of its burdening effect on environment.
Urban household waste: waste which is originated from life function and manner of living of people
living in the city and which is considerably depend on their living standard, their consumption habits
and seasons.
Municipal solid waste: waste (garbage) which is the mixture of inorganic and organic materials of
different size and composition and which is originated from dwelling places of settlements, resting
and recreation establishments, public institutions and areas belonging to them.

Industrial waste: waste of technological or amortizative origin coming from manufacturing,
processing and/or service activity, including products which should not be used for original purposes
because of its expired guaranteed periods or damages.

Process: the whole route from source, offering, collecting, transporting and disposal .

2.3 Empirical issues ofthe research
In the following paragraphs all empirica) aspects and backgrounds of the research will be paid
attention to. To complete an in depth survey of SWM in the whole city will be impossible, in the
given amount of time. The research involves an in-depth study of a specific subject (solid waste
management) and the concrete possibilities for any form of public private partnership in this sector.
Th is requires a repertoire of methods to gather all the essential data from different sourees and actors.
A casestudy is most ideal for this inquiry.
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2.3.1 The target area
The quantities and characteristics of SW produced in Kanpur vary from area to area. Some of the
factors that probably influence the quantities and composition are: the average level of iocome in
that area, the sources, the inhabitants, social behaviour, small scale industrial production and the
market for waste materials (recycling). Generally one can say that the higher the average iocome
of an area is, the more SW is produced per capita. At least four areas in Kanpur should be
selected for this investigation, in order to have a representative description I picture ofthe whole
city, [Baud, Schenk, 1994 p.9] i.e.:
1)
2)
3)
4)

a commercial area;
a residential area (including a clinic);
a slum area;
an in dustrial area.

There are differences in SW composition due to season and location; coconut hulls are more
prevalent in spring and paperafter festivals have been held as specimens of waste. So, in the most
ideal case, the investigation should be repeated in every season. For this study this was
impossible.

2.3.2 Methods of data collection
During this research several methods of data collection will be used. These include:
-

-

tracing and study of relevant documents;
informal unstructured interviewing;
using knowledgeable informants;
non-participant personal observation;
straightforward structured personal interviewing;
checklist

The literature study partly takes place in The Netherlands, partly in India. In India it is tried to
identify valuable sourees ofwritten information, which are not available in The Netherlands.
The informal unstructured interviews with persons involved in the SW process are held to gather
information that is not available in written sources, to check the official data and to gain more
ound from swee er le_y_el till
insight in the SWM process. Knowledgeable informants
management level.
The non-participant personal observations take place during the visits of the collection depots, the
disposal sites and by travelling through the city. Note!!__,!lie made based o':!.-!1- cf!~k!,ist. The
structured personal interviews are performed by means of a cïiëëKfïSf,Wliiëh ISgiven in appendix
~ T~ indicators are mentioned in tigure 2.3 . Structured personal interviews have several
advantages:
- a low non-response in comparison with a mail questionnaire;
no problems occur in case of illiteracy;
- the possibility to ask more questions in comparison with a mail questionnaire;
- the possibility to correct a wrong interpretation of the question by the respondent or to clarify
difficult questions.
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2.3.3 Methods of data analysis

The technological system for solid waste includes a product technology and a process technology.
Fora production process the product technology is the output ofthe process, and can bedescribed by
6 features, which are distinctive characteristics. For a service the product technology is the service
itself, which is the ' output' ofthe process and can bedescribed by the same six features :
Function
: collection, transportation and disposal (and/or recycling)
Geometry
: MT I day
Materialisation
: equipment used
Physical performance : technica) demands to the process
Production complexity: number and difficulty ofhandling
Costs
: per capita/year, per register ton (100 m3 ), per metric ton (1 000 kg)
The functioning ofthe service will bedescribed by its process technology. Four featurescan measure
process technology:
Technoware
Humaoware
Infoware
Orgaware

: physical facilities embodied in objects (equipment, tools, maintenance
level)
: human abilities embodied in persons (education level, skills, knowied ge,
experience, motivation)
: by word ofmouth and documented facts (availability, automation,
documentation)
: organisation structure and performance

The product technology can be analysed by numbers, amounts and costs and it will be possible to get
an overall picture of the actual situation, because some research has already been undertaken in this
sector. The process technology will be descriptively analysed. The varying forms of qualitative data
and the difficulty of adding the right value to the (self-made) scale division won't result in an
objective inquiry or more insight in the problem.
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3.

Introduetion to India and Kanpur

In this chapter a short introduetion to India and Kanpur will be given. According to the theoretica!
model, India and the position of Kanpur within India will bath influence the SWM process.
General aspects of India are explicated in the frrst paragraph, by descrihing the most important
institutions. The city Kanpur will be described in the last two paragraphs. Only those aspects of
the city that are suppose to influence the performance ofthe SWM are considered.

3.1 India, a short institutional analysis
India is still considered to be a so-called developing country and this will of course influence the
performance oflndian organisations. lt is useful to make clear the country' s position in the world.
There are several indicators for the level of development of a country. Looking at GDP per capita,
India is a relatively poor country. But using solely GDP per capita as an indicator for
development has some serious disadvantages, as it does nat discriminate sufficiently between
nt of a
countries. A short institutional analysis will provide more insight on he level of develo
~cular country, especially in comparison withother countries. Therefore a model for analysing
·
· · t.
rld. This model and a
societles wtll be used to get more information about
campari
etween India and some other countries based on this model can be found in
. . . , pendix D.Jxl ia in global perspective.
Out of this comparison we can conclude that India has a weak economie position in Southeast
As ia with a GDP per capita ofJl48 US$. An enormous gap exists between the rich elite and the
poor mass, so this tigure is even an overestimation for most of the population. India scores above
average in health care and education as a result of the ruling left-wing government who had a
focus on rural development and personal welfare in the past decades. The great mixture of
cultures and religions makes India very attractive for tourists and spiritual seekers. Hindu religion
and the cast system can also beseen as an obstacle for development as bath Hindu religion and
the strong social stratification of the cast system are conservative and dogmatic interpreted.
A well-organised SWM system requires working on religious national holidays, a different
perception of pure, impure, clean and dirty, and a recognition of waste management as a major
problem and nat ' something ofthe dalits' (castless people).

3.2 Geographic and physic system of Kanpur
Kanpur is an important industrial city in the state of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), located on the bank of
the river Ganga. It is a densely populated city covering an area of79,876 hectare. With respect to
the administration and management, the Kanpur urban agglomeration covers approximately 300
sq. km. [CPCB, p.l] and bas a population of about 2.7 billion.
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The city is situated in central part of U.P. between 25° 10' 28" N - 25° 30' 50" N latitude and
180° 16' 8"E - 80° 31' 20" E longitude. Being a part of Indo - Gangetic plain with River Ganga
and its tributary River Pandu forming the main drainage system. The entire area of Kanpur has a
low relief (120-123m above MSL) except some ravines caused by stream erosion and has a
regionat slope from NW to SE. The normal rainfall at 804.9 mm, the city experiences sub-tropical
monsoon elimate with daytime monthly mean temperature variation being 22-45 °C and nighttime monthly mean temperature variation being 6.5-28 °C
During one year groundwater quality was observed in Kanpur by CPC and the report presented an
alarrning scenario with 15 to 16 parameters significantly exceeding the prescribed IS drinking
water norrns. In some areas groundwater can not even be used for irrigation purpose [CPCB,
p.10].
Trains on the main Delhi-Calcutta line pull in regularly at Kanpur CentraL Kanpur has good road
connections to nearby cities like Lucknow, Allahabad and Agra. In the city road conditions vary
from quite reasonable asphalt roads, like The Mali and Civil Lines, till muddy traiJs in the slums.
During daytime, Kanpur's traffic is heavily congested and chaotic. People, en masse trying to
navigate different kind ofvehicles through the chaos, block the few well-paved roads.

3.3 Social system of Kanpur
In many ways, Kanpur is representative for the (urban) Indian society described in paragraph 3.1.
Woefully, the city faces an aggregation ofproblems typical for cities indeveloping countries.

Bistory and economics
'Cawnpore' was one of the most vita! garrisons of the British East India Company along the
Ganges. Unfortunately, in the history hooks Kanpur is only mentioned as the location for the wild
revolt of 1857 - what the British call the Indian Mutiny and Indians the First war of
independence. One thousand or so British residents were besieged throughout June and almost
nobody survived. An equally brutal reprisal by the British army included an unknown number of
innocent civilians and captives.
Kanpur has been a textile-manufacturing centre since its cotton mills were established in 1869.
This was the start of a century of industrial development for the city; the flourishing tannery
industry, chemica! works and metal industry attracted many labourers and their families to the
ex panding city. Residential areas were built around the new factories and existing infrastructure
capacity was soon insuftic ient. The present city map of Kanpur still shows the effects of the Jack
of urban planing in the past. In the last two decades economie growth declined and stagnated.
This resulted in many bankruptcies and unemployment.

Politics
Typical Indian is the hu ge number of political parties and the widespread politica! commitment
among the inhabitants. India is the largest democracy in the world and the Indians are proud at
that. Considerable contrasts between Hindus, Muslirns and Sikhs, between upper and lower casts,
between the poor mass and the rich and powerfut elite gives frequently rise to conflicts. Politics
in India are dominated by discussions, enrichment of individual power, and lobbying.
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Religion
80% oflndia's population is Hindu and 12% is Muslim. Religion influences every aspect of daily
life. The many festivals, national holidays and religious rituals dominate the calendar. Kanpur has
many (small) temples where people come to offer to different Gods. The Indian perception of
pollution is different from the Western one. A strict distinction exists between pure and impure,
and polluted and clean. The holy River Ganges is heavily polluted but is, according to Hindu
belief, pure. Thus washing and bathing in the river, and using the holy water as drinking water
can only he beneficia} for ones spiritual and physical health. Diseases like diarrhoea are caused by
bad karma from a previous life and can he cured by more offerings and a more devoted lifestyle.
Religion has many consequences for SWM. Last year Muslim sweepers refused to clean the
offerings made by Hindus the previous evening. Again a reason was found for demonstrations
and conflicts.

Health status and education
Education is relatively cheap, but still many people cannot afford it for their children. The poor
health status in the slums of Kanpur is related to the Jack of education. People just don't know
what the consequences are of accumulated waste in the streets and the lack of personal hygiene.
Besides, they have bigger problems to cope with like tonight's diner or an addiction. Only the
rich elite has access to the famous I.I.T. University in Kanpur and graduates leave for Delhi or
abroad for better jobs.
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4.

Solid waste management in India

4.1 Actual situation of SWM
In general all Indian cities face similar problems with their SWM. Amount and contents of
generated SW may differ among different cities but problems related to collection, transport and
disposal are about the same. Major parts of generated SW remain uncollected at the streets,
pollute the environment and cause health problems. SW is collected and transported in an
inefficient way using outdated equipment, which is inappropriate maintained. Collected
municipal waste is -often dumped in the outskirts of the city andlor at roadsides. Personnet from
sweeper till manager share a lack of motivation, working in an unpopular pubtic sector with a
'dirty' image.
Little research is performed and little information is recorded andlor available. Even though we
can determine that SWM is poorly performed in almost all Indian cities and that it is a complex
problem.

Figure 4.1: Solidwaste dumped at the outsldrts ofthe city

4.2 Comparison between different cities
A selection is made of a few Indian cities. To make a fair comparison, only North-Indian cities
could be selected (same elimate circumstances) and the cities should have heavy industry and a
population of more than 2 million. Unfortunately, only a few cities keep record of their SWM
system. Hardly any research bas been performed to determine teehoical properties of urban SW.
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Table 4.1: SW characteristics ofdifferent North-Indian cities
Indian class 1 cities:
Population in lac (=x 100,000)
SW generation total (MT/day)
SW generation kg/capita /day
SW density kg/m3
% organic matter (average)
% inorganic matter (average)
% recyclable, inorganic
note:

Kanpur
25.7
1485
0.55
500 3
30%
70%

Surat
20.2
900
0.47
?
?
?

Ahmedabad
32
1450
0.45
?
?
?

Calcutta
103 1
3840
?
?
44%
56%
10%

Del bi
130
4160
0.48
?
32%
68%
14%

Avera2ez
161
0.376
450
35%
65%
7%

I Population according to 1991 census, waste data undated but presumably 1996
2 Average of299 Indian ciass-I cities (cities with a population of more than 100,000)
3 See discussion in paragraph 5.2.1

Most of these data are based on the report 'Status of solid waste disposal in ciass-I cities'
composed by Environment Proteetion Training Research Institute, Hyderabad (EPTRI) in 1997.
The comparison is made on municipal SW. According to EPTRI, municipal SW is defined as that
which is not hazardous, generally including waste generated by households, shops, offices and
other commercial units, and ioclucles paper and cardboard, glass, plastics, metals, organic mater
and putrescible materials. Non-municipal waste ioclucles bazarclous and taxie wastes generated
from industry, agriculture, rnining and sewage sludge.
None of the Indian class-1 cities have furnished the quantity of industrial waste generated and
collected by them. This is, according to EPTRI, because they have not conducted any
comprehensive studies for characterisation of this waste. Industries are obliged to take care of
their own SW treatment and disposal and they are not ordered to report how much waste they
generate or what they do with it.
Quantity
Knowledge on the quantity of SW is essential for designing and monitoring the performance of
various sub-systems of S WM system. The quantity of municipal S W is usually expressed on a per
capita basis. The per capita waste quantity depends on various factors such as the standards of
living, food habits and the extent of commercial activities. The SW quantity in general increases
with the standards of living.
Characteristics
Physical and chemical characteristics indicate that the composition of the municipal SW is
directly influenced by the food habits, culture, socio-economie and elirnatic conditions.
Knowledge of these characteristics is useful for ascertaining the frequency of remaval of waste
from the generation points as also the problems likely to be encountered during its collection and
transportation. The data are also important while designing the transportation equipment and for
the selection and design ofthe processing and disposal methods.
Municipal waste of Indian cities in general has a quite high biodegradable fraction, essentially
due to the habit of using fresh vegetab les. The high biodegradable fraction also warrants frequent
collection and remaval of refuse from the collection points. The ash and fine earth content of
Indian municipal SW is high due to the practise of ioclusion of the street sweepings, drain silt,
and construction and demolition debris in municipal SW. This high ash and earth content
increases the density of municipal SW [Bhoyar, 1996, p.53-55]. lt is difficult to campare waste
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densities of different cities. Densities differ per season, like in the rainy season the average
density increases tremendously. Every time the collected waste is transferred into another carrier
(handcart, depot, truck) the density will increase. Even during transportation in a truck density
will increase due to vibration and weight. No commonly agreed standards are known for
measuring the SW density (like at least 5 m3 collected from different areas, in the dry season,
after primary collection), so it is hard to compare.

4.3 Conclusions
After descrihing India and some Indian cities regarding SWM in general and Kanpur in special,
can answer
first research uestion: What kind and intensity of influence does the
surrounding (Kanpur) have on the SWM process? We can conclude that the surrounding
definitely influence the SWM process and that it, along with other factors, determines the SW
process.
The elimate andreligion requires coverage ofbiodegradable SW toproteet it respectively against
flies and cows. The Indian business organisation is, partly due to religion, strong hierarchical and
this has its consequences for the organisational structure. The infrastructure in Kanpur makes it
impossible for certain areas to collect SW by trucks or other heavy vehicles.

When Kanpur will he compared toother North-Indian cities where SWM is organised in a better
way, we have to hesure that the social and geophysical systems are identical to those of Kanpur.
Or, when these systems differ, that this differentiation is not the reason for the better SWM
process.
It can also he concluded that solutions to similar problems that work in cities abroad cannot he
copied to Kanpur without adjustments. Wh en an improvement for Kanpurs S WM is suggested, it
has to he adapted to local conditions.

Figure 4.2: Cattle, scavengers and openjires at a dumping site
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5.

SWM in Kanpur

In this chapter the present situation of SWM in Kanpur will bedescribed to answer research subquestion 3: How is the present SWM process organised in Kanpur? To elucidate the process a
model is presented in the first paragraph. In this model the different sourees of SW are identified
and the corresponding SW tlows are shown. More detailed information about SW generation and
the different stages of collection, transportation, and disposal are given in paragraph 5.2 till 5.5.
In paragraph 5.6 the organisational aspects ofthe SW process are described and discussed.

5.1 SWM modeland database
The present status of the tata! solid waste process is elaborated and shown in a model, presented
in tigure 5.1. In the model the different types of producers as well as the different types of waste
are distinguished. Further on distinction is made between the activities that are executed under the
responsibility of KNN (named KNN activities) and activities executed by the private sector and
the informal sector (named private activities). At this moment little or nothing is known about
most of the detailed waste tlows from the presented waste types. Therefore only general waste
tlows, characterised by arrows, are shown in the figure.
As seen in the SWM model the waste collection process 1s divided into the following
components:
1. primary colleefion where the sweepers collect the waste from the streets and transport it to the
waste collection depots;
2. intermediale slorage are waste collection depots where the collected waste is temporary stared
for further transportation;
3. secondary col/eetion which camprises the loading and transport farm the collection depots to
the final disposal sites.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chard present situation
Database
F or accurate solid waste management it is required to continuously gather and update
information by further process analysis. Based on this model a database is developed for
further analysis. An adequate database is particularly essential in the design and
implementation of the waste coHeetion service. A satisfactory database makes it possible to
improve the quality and coverage of the service at a lower cost, because usually the coHeetion
process is the most expensive part of the management processes. Maximum lowering of the
collection costs involves the gathering of accurate current information on parameters [Diaz,
1996, p.384].
All data, which are or will be required for further calculations on solid waste management in
the future are listed in the first two sheets called 'Data sheet'. The calculations basedon these
data can be seen in the following two sheets called 'Waste generation' and 'Waste co/lection '.
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The calculated figures and the contents of the different sheets will be discussed in the
corresponding sections of this chapter. The data sheet and the corresponding calculations can be
found in appendix E Data sheet SWM Kanpur.

5.2 Solid waste generation
The total Municipal solid waste supplied in Kanpur can be categorised according to source,
contents, chemical composition, value or any other categorisation. For this study it is chosen to
categorise according to souree to investigate generation, collection, and transportation, because
other studies made the same classification and this makes it easier to campare data. By making
this categorisation some information about location and contents is also given. lt is likely to
presurne that souree or origin of the waste can provide figures about the contents. For instanee
market waste consists of a high percentage organic matter, industrial waste is related to the type
of industry and mode of production, and household waste is often mixed. Although household
waste is mixed it is related to income and thus mostly also to area.
The following sourees are distinguished:
household waste
institutional waste (including hospital waste)
commercial waste (including market waste)
industrial waste (including waste water treatment plants)
building and construction waste
From all these different sources, solid waste (except industrial waste) is mostoften provided by
throwing it on the streets, in the parks, in the Ganges, or somewhere else. So, streef waste is a
mixture of organic (biodegradable), inorganic, recyclable, hazardous and toxic waste. The
generated waste is mostly not separated at souree nor is it separately supplied. Some valuable
recyclable items (e.g. glass, paper, plastic bottles) are kept apart and sold or given to wastepiekers or middlemen.

5.2.1 Teehoical data
Total population of Kanpur is estimated to be 2, 700,000 in 1999, assuming a 2.5% per annum
growth rate (source: 1991 census).

Density ofSW
It is presumed that the density of the waste was 550 kg/cubic meter in 1996 (ICDP Technical
report 13). According to KNN zonal health officer the density bas increased to 600 - 800
kg/cubic meter this year. On average, say 700 kg/m3. These figures are also mentioned in
Detailed Project Report on SWM, June 1998, page 3. This does not correspond with similar SW
densities in other class 1 Indian cities. Densities of similar cities show seasonal and geographica1
differences varying from 330 to 560 kg/m3, on average say 450 kg/m3 [NEERI, 1996, and
Interim report p.8].

Contents ofSW
Studies carried out under ICDP phase 1 indicate that some 70% of the total waste produced in
Kanpur is inorganic. Similar cities show different amounts: on average, 43% is inorganic,
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according to NEERI findings. EPTRI's research concluded that on average 65% of total
generated SW in class-1 cities is inorganic [EPTRI, 1997, p.41].
In India in the last few years the packaging has undergone tremendous change like the large scale
replacement of paper bags by plastic bags, the introduetion aluminium foil packing, cotton cord
replaced by plastic cords etc. [Garg, p.33]. This quick change in packaging materials is visible at
the streets of Kanpur. Organic waste at the street sides is putrefied or eaten by foraging animals,
paper, glass and metals have recyclable value and are collected by waste pickers. What remains is
generally not decomposable and worthless solid waste, like polythene bags, other types of plastic
packaging materials (except bottles) and inert material (debris, dust, stones, ash).
Quantity of SW

The average rate of dornestic garbage generation was 0.55 kglcapitalday, but due to rapid
urbanisation and increase in construction activities the rate has increased to 0.65 kg/capita/day,
according to KNN. This is basedon the results of a survey conducted by EPTRI, 23 Cities were
studied and the average rate of generated SW per capita is about 0.5 kg. Only Kanpur and
Chennai generate an exceptional high amount ofSW per capita, respectively 0.64 and 0.66 kg.
Several studies conducted by NEERI and other consultants have shown that the waste generation
rates per capita increases as city population expands. According to their common standards, cities
with a population range of20-50 Lacs (like Kanpur) will generate 0.35 kg/capita/day.
Condusion

Out of data produced by KNN we can conclude that Kanpur compared with similar Indian cities,
generates 0.20 to 0.30 kg more SW per capita, with at least 22% higher density, and with a much
smaller percentage compostable matter. This is highly questionable. The wide discrepancy
between KNN quoted figures, NEERI figures and EPTRI figures are shown in the table given
below:

Tab/e 5.1: technica/ data forSWin Kanpur

Density (kglm3)
Organic matter(%)
Generation (kg/cap/day)

KNN/ICDP
700 I 550
30
0.64

EPTRI
?
35
0.65

NEE RI
450
57
0.35

These three characteristics are of major importance to define the best mode of transportation and
disposal or treatment. For instance, compactor trucks are useless for SW with a high density and
composting and other forms of energy recovering are based on a high percentage organic matter.
It is impossible to define the exact figures out of literature, because all authors make assumptions
and estimations. For exact figures municipal solid waste samples should betaken from different
areas in Kanpur and analysed.
After discussions with KNN, ICDP consultants, and two SWM experts from The Netherlands, it
is commonly agreed that the waste generation rateis 0.55 kg/cap/day and the average density is
500 kg/m3. Then the total SW production in Kanpur amounts up to 0.55 x 2,700,000 = 1485 MT
per day, equal to 2970 cubic meter.
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5.2.2 Hospitals
In Kanpur there are 21 government hospitals and several private and government owned pubtic
health eentres and nursing homes. lt is estimated that all hospitals in total retain 3630 beds. Most
of these hospitals have no facility for safe disposal of clinical waste. Thus infectious waste and
sharp items get mixed up with municipal solid waste and are deposited at the common disposal
sites. Infectious and non-infectious waste are generally in the ratio of 1:1 and are oot segregated
at source. Because all waste is mixed almost the total amount of generated hospital waste must be
considered as infectious and hazardous waste. It is calculated that total daily SW generation is 2.9
MT out ofwhich 1.33 MT is (hazardous) biomedical waste. More details about the amount and
contents ofthis type of waste cao be found in appendix F: SW generation.
In Kanpur one electrical incinerator is under construction and will serve four government
hospitals (Cardiology, M.L. Chest, Caoeer Institute, and I.D.H.), with approximately 1200 bedsin
total. State government has granted money for another incinerator to be used by U.H.M. Hospital
(approximately 200 beds), this one is oot yet operational because instanation still has to start.

5.2.3 Construction
Construction and demolition waste (debris) originates from construction and rehabilitation
activities, demolition of old buildings and infrastructural provision surplus. This type of SW
should be supplied separately according to KNN Health Department; the producer is responsible
for collection and disposal. At present it is disposed of at roadsides or at vacant plots. This waste
increases the density of the total supplied SW tremendously and cao easily block drains and
nallahs. Often, people use the material for campfires or for their own bricklaying or construction
activities. They collect the usabie part of supplied construction waste. Mostly the small useless
pieces and concrete fragments remaio at the roadsides.

5.2.4 Industries
The Industries in Kanpur produce a variety of waste products. The three main industries who
generate the bulk oftotal industrial waste are: tannery industry, power plant, and metal/chemical
industry. In the case of Kanpur industrial waste has to he taken care of and disposed of by the
industries themselves [ICDP, TR 13].
The total quantity of (hazardous) industrial waste generated by the Kanpur industries amounts to
135,000 ton per year according to Central Pollution Control Board [EMP, p. 32]. This total
quantity consists of 70,000 ton fly-ash from coal fired power plants, 20,000 ton of waste from
tanneries, and various waste from metal- and chemical industries up to 45,000 ton. After
verification it is determined that these figures are oot correct. The visited coal frred power plant at
Panki (the only power plant in Kanpur) generates at least 300,000 MT of SW per year (coal ash
and fly ash).
One of the biggest tanneries in Kanpur was also visited to check the tigure of SW generation
from tanneries. The tannery industry re-uses most of the generated waste, except the sludge and
buffings. Leather cuttings are all recycled. Sludge cao be very hazardous when chromium is used
in the production process. No exact figures of Kanpurs tannery industry are obtainable. It is
(roughly) calculated that total SW generation of the tanneries is 26,700 MT per year. More
information and calculations regarding industrial SW is presentedinappendix F: SW generation.
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Other industrial waste generated, originating from the chemical and physical processing and
manufacturing activities, is usually not regarded as a main category of hazardous urban waste
although the quantity goes up to 45,000 MT per year, according to CPCB. This number could not
be verified, because no data regarding industrial SW is centrally recorded by an independent
institution. Most industries do not provide any information about their SW production and
disposal. lnformation that is publisbed is highly unreliable and outdated.
For now it is presumed that the quantity of 'other industrial SW' is 45,000 MT per year until
more reliable information is obtained. Then total generation of industrial SW in Kanpur goes up
to (45,000 + 26,700 + 300,000 =) 371,700 MT per year, equal to 1018.4 MT per day.
KNN is not involved in these waste management activities. Although industrial waste is not
regarded as a main category, it definitely can pollute the environment if it is not disposed of
properly. The lack of control and intervention by the government may easily result in unscientific
disposal practises. The Pollution Control Board does not strictly enforce safe industrial waste
disposal.

5.2.5 Commercial waste
Shopkeepers store their waste in a bin inside the shop to keeptheir shop clean. Once or twice a
day this bin is emptied at the street side, so it get mixed up with street waste. Waste generated
from the vegetabIe and fruit markets is al most 100% biodegradable. Market sales men dump their
waste at the streets or sometimes in the containers placed by KNN. This type of waste
decomposes very quickly. There is significant polJution from private diaries scattered at all
localities in the city. These diaries own on average 5-6 cattie to supply milk to the adjacent
households. As per a rough estimate (by KNN), there are about 80,000 cattie within the city area.
Most of the cowdungs are dried and used as fuel. The remaining dung, fodder waste and other
refuse from cattie finds its way into sewer system or open drains. These dairies create odour and
flies nuisance. The problem escalates during monsoon due to washout of dung along with
raiowater onto the roads and open spaces [CPCB, 1998 p. 32].

5.3 Primary Collection
Most of the municipal SW is thrown on the streets by households, companies, hospitals and
markets. The streets are cleaned by KNN sweepers, working alone or in small teams. This is an
average of 1.6 sweeper per 1,000 population, significantly below the UP Health norm of2.8 per
1,000 population. The sweepers make little heaps of garbage to be lifted into the bandearts
(1 000), by using shovels, brooms, and metal plates. According to KNN 4260 sweepers work daily
cleaning the streets. A sweeper makes on average 5 trips (fully loaded handcart) a day collecting
approximately 250 kg per day. In general, sweepers share a handcart. This results in a daily
sweeping collection of 1065 MT.
Not all the waste is thrown at the streets. In some areas people hand their garbage over to a
collector at the front door. Other people carry their garbage toa community depot (or let it bring
by a servant). These two types of primary collection are discussed in the paragraph 3.3.2 named
'households'.
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5.3.1 General problems
Because of several reasons, primary collection is far from ideal and efficient. Problems occur due
to organisational (mismanagement) as well as technica! and fmancial shortcomings. General
problems regarding primary collection are mentioned in this subparagraph.
Before the sweepers starttheir job, waste piekers and cattie generally already explored the street
waste. The foraging animals spread the garbage over a wider area, looking for eatable items. Also
waste piekers spread the waste that has no value for them over the street while searching for saleable
goods. Waste piekers and animals also spread the waste after the sweepers have collected the SW in
little heaps during primary collection. The same problem occurs at secondary collection depots. The
remaining street waste is a primary cause ofblockages in the drain and sewer systems.
Not all the waste thrown at the streets is collected by municipal sweepers. Several areas are less
frequently swept or not cleaned at all. Garbage is piled up in the streets and alleys, especially in
the low-income outerpartsof Kanpur and in less accessible streets. Due to lack of funds money is
not available to hire sweepers and to purchase equipment to serve these areas.
Because of a strong uni on and a strong group consciousness among sweepers, large strikes occur
frequently.
The used handcarts mostly have single axle and wooden or steel wheels without tires and without
ball hearings. The used equipment is outdated and needs to be repaired or replaced. Some brooms
are too short to work conveniently and most are derived and need to be replaced more often than
regularly ( every two months ).

Figure 5.2: Hancicarts presently used in Kanpur
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5.3.2 Households

Door-to-door colleefion
In 10 areas garbage is collected door-to-door (ex. Swaroop Nagar, Chandrewyhar Colony).
Mostly these activities are initiated by a NGO (non-governrnental organisation), like a resident
association. One pilot activity was initiated by KNN in May '95 with the help of ICDP and the
cornrnunity association for collecting household waste door-to-door. Each householder in Ratanlal
Nagar was asked to pay Rs 20 per rnonth for daily collection. After a year this project was evaluated
by a survey. Three-fourth of the households paid for the service and more than half of the
respondents feit the door-to-door collection was OK or good. However, the project is not considered
as a success. Different reasoos for the (part) failure ofthe project were given. The rnain explanation
was the collection service not being part of an integrated systern; collected waste was durnped in
another area, street sweeping was not irnproved so the area was still littered, and payrnents were not
sufficient to cover all costs. Despite the part success more pilot-projects started in other areas during
this research.

Community dustbins
In most areas cornrnunity dustbins or containers are placed. These are used as a ternporary depot
(secondary collection), but people can bring their waste to these depots thernselves also. Often
these depots do cause probieros in Kanpur: they are sornetirnes overfilled, or refuse is thrown
around thern; they are disturbed by birds, dogs, cattie and pigs as well as waste piekers searching
for saleable rnaterials. At most of the places where sorne dustbins have been provided for
depositing the waste, the distauces between the bios are large and bin sizes are inadequate for the
area to be served.Most ofthe probieros concerning cornrnunity dustbins can be elucidated by four
reasons: inferior design, inferior location, infrequent ernptying, and lack of cornrnunity
participation

5.3.3 Other areas
It is a cornrnon practise for people workingat hospitals, rnarkets, or shops to throw their waste at
the street side. This waste can forrn a great danger for pubtic health, because it contains parts of
infectious hospita) waste, hazardous items like ignitable and/or toxic matter. Waste piekers can
easily touch this type of wastewhen scavenging the waste. According to SHRISTI (a Delhi based
NGO) observations, 66% of the ragpiekers showed a definite instauces of injury or cut wile
dealing with rnedical waste. They also found out that syringes, needles, glass, and plastic
rnaterials are being recycledon large scale without standard treatrnent [Nath, pl].

Industries
Officially Kanpur industries have to take care of their own collection. At the powerhouse an ash
pond is constructed in which all ashes are durnped. Tanneries and other large industries collect
their SW thernselves, but is unknown where they dump it. Srnall industries presurnably dispose
their SW at the street site or at vacant plots nearby, but this is difficult to prove.
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5.4 Secondary Collection
After primary collection the generated S W is brought to a collection depot. Sometimes these
collection depots arealso used as a community dustbin. From these depots the SW is transported
to the disposal sites in the outskirts ofthe city. Kanpur has a great variety of collection points. In
table 5.2 all types, numbers, and capacities ofthe collection depots are given.

Table 5.2: slorage capacities of waste col/eetion depots
Type of depot
Walled in storage depots
Open storage depots
Dumper placer containers (blue)
Dumper placer containers (brown)
RC containers
TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY
*) est1mated average

Capacity (m3) Number TotalM3 Total MT

65
20*
5
4

71
250
65
50
650

I

4.615
5.000
325
200
650
10.790

2.308
2.500
163
100
325
5.396

A further etaboration of these depots is given in 5.4.1. The variety of waste transportation
vehicles is discussed in paragraph 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Collection depots

Walled-in and open depots
These secondary collection depots are located at the street sides, partly enclosed by a wall. The
trucks used for collecting the waste at these depots are open bodies with or without tipping gear.
When the SW is collectedon the ground at an open or walled-in storage depot (enclosure), most
trucks are loaded by a wheelloader (also named front-end loader). The toading takes place at the
road, which results in traffic obstacles. Loading the trucks by hand (without a wheelloader) is a
tedious process of filling baskets, carrying them to the vehicles and banding them to a man at the
truck.

Refuse collector containers
R.C. containers (also known as dustbins) are emptied by portal hoist arm trucks which lifts and
empties the containers by a hydraulic system. These containers are placed in the outskirts of the
city where population density is low.
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Figure 5.3: RC container in Kanpur

Dumper placer containers
The dumper-placers (officially named container-hoist vehicle) remove and put moveable
containers at certain locations at the roadsides. The different kinds of containers have cargo
capacity of 4.5 (brown) or 6 m3 (blue), respectively used in areas with lower and higher waste
generation. The effective capacity ofthe containers is set at 4 respectively 5 m3 . These containers
are relatively massive (as a part oftotal weight) and require heavy machinery for hydraulic lifting
and transporting. The main problems this system has to cope withare the high maintenance costs
of the dumper-placers and the poor availability of spare parts. Parts of the SW is disposed in the
container, the rest is scattered around it. The spread out SW, and therefore attendance of cattle,
causes traffic blocks. Sweepers or other people often leave one side-lid of the container open to
let cows eat the vegetable part of the SW. This is probably done with the aim to reduce the
amount of gathered waste so that more waste can be collected in one container. Or it is done by
the owners of the cattle, which saves them costs for feeding. The lifting and replacing of
containers requires road space, so this type of collection depot is only used outside the old centre
ofKanpur.
The advantages of moveable containers are quick unloading time (the entire content can be
emptied at once) and, when closed containers are used, insects and cattie have no access to
collected waste. Permanent structures like enclosures are not required. If necessary extra
containers can easily be added to an area, for instanee during festivals or fairs. When well
organised, this system is relatively cheap.

Figure 5.4: Steel dumper-placer containers at the road side (6 m3)
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5.4.2 Loading the vehicles

The collected SW is dumped on the ground at all the collection depots (except the containers).
When the waste is collected in dustbins, these are emptied on the ground at the time of loading
because they are too heavy to be emptied in the vehicle at once. So, the larger part of the
collected waste is thrown on the streets twice. A hydraulic wheelloader lifts the SW from street
level into the truck. A wheelloader is not permanently available, sametimes the vehicle is braken
or just nat enough wheelloaders are operational at that moment. Due to narrow streets or
obstacles at the street it cannot always reach the depot. Then the waste is lifted by hand into the
vehicle.
Loading the SW requires a lot of time. Operational costs are high because wheelloaders require
expensive fuel and they need to be repaired quite aften. Spareparts are nat always available. Out
of 28 laaders only 18 are operational (April 1999).

Figure 5.5: loading a truck with a wheelloader from an open dep ot

The moveable containers are loaded in two different ways. The steel R.C. containers (1 m3) are
emptied and replaced instantly at the road side into the collection truck, by using mechanica!
lifting gear. The blue and brown dumper placer containers (6 m3 and 4.5 m3) have to be
discharged at the disposal site. First, the dumper placer vehicle arrives with an empty container at
the back and puts this one alongside the full one. Then the full one is lifted at the back of the
truck and brought to disposal site for dumping. This container can replace another full one. This
way, one vehicle can serve 11 depots, making use of 12 containers. Another type of yellow
dumper placer containers operates in the same way, but is placed and picked up by a tractor with
a special trailer for hydraulic tipping. This type of container will soon be discharged because
equipment is outdated and the system is cast inefficient.

5.4.3 Transport

Transporting the waste by trucks to one ofthe 4 dumpsites causes some problems. The maximum
payload in tons cannot be reached because the trucks have only siclebaards and no backdoors.
Same vehicles are nat specially designed for transporting waste, but rather for transporting
heavier goods like construction and/or demolition materials; matter with a higher density.
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Transport is therefore inefficient and costly. Transportation takes place without covering the SW,
hencesome waste will fall out ofthe truck and has to be collected again.
Transporting the moveable containers is also a costly way oftransporting SW, but loading time is
much quicker. Maximum 5 m3 SW can be transported to the disposal site at one trip. When the
trip to the disposal site takes too much time, this way oftransportation becomes inefficient.

Tab/e 5.3: Totals of operationa/ equipment
Type of vehicle
Ashok tipper truck
DCM tipper truck
Tata tipper truck
large, blue dumper placers
small dumper-placers
Tractor+ trailer
RC compacting containers
Front-end loader
Bulldozer

Total no. of
vehicles
50
2
21
4
6
8
3
28
I

No. of vehicles
operational
26
2
21
4
6
5
3
18
1

Cargo volume
per vehicle (m3)
8.0
4.5
8.0
5.0
4
3.0
6

Total cargo
volume (m3)
208
9
168
20
24
15
18

note: out of this table we can conclude that (26+2+21) I (50+2+21)

= 67% of total number of
·' .. .: ks are operational. The table also indicates a 100 % availability for dumper-placers and a 63%
availability for tractors. These figures distort reality because the numbers are small and the
dumper-placers are recently purchased.

The calculation in table 5.3 results in total transport capacities as elaborated in the following
table.

Tab/e 5. 4: Transport capacities ofoperational equipment
Type of vehicle
Ashok tipper truck
DCM tipper truck
Tata tipper truck
large, blue dumper placers
small dumper placers
Tractor + trailer
RC compacting containers
T otal capacity

Total cargo Total cargo
Number of
Total m3/day Total MT/day
volume (m3) volume (MT) trips per day transported transported
520
208
104
1040
5
4.5
45
22.5
9
5
168
84
840
420
5
40
20
10
4
80
24
48
12
4
96
15
7.5
3
45
22.5
18
18
4
72
72
462
240
2.218
1145

NET daily municipal waste
generation
DIFFERENCE between
daily capacity & generation

2. 100

1.050

118m3

95 MT

The numbers of trips per vehicle were provided by KNN and could not easily be verified due to
the absence of a record system. lt is highly questionable that a dumper-placer does fewer trips
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than a truck, while loading time for a truck is much Jonger and the distance from the collection
points to the disposal site is the same.

5.5 Disposal
At present SW is disposed of in the outskicts of the city. lt is estimated by KNN that 50 % of
collected regular SW is disposedof at Bye Pass Road (National Highway), 30-40% is dumped at
Panki Road, and the remainder I 0- 20% is dumped at I.E.L. dumping ground. lt is presumed (but
not proven) that 5-10% oftotal transported SW is illegally dumped at roadsides.

Figure 5.6: Disposa/ at the roadside outsiele Kanpur

Industrial SW
Hazardous solid waste like sludge from the UASB waste water treatment plant that contains
chromium is dumped at Rooma, in the eastern outskicts of Kanpur. Yearly 1242 MT of this
hazardous sludge is dumped at this site. Fly ash and coal ash from Panki Power plant is disposed
of at an ash pond nearby the plant. The ash pond present in use is an embankment of ashes, size I
km2, enclosed by an earth wall of 5 meter height.

Disposal sites
The aggregated SW at the official dumping sites is pressed and levelled, but KNN has only one
bulldozer. The present method of disposing creates risks to public health. The waste dumps are
breeding spots for flies, mosquito's, and vermin, which are veetors for all kinds of diseases. In
addition the waste contains pathogenie components, such as specific hospita! waste, which are
scattered over the dumpsite. When waste piekers visit these dumpsites they face the risk to be
infected by this materiaL When leaching water reaches the ground water or a river, pollution
spreads out over a wider area. People using drinking water from wells or a river nearby a
dumping ground face serious health danger.
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Composting

In 1979 a compost plant was constructed for the disposal of garbage at Panl<i by KNN. The
operation and maintenance was managed by KNN but it failed due to technical and management
problems. Plant and machines have become defunct due to serious breakdown, missing parts, etc.
KNN has made an attempt to privatise its O&M. Tenders have been invited from private firms,
but no satisfactory response was received due to obsolete machinery and ageing plant.

Figure 5. 7: The broken down compost plant at Panki Road

5.6 Organisation
5.6.1 Kanpur Nagar Nigam
Kanpur Nagar Nigam is responsible for the whole SWM system, which includes primary
collection, secondary collection, final waste disposal and maintenance of all vehicles and
equipment. To undertake these duties there are two departments in KNN : the Health Department
and the Cleansing Department The Health Department is responsible for primary collection
including road-sweeping, drain cleaning, etc. The Cleansing Department is responsible for
secondary collection and disposal. This includes vehicles, equipment, workshop maintenance, and
fuel distribution. The organogram is given in appendix B. Transports of building and construction
materials are since this year the responsibility of Kanpur Development Authority (KDA).

5.6.2 Organisational problems
The Health Department and the cleansing department have to work together quite close in the SW
system. Handling the municipal solid waste from the streets and the households to the final
disposal site in the most efficient and effective way depends mostly on co-operation. Collection
depots, especially the open depots, should he emptied daily. It is obvious that this should he done
after filling the depot and before the filling of the next day. It is a lso required to empty the depots
at daytime, because there is limited streetlight in Kanpur and overtime salaries are too high. T o
increase efficiency, both departments should strive to transport as much fully loaded trucks and
containers as possible. At KNN neither department is responsible for maximising transport
efficiency.
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In general, no independent agency or organisation measures the performance of waste collection
and transportation. KNN supervisors ought to check the sweepers' performance and the emptying
ofthe depots. Truck drivers are obligated to dumptheir cargo at selected sites and not somewhere
closer by the city to save transportation time. The lack of supervision at all stages is one of the
causes that Kanpur bas this 'polluted' outlook.
The official complaint system is not working properly. Slum dweilers or other 'social minorities'
do not have the capabilities and I or the access to drop their complaint. Complaints made by
people who have the right contacts within the responsible departments usually do have more
effect.
Frequent transfers of staffat local and at state level is a major constraint. At present KNN bas
witnessed ten different Mukhya Nagar Adhikaris (MNA, head of KNN) since March 1995 of
which seven MNAs were shuffled since March 1997. The causes of the frequent transfers at
higher level can he due to different reasons. A job at management level within KNN is not a
highly desired one. Management faces powerfut unions, frequent striking employees, and public
demonstrations for KNNs lacking performance to deliver urban services properly. People
working for KNN at management level are constantly lobbying for shifting to a job at another,
more desired, department
At lower level workers are quite satisfied with reaching the desired position of a government
employee. A government job guarantees an above average salary, free insurance, free medical
costs, subsidised education, travel allowances, and many (public) holidays. Their work does most
often not require 8 hours of work per day (maximum 6) and is just sometimes supervised or
checked by somebody else. The system of 'payments by result' is unknown at KNN and
promotion is based on social networking. The exceptional hard working colleague is forced by
others to reduce vivacity to keep average work performance at a low level.
KNN is well known by Kanpurs citizens to he highly corrupt. It is estimated by different citizens
and even by employees within KNN that 90% of the employees are corrupt in one way ore
another. Of course, it is hard to verify or prove this extremely high figure. It is commonly known
in Kanpur that government taxes, to he paid at KNN office, can he delayed by offering the right
clerk and bis direct chief a certain percentage of the taxes to he paid. The hili will, in return, he
put underneath the high pile of tax bills to he devised and send, so it will take at least another year
before the next reminder will he send! There are many more examples of KNN managers who
will benefit of an extremely larger part of KNN services compared to the average citizen. For
example road construction and rnaintenance, nallah (storm drain) cleaning and street sweeping in
front ofthe houses ofKNN managers.

5.6.3 Background and problem analysis
Until recently India had a planned economy with the overriding goal of helping the public sector to
remain in command. This was explicitly the case with the provision ofurban infrastructure facilities
like power, roads, water, sewerage and solid waste management. Thus State or Local Government
agencies took upon themselves the responsibility not only to produce but also to retail as well as
operate and maintain urban services. Due to budgetary constraints, unremunerative pricing and in
some cases free supply of services and high overhead costs, a hu ge gap between supply and demand
bas developed.
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In this planned economy, the resources available to the Government owned urban utilities sector
depend on the planning priority accorded to the urban sector when allocating resources at central
and state level. Due to rural bias in planning, the resource needs of the urban sector have not been
met. This factor, together with the inability of the government controlled urban utility agencies to
generate internat resources, bas resulted in resource scarcities and supply deficits.
The other consequence of low urban sector priority is that no city management policy bas
emerged for Kanpur or for any other city in Uttar Pradesh. So, except for land-use city plans, the
city bas no medium or long-term planning strategies to meet the growing needs for urban services
of their resident populations. Furthermore, the performance levels of urban service government
organisations have been low. These suffer from high over head costs, adoption of nonremunerative prices, low cost recovery, frequent transfers of chief executives. Existing urban
utility assets suffer from lack of adequate O&M - due to Jack of resources as well as Jack of
O&M planning guidelines
The end result is that KNN bas developed a revenue/expenditure mismatch and bas become more
and more dependent on the State Government for grants and subsidies.
KNN bas not acquired the capacity to meet increasing city needs and to carry out good O&M of
existing assets. In a grant-based environment, KNN did not fee) any pressure to adopt commercial,
user oriented, approaches. This bas resulted in O&M being accorded a low priority. KNN bas
developed neither an infrastructural renewaV reptacement policy nor explored fully how to involve
the private sector in production, delivery or O&M of urban facilities.
The present institutional structures and service delivery systems are supply driven and arose out
of the need to imptement centrally or state sponsored programmes. Being government
institutions, autonomy in decision-making is low at locallevel.
Lack of co-operation between all the actors - users, NGOs and providers - bas led to a situation
where there is neither a commitment to quality on the part of solid waste management nor to cost
efficiency. This adds to the factors which result in poor O&M. On the part of KNNs employees
these factors cause staff indiscipline, bad Iabour relations, poor job satisfaction and general staff
frustration.
5.6.4 Conciosion
Concluding, the present state of KNN is that:
• they are dependent on government rules and regulations,
• they have low skilllevels,
• their personnet policies are not merit or performance based,
• they Jack incentives to provide cost effective services,
• control over staffis inadequate and not beneficia) to optimum performance.

Five basic defects
From the above analysis the following basic defects are identified [ICDP Interim report]:
1. State monopoly in the urban services sector and scarcity ofresources
On the one hand the state agencies acquired a monopoly not only in production, retailing and
O&M of urban facilities and on the other hand due to Jack of resources and poor cost recovery the
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supply of services feil woefully short of requirements. This bas lead to over-regulation of the
urban services sector; a high level of government intervention and control, and a reduction in
operational autonomy of local pubtic institutions.

2. Mismatch between institutional capacities and increased roZe and goals
According to the 74th amendment, greater responsibilities have been assigned to local institutions
without any corresponding effort to eosure that these institutions are able to carry out their tasks.

3. Lack ofadoption of (semi) commercial policy and practices.
All urban services are for the greater part subsidised by state govemment to fill the gap revenue
and expenditure. This is so because the beneficiaries are not paying for the services provided.

4. Supply driven, rigid and inward looking institution
KNN is a supply driven institution, established at a time when the execution of a project or
programme was decided at higher levels of govemment or jointly with a donor or a tender. These
types of institutions supply services as well as they can but rarely respond to needs. They are
inflexible in interpretation of rules and regulations and are inward looking. Their attitudes and
approachestend to he self-serving. For example, the overriding consideration in setting targets for
revenue collection is to cover salary costs ofKNN employees.

5. Institutions lack cammilment to change
There seem to have been at least three reasoos for this :1) Jack of commitment within the
specified agencies, 2) Jack of support from higher level, and 3) Jack of incentives to change.
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6.

Ideal SWM

6.1 Targets set by KNN
KNN has no official olie
. Some employees are aware of the relatively better
situation in other Indian cities regarding SWM, but this has not resulted in targets for KNN or in a
strategie plan to improve the present situation.
A few managers formulated some targets themselves they like to achieve. One of these targets is
that by the year 2001, 100% of generated SW in Kanpur should be collected, transported and
disposed of in a scientific manner.

------------

6.2 Kanpur compared toother Indian cities regarding SWM
In this paragraph aspects of SWM in other Indian cities are briefly discussed. Data is from
Ahmedabad (primary collection, treatment and incineration), Mirzapur (collection and
transportation), and Mumbai (transfer station and disposal).
Many projects that started in Indian cities during the last decade failed. It would be interesting to
examine those projects also and try to find out what the causes of failure were. These projects are
not included in this paragraph due to shortage of (written) information, Jack of participation by
local government, and the fact that nearly all these projects are unknown to outsiders. Despite the
negative status presented above some efforts are made in ciass-I cities to improve this situation.
More detailed information regarding SWM experiences in other cities can be found in appendix J:

Experiences in other cities
Primary collection in (almost all) Indian cities is done manually by hundreds ofthousands
sweepers. Ahmedabad is the first and probably the only city in India where some research has
been performed to design an appropriate handcart for primary collection. This has resulted in a
lighter handcart with portable bins, to be emptied by hand in a container. The operation ofthe
new handcart is quite successful and it resulted in higher Iabour satisfaction and a cleaner city
In Mumbai it is too expensive to have the small collection vehicles bring the SW to the (far away)
disposal sites. The collected SW is transferred from the smaller collection vehicles (dumper
placer containers and open trucks) to the large bulk transport vehicles to take the waste to the
disposal site. Waste is transferred in the city at a transfer station, which consists of a platform
accessible by a ramp. For a big city like Mumbai it is cost-efficient to have a transfer station.
Although the concept is good, in daily practise it does not result in a more efficient mode of
transportation. Logistic problems like long waiting times, absence of drivers when the vehicles is
loaded, manual unloading and the Jack of spareparts decreased overall efficiency.
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Beside the negative experiences regarding the transfer-station in Mumbai, much can be leamed
from the way preventive maintenance is managed in this city. Maintenance is based on a regular
service, related to the total amount of km driven by a specific vehicle. The whole system is based
on a well-developed metbod of record keep ing. The main benefit of this system is the, for Indian
standards, high operational productivity. The above average number of employees workingat the
vehicle workshop make it a relatively expensive method, but the system as a whole is still
cheaper than a system of 'breakdown maintenance'.
Also in Mirzapur (U.P.) a transfer-station was constructed, although this is much smaller than the
Mumbai-version. SW is collected by rickshaw trolleys and bandearts that are rolled on a platform,
making use of a ramp. They turn over the collected waste from the platform in a tractor trolley.
When the trolley is tilled the tractor parks the second trolley and takes the first one to the
dumpsite.
Of allaspects ofthe SW process, the final stage (disposal or treatment) is mostoften neglected in
India. Dumping in the outskirts of the city is the most common method. Almost all compost
plants that were constructed in the past failed due to various reasons. In Ahmedabad, on the
contrary, things seem to work very well. Biomedical waste from the hospitals is incinerated and
one-third of regular urban SW will be brought to a treatment plant in the near future. A
weighbridge is also under construction to monitor the SW flows. In about ten years total amount
ofurban SW should be treated and disposedof in an environmental friendly way.

6.3 Primary collection for bousebolds
Different residential areas in Kanpur require different solutions for primary collection. For the
low-income (slum) areas a solution that will require a minimum of investments is preferred. Tax
is not collected in these areas and KNN cannot a:fford high spending. Nevertheless, the situation
in the slums must be improved and the recommended low-investment improvement should clean
up the area as much as possible.
For the middle-income areas, some solutions are available. The most appropriate one depends on
the needs of the inhabitants and the amount of effort and money they are able and willing to
allocate for a cleaner environment.
More options are available for the high-income areas, because collecting waste tax can cover
(part of) the investments and operational costs. In genera], householcts in high-income areas are
eager to pay for a better system, if it really improves the present situation, i.e. a cleaner
neighbourhood.

6.3.1 Community dostbios
For the low-income level communities, where total income is used for food, shelter, and
medicine, the cheapest option is still too expensive. Every improvement of the present SWM
must be financed by the municipality. Making use of community dustbins is a relatively cheap
option and has several benefits. Despite all the negative aspects related to these bins (manual
lifting ofthe bins) it is still recommended as the (less worst) option, appropriate for low-income
areas. All the other modes of collection require payments from the householcts (waste tax) to
cover total costs or at least parts of the costs. This option requires minimum investment to be
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made by KNN. KNN bas to pay for construction, maintenance, and for periodic emptying the
depots.
This type of primary collection offers the lowest possible costs per generated and collected ton
SW. When well functioning, community dustbins are useful and advantageous for a cleaner and
healthier low-income area. Inhabitants have to bring their waste to the community dustbin
themselves. KNN will collect the SW from these depots and transfer it to the disposal sites. A
container is most often impossible because the vehicle cannot operate in the narrow streets and
alleys in the slum areas.

6.3.2 House-to-house collection
For the high-iocome areas, house-to-house collection is recommended. Two systems have been
evolved in re lation to the amount of work imposed upon the householder: (1) kerbside collection,
where the householder puts out the bin and later retrieves it, and (2) door-to-door collection,
where the waste is handed over to the collector at the front door. lf people can afford it, door-todoor collection is the best option.
Both types of collection require a waste bin at every house. People store their garbage in a plastic
or metal bin (or even in the bin also a bag like in New Delhi, but this is more expensive)
purchased by themselves or provided by KNN. It is recommended to keep the bin outs ide
(courtyard, balcony). Inside storage of household waste is only allowed when a weli-fitting lid is
attached. lt is emphasised in different reports and hooks that inadequate storage of dornestic
waste and poor disposal practices (at the street) are a public health hazard. Uncovered storage will
serve as breeding sites for rats, flies, mosquitoes, cockroaches and other vermin, which can act as
passive factors in transmitting infectious diseases and bacterial infections.
Both types ofhouse-to-house collection are deliberated below:

I. Kerbside collection
Kerbside collection requires a regular service and a fairly precise timetable. Residents must place
their bios on the foot way (or street side) in advance of the collection time and remove them after
they have been emptied. Kerbside collection is never entirely satisfactory. Problems include:
• Bins stolen
• Bins sorted through by waste piekers
• Traftic accidents caused by bios rolling on the road
• Bios tumed over by goats or cattie
• Failure ofthe housebolders to retrieve the bin quickly
The advantages of this system, compared to door-to-door collection are relatively lower costs and
it is not required for somebody to stay at home at the time of collection.

2. Door-to-door collection
This type of house-to-house collection at the front door is the best option for improving primary
collection in high-iocome areas because ofthe following advantages:
• The waste will not spread out in the streets polluting the environment and causing health
risks;
• More hygienic circumstances for personnet and Iabour are realised;
• The amount of work imposed upon the householder is minimised and therefore he is more eager
to co-operate and pay for this service improvement
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It is assumed that most of the inhabitants of high-iocome areas are aware of the unhealthy and
dangerous consequences of waste accumulation in the streets. They want their area to have a better
outlook and they agree something should he done, even if this demands their financial and (limited)
physical participation. Therefore, it is presumed they are eager to pay, up till a eertaio amount, for
door-to-door conection.
The city sweepers still clean the streets because households are oot the souree of total street waste.
They can execute a larger area because of the decline in the amount of street waste. The remaining
sweepers can serve a wider area or start door-to-door conection.
The advantages ofkerbside coneetion are the disadvantages of door-to-door conection: a higher cost
per household and somebody has to stay at home at the time of coneetion to hand over the
garbage bin.

6.3.3 Frequency of collection
For both door-to-door coneetion and community dustbins, frequent coneetion is essential. The
solid waste contains 30% of vegetable-putrescible matter, which serves as a breeding medium for
tlies and is a souree of offensive odours. It will take 8 days for fly-eggs to pupate into adult flies.
So, a weekly coneetion prevents the production of flies, provided that the larvae are unable to
migrate from the container (no openings). Decomposition ofthe wastes, however, becomes
apparent during the first two days of storage. Thus aesthetic standards may he of greater practical
significanee than the life cycle ofthe fly in this context. The frequency of coneetion should
preferably he daily; otherwise at least three times a week. Weekly collection is only acceptable if
two conditions are satisfied: space for storing the container in the open air and the provision of
containers with weli-fitting lids that prevent odour emission as wen as access by insects. [Flintoff,
1976]

6.3.4 Equipment for primary collection
Different kind of vehicles can he used for primary collection. For both types of primary
collection, discussed above, we can distinguish four types of collection vehicles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motor vehicles
Animal carts
Handcarts
(trolley) Rickshaws

Making use of a motor vehicle for kerbside collection (like in Europe), the collectors walk the
short distances between containers and the vehicle will move slowly at intervals. For this element
oftravel the motor vehicle is very ineffectively employed, it incurs heavy transmission wear and
high fuel consumption. Compactor vehicles, used in Mumbai, proved to he cost efficient up to a
SW density 375 kg/rn3 (Coad, 1997, p. B-2.5). On average, SW density in Kanpur is much
higher, hence these vehicles are not useful and too costly for prirnary coneetion in Kanpur.
Handcarts and animal carts are much more efficient, but are very slow. Animal carts are oot
recommended because they can easily block traffic, pollute the street and require frequent food
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and rests. The daily costof bulloek feeding is 35 rupeesper day per cart. Handcarts are efficient if
they are well-designed (large volume, with portable containers, hall hearings, big diameter wheels
and pneumatic tires) and the distance to the storage container is short. Handcarts are usually
emptied on the ground; they should have detachable containers to be emptied into a transfer
vehicle or collection depot. Double axles minimise the load to be carried by the collector. Making
use of bandearts is the cheapest option for a high-density area with a container at short distance.
Specially designed rickshaw trolleys are a good option for areas that do not meet these
requirements. They combine relatively high speed with big haul capacity and average Iabour
effort. Some rickshaws can even be emptied by overtuming the trolley part by hand. The
experiences in Mirzapur and pilot projects in Kanpur show good results.

6.3.5 Costs
Similar pilot projects in Kanpur show that the costs for door-to-door collection are affordable for
households with a high-income level. People in Swaroop Nagar and Ratanlal Nagar pay Rs 20-30
per month per household with no restrictions to the amount of waste or the contents. This
contribution is not sufticient to cover all the costs. Maintenance and reptacement are subsidised
by local govemment. A monthly payment of Rs 50 will cover all costs. lt is obvious that lower
income levels cannot afford this service. The introduetion of new forms of collection can only be
a success if first of all the financial consequences are accepted by and affordable for the community.
This might require govemmental subsidies or a less time consuming and Iabour intensive mode of
collection.
The investments to be made before starting door-to-door collection are small. New rickshaw trolleys
cost 3,500 rupees each. In Mirzapur a rickshaw trolley costs 5,000 rupees each (with possibility to
empty by overturning) and a handcart 2,000 rupees each. Maybe KNN can provide suitable
household bins, but this investment will of course increase operational costs. The cost recovery of
the house to house collection should be incorporated in regularly collected municipal fees or
taxes.
Community depots, when adequately designed and built, require some investments. Operational
costs can be relatively low when the depots are well-maintained, i.e. preventive maintenance and
damages have to be repaired immediately

6.3.6 Community participation
Especially for communal depots, success depends on the eagemess of the inhabitants to
participate. Community development workers ought to have a good relation with the community
memhers and start discussing their needs and wishes before any action is undertaken. The
problems are not too hard to overcome if the community and the government work together. First
of all, people should be educated about the negative effects of uncollected waste. The community
is used to dump their waste at the street side and changing this habit can be a difficult task,
because the demand placed on the householder goes often beyond his willingness to co-operate.
During informal conversations with slum inhabitants, it was understood that these people feel
abandoned by the local govemment. They will not co-operate with new concepts if these projects
do not fully support their needs. Incentives for delivering the waste at a depot are hard to find.
Social control within the neighbourhood guarantees more result.
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lt is obvious that even house-to-house collection will fait if the population does not co-operate.
People should be willing to take their refuse to the kerbside and retrieve their bin later. Even
when garbage is collected door-to-door people should be willing to store their waste in a bin for
24 hours (or more). They should be informed about the cleansing activities and they must be
aware that they get value for their money if they pay for removal of their waste. Also the
inhabitants of high-iocome areas, those who are not aware of the negative consequences of street
waste accumulation, ought to be educated that clean surroundings meao more hygienic and
healthier conditions for themselves and their children.

6.4 Primary collection for other areas
6.4.1 Hospitals
Infectious clinical waste that is a danger for pubtic health should be collected separately. The
people working in a hospital or clinic should separate hospital waste in different waste bios or
bags with different coloured plastic bags inside. The different colours will indicate the type of
waste. Regular, non-infectious and non-hazardous, waste cao be handed over to the collector or
brought to a collection depot. The rest of the waste that is considered to be dangerous should be
handed over to a collector, who will collect this type of waste at all the hospitals, clinics, and
nursing homes daily.

6.4.2 Markets
Market waste consists mostly of putrescible matter (vegetab Ie, meat or fish leftover), but is also
mixed with inorganic matter like plastics and paper. Salesmen at markets should store their waste
in dustbins, to be collected frequently by KNN staff. Markets provide good opportunities to
segregate the generated waste for composting. This segregation includes two types of dustbins:
one for organic and one for inorganic matter, both placed at short distauces (every 5- 10 meter).
Market places are often very crowded and evenfora rickshaw it will take time to pass through.
Using a large handcart is a better option for emptying the bios. This handcart can be emptied in a
trolley in a nearby and less crowded street or alley. At the end of the day, the trolley is
transported toa disposal site (or a compost plant) by a tractor or other vehicle.

6.4.3 Industries
Industries will have to take care of primary collection themselves. At the present moment private
sector industries can not be ordered to provide information about their waste handling and
dumping activities. Industries are not eager to provide any reliable data, especially not regarding
the disposal of their (hazardous) solid waste. So, it is difficult to gain more insight in the present
system.

6.5 Secondary collection
The most important problem conceming secondary collection is the absence of an integrated
system: the vehicles and toading equipment do not match with the collection depots. Only the
moveable containers and the dumper-placers combine.
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At the regular collection depots the generated waste has to he lifted from street level into the
vehicle. Thus, the collected SW has to he lifted twice: once at primary collection and once at
secondary collection. This demands extra time and costs and has a lot of other disadvantages,
mentioned earlier. The ideal collection depot is a well-designed depot, that prevents the collected
SW to he dropped at the street again, and that fits in an integrated system.

6.5.1 Collection depots

Low-income areas
For the low-income areas community bins are ideal. People bring their wastetothese bins during
the whole day, soa permanent depot is required. A container is also useful, but has to he replaced
for an empty one immediately after taking the container away.
The ideal permanent collection depots consist of a bricked or concrete enclosure, preferably with
a roof, with container(s) or bins inside. Ideally, the location of the depot will not disturb traffic
flow, nor will the emptying procedure. The depots will serve an area within a range of fifty toa
few hondred meters. Inhabitants deliver their waste at the depot and KNN empties the depots
frequently, at least every other day. Solid waste from these areas mainly consists ofbiodegradable
parts because all recyclables (ifthese are generated in low-income areas) are separated.
Social and technical requirements to communal storage:
Community participation at all stages
Placing at short distance intervals at carefully selected sites
The disposed SW is protected from rain
Dornestic animals are prevented from gaining access
Waste is dumped in exchangeable containers, directly emptied in the collection vehicle
The enclosure, the containers and the collection vehicle form an integrated system

Middle and high-income areas
An adequate collection depot for the middle and high-income areas is a container or a trailer. The
collected SW (door-to-door collection and street sweeping) should be dumped into the trailer or
container directly. By making an elevated dumping platform, the trolley can he loaded without
front-end loaders. In Mirzapur, several loading platforms are built and this really improved the
situation. When a rickshaw-trolley is fully loaded, it is rolled up the ramp (with the use of a
collection depot helper). The ramp width should be sufficient for two trolleys to pass on the ramp
and platform. The handcarts and rickshaws deposit their cargo into the trolley (by gravity). The
specially designed rickshaws can turn over their rear container for unloading.
According to the Mirzapur experiences, the collection depot requires a length of 7.5 meter, width
of almost 3 meter, and with 4 meter parking on one or both sides. The platform height depends on
the height ofthe collection vehicle (trolley) butshall he slightly more than 1 meter.

Other areas
Some areas are not served by KNN, these are basically owned by other agencies, viz. Caotonment
area, HAL colony, Armapur and I.I.T. (university campus). These areas operate and fmance their
own SW system and have little or no problems regarding SWM.
In general, most problems concerning collection and transportation of SW in Indian cities are
related to insufficient maintenance of vehicles and equipment, shortage of time, and shortage of
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financial resources. This also counts for Kanpur. The main benefit of the Mirzapur system is the
absence of expensive hydraulic equipment, which requires frequent maintenance, costly spare
parts, and technica! skilied people. The system is successful because it is appropriate for Indian
cities: it reduces the number of motorised and hydraulic equipment, which at the same time also
addresses the problem oflifting SW into vehicles inashorter time span.
One negative aspect ofthis system is the use of tractors for transporting the SW. Tractors cannot
speed up in fast traffic and therefore they may cause traffic blocks. A tractor-trolley combination
cannot easily take short turns. This topic is further discussed in the next paragraph.

6.5.2 Transport
Refuse collection vehicles should have a toading height not more than 1.6 metres when loaded by
hand. Open vehicles should be covered, at the very least by a tarpaulin sheet. For the part of the
fleet that is not specially designed for transporting waste, it is advised to increase the cargo
volume of the trucks by raising the sideboards and by mounting backside doors. The advantages
of the open trucks used by KNN are:
•
•
•

They are cheap, robust and easily obtainable
They have good ground clearance and perform well on rough ground
Locally produced trucks (e.g. Tata) can be maintained easily

One kind of motor vehicle, which is almost universally available in developing countries, is the
agricultural tractor. In Mirzapur tractors and trailers are used for transporting the SW to the
disposal sites I insanitary landfills. The benefits of using tractors are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintenance facilities are readily available
together with a trailer, the capita! cost may be only half that of a 5-tonne truck
it is capable of hauling a large load relative to its mass
it is an ideal vehicle for operating on a sanitary landfill because of its large tyres and high
torque
a hydraulic tipping gear on a trailer can be operated from the tractor
the primemoverand the ' body' can be separated

The disadvantages are:
•
•
•

slow road speed can cause traffic blocks
cargo is limited to a maximum of 6 - 8 cubic roetres
bad image (vehicle for rural villages)

Despite its slow road speed, about 20 kmlh, it probably offers the cheapest method of motor
transport for SW up toa trailer capacity of about 6 cubic metres. For maximum productivity in
terms of tonoe/km transported, loading time must be reduced to a minimum. Loading time can
even be eliminated by providing an extra trailer that can be loaded while the frrst one is taken to
disposal. lf the tractor can be used solely for the transport of full trailers loaded in its absence, it
is possible to double the transported weight/day that could be achieved by rigid vehicles.
It is recommended to avoid the use oftractors in narrow streets and at high-speed roadways (over
40 kmlh).
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Figure 6.1 : Tractors are used for SW transportation in Mirzapur

To get more insight in the costs of different types SW transportation in Ahmedabad, a cost
comparison is made by AMC. Transporting solid waste in containers is a cheap option compared
to trucks, when we look at Iabour costs. Fora dumper-placer, salary costs for one driverand a codriver (assisting during lifting and placing the containers) are estimated to be Rs 400 a day. A
dumper-placer can make 4 to 6 trips a day. So, daily amount oftransported waste is minimum 8
MT (4m3 x 4 trips x 0.5 MT/m3) and maximum 17.5 MT (5.5m3 x 6 trips x 0.5 MT/m3) this
depends on various factors like the distance to the disposal site, volume of the containers and
level of filling, and intensity of traffic.
A truck requires more manpower for loading; the driver of the front-end loader, the driver and codriver of the truck, and some sweepers to load the remaining SW manually. In total this adds up
to Rs 900 per day. Because of slow loading time a truck can make 3 trips per day maximum.
When an 8 m3 haul capacity truck is on average tilled with 6 m3, transportation capacity is than 9
MT/day.
The three different types of transportation are compared to their daily capacity of transported
waste in the following table.

Table 6.1:Tiransport capacity calculation per vehic/e (Ahmedabad)
Mode of
transportatiou
Small container
Large container
Open truck
Tractor trolley

Ha ui
ca pa city
4.5 m3
6m3
8 m3
3 m3

Average volume
transported
4m3
5.5 m3
6m3
2.5 m3

SW density
[Mt/m3]
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Numberof
trips per day
5
5
3
3

Total transported
per day
10 MT
13.8 MT
9MT
3.8 MT

Out of these calculations we can conclude that containerised transport has 11% (small container)
to 53% (large container) more daily capacity than trucks. Tractors with trolleys have less than
half the capacity of a truck, which is very smal i.
Labour costs for a dumper placer is 45% of Iabour costs for a truck. A dumper-placer requires
higher investment and maintenance costs. To make a complete cost comparison, all costs have to
be taken into account.
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Figure 6.2: A (covered!) container with solid waste is lifted by a dumper-placer

6.6 Disposal
A range of opportunities are available for treatment, processing, and disposal or recycling of
collected SW. Earlier mentioned probieros related to dumping SW could be mitigated through
adoption of improved methods of scientific and environment friendly technologies. These
technologies will not only reduce quantity but also improve the quality of waste to meet the
required pollution standards. Besides, a substantial amount of energy can be generated. The
technologies usabie for Kanpur mostly depends on the amount of SW collected, the contents and
level of segregation.

Energy reeavering
Universities and research institutes stuclied several options for energy recovering from solid
waste. Options can be categorised according to three different processes:
Physical process
- pelletisation
2. Biochemica) process - aerobic composting
- anaerobic composting
- vermiculture
- biomethanation
3. Thermal process
- pyrolysis/ gasification
- incineration
I.

According to Mis Excel Industries Limited (Mumbai), the following technologies of the options
mentioned above are easily available in India: 1) pelletisation; 2) anaerobic composting (with an
option of using bio methanation for production of power); 3) aerobic composting for production
of organic manure.
Comparative parameters of these technologies have been summarised below, based on the report
compiled by Urban and Industrial Energy Group, Ministry ofNon-conventional Energy Sources.
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Tab/e 6.2: Comparison between different energy reeavering technologies
Pelletisation
Required SW/day (MT)
Required land (acres)
Capita( investment (crore)
Required power (HP)
Annual production :
End product
Quantity
Value (lacs)*
*) Est1mated market value

Aerobic compostlog

150
3
4.0
3.75

150
5
1.5
60.00

Fuel pellets
7500 MT
90

Organic manure
16000 MT
192

Anaerobic composting
with Biometbanation
150
6
6.0 - 9.0

Power (gas)
1MW
150

Also NGO's, like Sulabh International for example, did research on energy recovering rrom
municipal SW and started testing the theories on a small scale. Different cities and towns in India
started optimistic pilot projects, based on the research findings. Some projects received promising
results, but meanwhile many failed also. The committee constituted by the Hon. Supreme Court
of India does not advise Indian cities to adopt these new techno logies. None of these processes
are recommended at this j uncture as an option for waste dispos al as no such plants are installed
or successfully working in India [interim report, June 98, p40]. Only composting and sanitary
landfilling are recommended. Of total S W generated in all Indian class-1 cities, only 6 % have
some level oftreatment (5% composting, 1% others) [EPTRI, 1997, p.44)
A critical necessity for successful energy recovering rrom SW is a permanent, controlled supply
of waste with the desired content. Subsequent, smali-scale projects with low investment costs and
basedon community support have a greater chance of accomplishment. Finally, ifthe treated SW
results in saleable items like compost, gas or fuel pellets, a market demand is essential to make
any profit
Most energy recovering technologies assume supply of segregated SW, like entirely organic
matter for anaerobic composting. Segregation at souree provides profitable opportunities.
Segregating the mixed SW after collection increases the costs ofthe input tremendously and will
never guarantee homogeneous matter. The SW may content liquids that can be hazardous and/or
toxic and cannot be separated from the mixed SW. Successful recycling also requires segregated
matter, like PVC, or debris (for road construction).
This paragraph discusses different options for regular municipal waste (mostly rrom households,
street sweeping and markets), hospital waste, and industrial waste. Different technologies are
described in Appendix G.

6.6.1 Regular waste
For Kanpur, it will be difficult to operate a compost plant and make profit out of it. The low
percentage of organic matter demands segregation at households and markets, and separate
collection of this biodegradable SW. A market survey has to prove the fervour of people to
segregate their household waste and has to prove the existence of a market demand to sell the
manure at a reasonable price. Only then composting technology can be considered. It is then
advised to thoroughly investigate the reasons for the failure of the previous compost plant. At
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I.I.T. Kanpur research is going on for new modes of composting. Aftera few promising tests at
the campus site, it is expected a pilot project will start in the city soon.
According to Excel Ltd, making compost out of municipal SW is cost effective, economically
feasible, and most appropriate for Indian type mixed garbage. They use the same definition of
municipal solid waste as EPTRI does (see chapter 2). For the advised aerobic composting process
they presurne an input of municipal SW which is not hazardous, not toxic and not infectious and
the required municipal SW does not include industrial or hospita) waste. So, whenever the
compost is contaminated with toxic or chemical elements, and thus useless, it is the liability of the
Jocal government. In Kanpur, like in most Indian cities, municipal SW consists of a mixture of
different types of waste, from different sources. The change that municipal SW includes
hazardous, toxic, chemica) or infectious partsis quite big. Hence, it is understandable that people
prefer agricultural compost rather than municipal compost.
During the last two decades a total of ten mechanica) composting plants were set up in India
under the Central Scheme of SW Disposal. Only one is under operation in Delhi. All the others
were closed down due to over-mechanisation, Jack of consumer acceptability ofthe compost, and
absence of compost consumers in the vicinity [Bhoyar, 1996, p.56].
Unlike what some companies write in their brochures and unlike a few prosperous projects,
energy recovering out of municipal SW is still in the initial stage. Only few experiences are
available in India, and too many times these projects were not economical viable.
In ICDP Technica] Report No.13 it is recommended that a sanitary landfill (SLF) is the most
appropriate metbod of waste disposal for regular SW in Kanpur, due to simplicity of operation,
low level of required technology and relatively low level of investment The arguments given for
the SLF option may count for European standards but are not so advantageous for Indian
circumstances. The required knowledge is not available and so is the experience. Money is
always a problem in developing countries, especially for unfavourable purposes like solid waste
disposal.
In order to be designated a sanitary landfill, a disposal site must meet the following three general
but basic conditions: 1) compaction of the SW, 2) daily covering of the SW (with soit or other
material) to remove them from the influence of the outside environment, and 3) control and
prevention of negative impacts on the pubtic health and on the environment (e.g odors,
contaminated water supply, soit pollution, etc.) . According to this definition, not a single SLF
exists in India. This is confirmed by different authors and specialists, like R.V. Bhoyar [Bhoyar,
1996, p.56], A.D. Bhide, head NEERI zonal department Delhi, and B.K. Sahni, chairman India
Waste Energy Development Ltd.

6.6.2 Hospital waste
For dangerous hospital waste (bio-medical waste) several authors recommend two options: 1)
disposal at a selected site at a sanitary landfill, or 2) incineration. Landfilling is recommended by
ICDP Technica) Report no. 13, because ofits lower costs.
Burning the infectious waste is a costlier option but it ensures the destroying of all the waste and
it requires relatively less land. Another advantage is that the remaining ashes (20% of original
volume) do not harm human beings or environment and can easily be disposed of. Incineration of
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bio-medical waste is strongly recommended by the committee constituted by the Hon. Supreme
Court oflndia [interim report, June 98, p.40] and also by Sulabh International.
The constraints are: high capita} and O&M costs, high technica} skilis required to man it, and the
system is not environmental friendly (toxic gasses).
Sulabh International Institute of health & Hygiene identifies 10 categories of biomedical waste
and recommends different modes of treatment and disposal [Nath, 1998, p.43-63, 103]. Waste
from some categories can be disposed of at a selected site on a SLF. Other categories of SW have
to be disinfected and destroyed by heating (800 - 1000 OC).
For Kanpur, incineration is probably the best option. A SLF is (still) not operating and the present
mode of disposal (dumping) is hazardous and immediate action for safe treatment is necessary.
An incinerator eliminates all infectious parts of the SW at a reasonable price. Economical
efficiency wiJl increase when:
- several hospitals make use of a common incinerator, like in Hyderabad and Ahmedabad, and
- only segregated, hazardous, infectious biomedical SW is incinerated, burning all SW
(including regular SW) will increase operational costs too much.
6.6.3 Industrial waste

For industrial SW the bestoption is also sanitary landfilling. Hazardous industrial SW should also
be dumped at a (separate) SLF, at a selected site, and of course daily covered with soil. To
finance the disposal this should be done at full cost recovery, using the basic principles of userpay, abuser pay, and polluter pay.
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7. Involving the private sector in SWM
In this chapter one option is investigated to improve the present situation, which is co-operation
with the private sector. We try to get an answer to the last research question: What are the
opportunities for the private sector to participate?
In the first section advantaged and disadvantages of public private partnership (PPP) are
discussed. In the second section and in appendix H different forms of PPP are elucidated.
Experiences with PPP in Kanpur and in other Indian cities are discussed in 7.3, 7.4 and in
appendix K.

7.1 Why co-operate with the private sector?
Private sector participation in SWM shows that, if well designed, these arrangements can bring
big improvements in the quality, availability, and cost-effectiveness of services. Several ICDP
reports and data from other Indian cities confrrm this. '... primary collection, waste
transportation, and disposal have good potential for pub/ie private partnerships (PPP)'
[HUDCO, 1995]. ' .. .huge potential exists for private investments only if the urban sector is
deregulated. The economie rates of return I internal rates of return are quite high in urban
projects to make private investment remunerative.' [Raj, no date]
According to Mr. Sreeram of Regional Centre for Urban an Environmental Studies (RCUES) in
Lucknow several factors play a role in the increasing interest in privatisation in the developing
countries [Sreeram, 1995]:
•
•
•
•

Performance failure of public sector bodies
Rapid urban growth and escalating demand for public goods and services
Eneomaging popular or individual participation in economie development
Donor reorientation to private sector (World Bank, IMF)

Benefits
Private sector participation can deliver many important benefits; this depends on which option is
chosen. It can bring technica} and managerial expertise to the sector. lt can improve operating
efficiency and reduce the needs for subsidies. F or long term contracts it can result in large-scale
capita} investments and greater efficiency in the use of that capital. The inhabitants can benefit of
an increase in response to their needs and preferences. Whether private sector involvement in the
end will turn out to he a benefit to the inhabitants depends on many elements and actors.
One of the reasons for successful privatisation is the increased Iabour productivity. The efficiency
of the employee in the private sector is higher, maybe thanks to higher job securities in the
government sector, lack of incentive system, inflexible use of staff as per tasks, and lack of
linkages between productivity and salary. In private sector the entire process is guided by the
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profit, while in the government sector, apart from decision making dilatory, its goal is to avoid
public criticism [Garg, 1999, p.17]
Disadvantages
A government organisation bas a natural monopoly in service providing, and it will provide its
services to as much citizens as possible, regardless of the 'rate of return'. When a private firm bas
the same monopoly, it is expected that none or less profitable areas be erased from the provided
service, to maximise net income.
Monopolies, whether public or private, often yield lower productive and allocative efficiency than
competitive firms do. Their output, service standards, and investment in capacity all tend to he
lower than under competitive conditions, while their prices tend to he higher. To achieve
efficiency and investments goals the World Bank advises to maximise competitive pressure on
the utility of SWM and devise a regulatory regime providing incentivesforservice quantity and
quality improvements. In a competitive environment, service standards tend to increase.
When the private sector gets involved in the delivery of urban services there is always a risk of
faiture because of different interests. The private entrepreneur's main objective is of course to
maximise profit and I or acquire a bigger market share. Generally, private sector chooses
activities with a specific objective ensuring certain return on investment. Therefore, it is obvious
that a private firm evaluates its ventures for the commercial viability and investment decisions are
taken selectively. The public sector on the contrary is expected to provide equitable service even
if the service is not found financially viable. In general, a non-profit governmentàl organisation
delivers a service to fulfil the needs of the tax paying inhabitants. Nevertheless, both parties have
some aims in common and these shared interests can partly explain the success of existing cooperations between public and private sector.
This chapter tries to achieve more insight and identify key factors for successful co-operation
with the private sector to provide a better service in solid waste management. First, an overview
is given of different farms of PPP, based on a World Bank study. Then an investigation of private
sector experiences in SWM in other Indian cities is presented and key factors for success will be
clarified. The experiences Kanpur gained with privatisation are discussed in paragraph 5.3.

7.2 Different forms ofPPP for civic services indeveloping countries
The options for private sector participation vary from service contract (No.1) to divestiture
(No.6). The government retains full responsibility for operations, maintenance, capital
investment, financing, and commercial risk at a service contract. These responsibilities will shift
to the private sector according to the increase in number (from 1 to 6).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

service contract
management contract
lease
concession Goint venture)
BOT I BOO I DBO
divestiture

In practise private sector arrangements are often hybrids or combinations of these models. These
six options are further elaborated in appendix H: Differentforms ofPPP.
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Requirements to the government
Prosperous co-operation with the private sectors requires a.o. proper management skilis from
local government. According to the World Bank, a process for involving the private sector must
meet two basic requirements that local government is responsible for:
•
•

The chosen option for private sector participation must make sense in local conditions
(technica!, financial and politica!)
The option must be implemented in a careful, thorough, and credible manner [World Bank,
1997].

A technically sensible option is one that is well targeted to the problems and is compatible with
the existing legal and regulatory framework. After completion, the technology can be managed
and maintained by local people and can be considered as an improvement appropriate to the
existing technology. A financially sound option is one that can be financed at a tariff that
consumers are willing to pay - or with the aid of a politically viabie subsidy scheme. A politica/
sound option is one that has politica! support, both within the government and among
stakeholders.
In genera!, the bigger a government's politica! commitment to create a clear, fair and credible
environment for private sector involvement, the more it is likely to ask the private sector to
invest, and so, the more likely are the benefits to its citizens.

7.3 Review of case studies on PPP for SWM in otber parts oflndia
The table given below mentions different towns and cities, which have experienced private sector
participation in SWM. In some cities smali-scale pilot projects and try-outs started, for example
house-to-house collection. Other cities like Surat, Rajkot, Jaipur, and Navin Mumbai privatisedsuccessfully- larger parts of their SWM. A detailed description of the privatised part of the SW
system in some Indian cities is given in appendix XX. The nine cities described in this appendix
are: Rajkot, Surat, Jaipur, Calicut, Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Hyderabad, Pune, and Nagpur.
Biggest efforts with privatisation are made in the cities Rajkot and Surat, both in the state Gujarat.
These two cities were visited during this research, along with Ahmedabad in the same state. Some
years ago, all three cities were regarded as extremely polluted. Nowadays they look much cleaner
and healthier. The same counts for Jaipur in the state Rajastan, which privatised more than twothird of its transportation. Ahmedabad improved their SWM tremendously but without the
assistance of the private sector. The four cities are compared to each other in the below-presented
table.
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Table 7.1: Comparison between Jour different Indian cities regarding SWM and privatisation

INDICATOR

JAIPUR

RAJKOT

SURAT

AHMEDABAD

City area
Population (1999)

181 sq. km
18.9lacs

104 sq. km
8.5lacs

Total SW generated daily
(in dry season 1)
Average generated SW in
kglcap/day
Percentage of generated
SW collected
Percentage of generated
SW transi>orted & disposed
Contents of municipal SW
Density of collected SW
Organised recycling
Organised composting
Disposal metbod
Percentage of total
generated SW collected by
private companies or
NGO's
Percentage of total
generated SW transported
by private companies or
NGO's
Payments based on

1200 MT

450MT

112 sq. km
20.17lacs
(40% slum
dweil ers)
900MT

191 sq. km
32.00 lacs
(41% slum
dweil ers)
1450 MT

Approx. 0.50

0.53

0.47

0.45

90%

95%

92%

100%

90%

95%

92%

100%

Unknown
Unknown
None
None
Dumping
0%

Unknown
Unknown
None
None
Dumping
Small scale
community
based projects

Unknown
Unknown
None
None
Dumping
Small scale
pilot project

Unknown
Unknown
None
500 MT/day
Dumping
0%

70%

70%

50%

0%

Cleanliness and
weight
150 Rs!MT
60 Rs!MT

Cleanliness
standards
116 Rs!MT
109 Rs!MT

Weight

Irrelevant

225 Rs/MT
130 Rs!MT

70 Rs/MT 2
Irrelevant

Costs before privatisation
Costs after privatisation
1
2

on average 20% increase in SW generation during monsoon and festivals
estimated value by AMC and highly questionable

In Calicut, Mumbai, Navin Mumbai, and Nagpur also successful PPP projectsin certain stages of
the SWM process have started. For Kanpur it is worthwile to monitor these projects, especially
the projects on house-house-coHeetion and the project in Nagpur on a promising new composting
technology.
Some other PPP projects were less successful (Hyderabad and Pune). These area also described in
the same appendix along with the causes for failure.
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7.4 Review ofKNN experiences with PPP for SWM in Kanpur
During the last decade, Kanpur Nagar Nigam had some experiences with private sector
participation in the delivery of urban services. The results of these smali-scale projects range
from successful to complete failure. The list presented beneath of experiences with privatisation
is discussed in this paragraph.
I.
2.
3.
4.

Privatising door-to-door collection by community based NGO's.
Compost plant at Panld road
Disposing the SW at a treatment plant (bio-gassing technology)- near future
Privatising secondary collection

l.Privatising door-to-door collection by community based NGO's.

Present state ofdoor-to-door colleefion projects, initialed by NGO 's
I.
2.
3.
4.

Ratanlal Nagar (HIC), two rickshaws
Ratanlal Nagar (SBI Colony)
Chandrewyhar Colony (Mr. Tribathy)
Swaroop Nagar, Chunan Moran Road, directed by Mr. Rajesh Kumar Mehrotra, I rickshaw,
started August I998
5. Swaroop Nagar, Mohan Medical Store I Wali Guhi, directed by Mrs Agurnal, I rickshaw,
started January I998
6. Swaroop Nagar, Sales Tax Road, directed by Mrs. Bimeli Wig, 2 rickshaws, started January
I997.
7. Slum area, UBSP (NGO), supervised by Mr. Mahatma Prashad
It is intended to extend this service to the following other areas:
8. Kidwai nagar
9. Tilak nagar
Description of the door-to-door collection projects given below are mainly based on informal
interviews with Mr. Mehrotra and Ms. Wig, both initiators of the project in their area, and with
Mr. M.D. Girdhani, KNN Health Officer.

Modus operandi:
The generated household waste is gathered in a small dustbin at every household. These dustbins
are not provided by KNN; it is assumed that every household already has a suitable bin or
otherwise will purebase one. Plastic bags are also not provided because the experiences in the
Ratanlal Nagar project have taught the people do not appreciate this. Plastic bags will increase the
amount of waste furthermore.
Every morning between 8 am and noon, seven days a week, the waste collector knocks on every
front door and the servant hands over the waste bin to him. The collector empties this bin in the
rickshaw-trolley. Almost every house in these areas has an outside water-tap. The collector cleans
the bin by using this tap (when available) before he returns the clean bin. When the trolley is
filled, the collector empties it at the nearest secondary collection depot manually. These depots,
mostly containers, are emptied by regular service.
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Costs
The second hand rickshaws are provided by KNN, free of costs. These were previously used as a
regular people carrier, but were outdated. The NGO's repair the rickshaws at their own costs and
attach the wooden 'trolley' part at the back. These total investment costs are (estimated)
maximum Rs 1,500 for an NGO. The rickshaw rider I collector bas a salary of Rs 1000- 1400
per month, to be paid by the NGO. The NGO's on average charge Rs 20 per household per month
to cover operational costs and (part of) maintenance. If total monthly costs are estimated to be
1800 per rickshaw, than one rickshaw rider should serve at least (1800120=) 90 households to
cover all costs.

Organisation
Some neighbourhood associations contacted KNN themselves for improving the waste collection
system in their locality. The NGO is responsible for coneetion of household contribution,
monthly payments to the sweeper(s), and maintenance and repair of the rickshaw. The rickshaw
driver is responsible to collect the garbage daily and in case of absenteeism (illness) it is bis
responsibility to arrange a substitute collector.
At Chunan Maran Road, 91 households are served by the NGO sweeper and were initially
supposed to pay Rs 20 per household. If all money was collected total income should be
91 x20= 1820 Rs and this would just be sufficient to cover all costs. In daily practise it turned out
that utmost 95% of all households actually paid the fee, only about 60% made these payments in
time. To cover recurrent costs, fees are now raised to Rs 30 I household. The NGO can now
afford extra payments for the sweeper, for instance, to clean the drains frequently.

Evaluation
The current projects seem to be quite successful and the service can be expanded to other areas. A
major problem that can undermine the project is, besides delay in payments, the employment of a
sweeper. When an NGO hires a sweeper he is officially nota union member, but in practise he
will benefit from the union power and the strong group consciousness among colleague sweepers.
When bis performance is continual insufficient the NGO can fire him, but it will be impossible to
hire another sweeper, because that new sweeper will face some serious intimidation by the
previous one and bis fellows. To cope with this problem, KNNs health officer selected an
unemployed person to do the job, who bas relatives working at KNN or other govemment
services. When the sweeper does bis job inappropriate, the Health Officer persuades him to do
better because otherwise all bis family memhers will be replaced to sweep the outskirts of the
city!
This is not a sustainable solution and should not be copied to other areas. Solutions have to be
thought about in creating less dependency on the sweepers fondness.

2. Compost plant
In 1979 a compost plant was constructed at Panki with a rated capacity of 200 tons of compost
per day. It was shut down after half a year, due to different reasons: required technical and
management skilis were not available, and the composition of the supplied SW proved to be
unsuitable for the production of compost (too low percentage organic material; too high
percentage of inert material).
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3. Trestment plant
KNN signed a BOO contract with Enkem Engineers pvt. Ltd for the construction and operation of
asolid waste treatment plant with a capacity of around 8 MW. The period needed to produce this
amount of energy is not given. This company will use biogassing techniques to extract methane
gas out ofthe supplied municipal SW. The agreement willlast for 30 years and, according to the
contract signed in 1996, the plant would operate at full capacity within 3 years. But tree years
after signing the contract, the plant bas not even been built. Enkem demands 600 MT of mixed
SW per day with requested components (contract artiele 1.8): Moisture content 35%; volatile
solid (i.e. compostable matter) 67%; non-volatile matter 33%; and four restrictions to the
percentage of chemica) components. The total amount of mutual agreed SW bas to be delivered at
the plant site daily. Quality and quantity will be controlled daily, making use of a weighbridge
and taking samples at random (artiele VII).
Difficulties are expected because oftwo reasons:
no action bas been undertaken after signing the contract, neither by KNN, nor by Enkem
- average percentage of biodegradable matter in regular municipal SW is less than half the
required percentage, so KNN bas to segregate the collected SW before delivering at the plant
site or bas to collect separately from markets to increase the percentage.

4. Privatising secondary collection
Secondary collection was contracted out to a local firm to transport the collected SW to the
disposal sites. The firm had to utilise KNN equipment (transport vehicles) and persounel at a
fixed rate per type of equipment. During the 6 months contract period this company collected the
waste.
Probieros arose during the first month of operation. The operator dumped the collected SW in
other areas closer by, tosave fuel costs and time. The provided equipment was in bad shape and
was neither maintained before contracting out nor during this period. KNN could oot allow the
affianced weekly payments to the contractor, so payments were delayed. The total amount of
money to be paid was an issue. Payments were related to the collected quantity of SW (Rs 55 I
MT) and this could not be measured because a weighbridge was not available. Both parties never
agreed on the (roughly) estimated weight oftotal collected SW
According to KNN officials, privatising secondary collection is an excellent opportunity to gain
experience in PPP. Collection and transportation can even be cheaper per MT when some careful
preparation is done. Payment by weight is a good incentive to collect as many SW as possible
from the collection points. This mode of payments requires the purebase of a weighbridge,
operated by governmental supervisors. Cargo will be estimated by weighing every truck before
and after dumping. One of the reasoos for the broken vehicles was that the contractor used the
trucks without being responsible for repairs. When the contractor bas to purebase bis own trucks,
he will be responsible for fleet and equipment O&M. Only then, equipment is immediately
repaired after a brake down. lt is assumed the company will really take care after their
investments. A frrm will only make these high investments if the contract period will last for at
least two years.
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7.5 Conclusions
7.5.1 General conclusions
Successful implementation of any form of PPP requires, first and foremost, strong politica!
commitment and rigorous management. Without govemmental support at different levels cooperation with a private company is determined to fail.
So, before approachinga private company, some detailed work should be done by Kanpur Nagar
Nigam. First, the best option for PPP should be identified, according to their objectives. It is
expected to require some time before all people at decision making level agree with this option,
or at least do not oppose. S~, the broad legal and regulatory framework, needed to support
the selected option, should be in place. Third, a carefut analysis of a range of technica! and
financial factors needs to be undertaken. -

Key factors for success
•
•
•
•

strong politica} commitment at alllevels
carefut preparation- technical, legal, politica}, administrational and financial
an open, competitive process for selecting a private partner
community support

7.5.2 Conclusions out ofthe case studies

Primary col/eetion
Privatising primary collection is difficult. A city like Kanpur bas so many sweepers employed,
who cannot be made jobless by privatising this service. Besides, their contracts do not allow
discharging and the sweepers' union is very powerfut
Improving primary collection does not require (high) investments, but rather organisational
changes and some new equipment. When some private companies organise the whole process of
primary collection, which can he considered as a huge task, this needs to be supervised by local
govemment for which they usually do not have the capacity. Assisting local government to
improve their management capacity will have more effect.

Secondary col/eetion I transportation
Transportation of SW from the secondary collection depots to the identified dumping grounds
offers promising opportunities for privatisation. In the visited and studied cities private
companies proved to do the work cheaper and more efficient.
When payments are based on cleanliness of the depots after emptying, contractors are expected to
empty the depot as quick as possible because time saving is the only way to increase their
income. lt is assumed they will unload the depots just up till the contractual agreed cleanliness
level and habitually leave an amount of SW uncollected at the depot.
Payments per collected amount of SW turns out to he the best incentive for the contractor to
empty the collection depot completely and thoroughly. Payments basedon collected volume are
highly questionable, because it is difficult to define the volume exactly and contractors are
expected to load their vehicles with as much 'airspace' as possible (low density). Payments based
on weight are a better alternative. This requires the placement of a weigh bridge at the disposal
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site, operated by local government supervisors. To maximise his profit, the contractor has to
collect all the waste and he has to load the truck as compact as possible to minimise the amount
of trips.
For the contractor there is always the inducement to increase the weight by collecting more debris
and let the low weight waste (leaves) uncollected. This can be prevented by setting contractual
limits to the maximum weight per truckload to be paid.
The best option is to make performance related payments based on a combination of cleanliness
indicators of the waste depots and weight of collected SW. Out of the case studies can be
concluded that SW transportation should be privatised till a maximum extend of 70% of total
·----~----·---~-----transported sw~---~----··-·-·"-·-u·--·~··----w~-

l)isposal/treahnent
·
com anies should not operate disposal sites. When a company is fully in charge of
operati on, they can set the tan s Tor disposäl amféän refuse eertaio types of waste. O&M costs
can be reduced by not covering the waste daily or with a thinner layer than required. In general,
reducing operational costs of a SLF will have negative impacts on the environment. When all
possibilities to diverge from the operational teehoical requirements are restricted in a contract and
daily operation is supervised by government inspectors, t~e private s~~~r. ..wilLnot.he
interested in the task. Especially when the tariff structure for disposaf1snxe0.~

-----------·

The same arguments count for an incinerator. Disposal and incineration offer no opportunities for
competition and the benefits for private sector participation are low.

Organisation
In all the visited cities in Gujarat it was clear that part of the success was !he decentralisation of
authority ~- Quick communication between the sanitary inspeetors (SI) on the
..-:-road andbetween the SI's and the head or zonal office was realised by wireless transmitters in
every car. In Surat there was a brief meeting every afternoon between the Health Officer and all
SI's to discuss the important issues of that day. Reports and forms were tilled in at the zonal
offices to record all information. These procedures will consume considerably less time when
record keeping is computerised.
Threats
Out of the less successful or even failed PPP case studies we can conclude that some ofthe causes
for faiture are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

lack of eagerness to improve the present situation
no broad co-operation and participation among all persons and institutions concerned.
differentiated individual goals of persons involved
lack of organisational capabilities

7.5.3 Conclusions out ofKNN experiences
KNN has Iittle experience with private sector participation. When they start with, it is advised to
start with short period agreements at a small scale, i.e. management contract or lease contract.
The present lacking SW system offers enough opportunities for impravement with the help of the
private sector.
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One of the main difficulties that can be expected when services are being privatised is KNN
itself. Contractors are willing to collector transport municipal SW, but only when KNN supports
the contraetar's performance and when the contract allows him to make profit Out of KNN
experiences with privatisation and informal interviews with KNN employees it is clear that the
essential culture that supports privatisation does not exist. On the contrary, most people at KNN
regard privatisation as unwanted and sarnething that undermines their (powerful) position and/or
career opportunities.
Even though privatisation offers numerous opportunities for Kanpur to improve the SW system, it
will never succeed if the required support form local government fails. So, first and foremost
KNN employees at all levels should be elucidated that privatisation does not harm their position
or job security, it just alters their tasks from operating to guiding and managing. One thing that
can harm some individuals is transparency in job description and responsibility, and the necessary
free availability of information. This will undermine the informal power structure of more or less
corrupt labourers who like to keep work and procedures 'obscure'.
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8. Discussion
In this chapter all gathered data and findings, presented in chapter 3 till 7, are discussed. Out of
the data it is clear that every aspect of the present SWM system in Kanpur provides sufficient
opportunities for impravement The described municipal solid waste system consists of several
aspects that are highly interrelated and interdependent, so synchronisation of the total system is
the key word. This is discussed in the first paragraph. Technica!, organisational and HRD aspects
are discussed in respectively paragraph 2,3 and 4. Paragraph 8.5 is related to chapter 7 and deals
with the possibilities for the private sector to participate in the proposed improved system.

8.1 Overall improvements
As mentioned above, it is very important that a SW system in a city is designed as one total plan
and not as a sequence of different independent phases. The present system in Kanpur shows too
many shortfalls and is far from ideal. Waste remains uncollected at the streets or at, or around, the
secondary collection depots. The negative health consequences for the employees and the citizens
are mentioned earlier. Besides health consequences the present system is also cost inefficient.
Cost calculations are hard to make because KNN expenditures made on SWM are unknown
(budgets are not specified). Even though it can be concluded that the system can be much more
cost-efficient because of the half-tilled trucks and containers driven to the disposal sites and the
Iabour intensive and illogical mode of collection and transportation.
An important aspect ofthe ideal system is single lifting ofthe SW, like it is done in Mirzapur and
Ahmedabad. The absence of second lift:ing prevents that the municipal workers contact the waste
when filling the trucks or containers. Municipal waste also consists of human excreta, cowdungs
and BMW that may cause diseases. When second time lifting is abandoned, waste is quicker
removed out ofthe city and has less time to putrefy and/or cause diseases. Besides health aspects,
lifting the waste only one time saves time and money.
Another aspect that will imprave hygienic circumstances is a 'closed' solid waste system. As soon
as the waste is collected from the streets or households and it is disposed at intermediate starage
depots it should be covered. This way flies, cattie and rain have no access and during starage and
transportation collected SW is prevented from dropping at the streets again.
Befare imptementing any impravement to the system that insists co-operation of the citizens, like
households, shopkeepers or industries, the pubtic should be able to give their opinion. Options
discussed with (representatives of) the pubtic resulting in commonly agreed solutions have a
chance ofbeing successful. Especially when it comes to desired changes in people's behaviour or
ha bits (like throwing waste at the streets) it is extremely important to have their co-operation.
When people consider the new system as their own plan and beneficia) for themselves and their
direct environment, they are presumably eager to make it a success. Open discussions with
residents, public meetings, hearings and a city wide awareness campaign are essential.
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Any form of profitable energy recovery out of municipal SW, composting and recycling mostly
depends on one prerequisite: souree segregation. When shopkeepers and householcts segregate
their garbage in two bins (biodegradable and non-biodegradable) a lot of opportunities arise.
Segregated biodegradable waste is the perfect input for a compost plant, for biomethanation,
vermiculture or any other form of energy recovery. Non-biodegradable waste can all he recycled,
except small hazardous waste Iike batteries and nail polish remover but this is considered to be
maximum 1% of total generated waste.
When recyclables are kept at the householcts in a separate bin it will prevent the streets from
being littered but scavengers will lose their job. On the other side, it provides an excellent
opportunity for them to collect these items at the front doors. Recyclables, like paper and plastic
bottles, will not get polluted with street dirt and are worth more at the recycling market Another
benefit for the scavengers is the large quantity of recyclable goods that can he collected in a short
time. With the help of NGO's and CBO's every (previous) scavenger can serve a eertaio area,
like 200 houses and 50 shops each. A uniform, a shirt or at least a name badge and an identity
card gives thema proper, respectable and responsible job and makesthem more accepted by the
community.

8.2 Teehoical improvements
The teehoical improvements are discussed according to the same chronological metbod used in
chapter 5 and 6, i.e. primary collection, intermediate storage, secondary collection and disposal.

8.2.1 Primary collection
How much municipal SW is daily generated in Kanpur is still a guess and how much is daily
collected is also estimation. More questions arise when we try to estimate the contents of the SW
or other teehoical data. Even though these data are important for designing an overall SW system
for Kanpur, it is clear the actual mode of primary collection is inefficient and major
improvements can he achieved without exact knowing these technica} figures.
In general, when you examine the streets of Kanpur (except the main roads) it is obvious that the
total amount collected SW as a percentage of total amount generated is too small. The areas that
are swept (always in the morning time) are only very temporarily clean. As soon as the shops
open garbage is dumped at the street sides. Some other areas are not swept at all.
Labour productivity is low among sweepers and there are different reasoos for this. At frrst there
is no incentive to improve work speed or quality. Payments are notbasedon performance, there is
a lack of supervision, and when the sweeping job is considered insufficient there are no
punishments for follow-up. Sweepers just know they got a government job that provides them
social security and a reasonable monthly income. Doing additional jobs during official working
time can easily increase their income.
After studying the mode of collection in Kanpur it can he considered as time consuming,
inefficient and hazardous, making use of outdated equipment. Especially when we compare
Kanpur with Mirzapur or the visited cities in Gujar3t many improvements can be achieved. The
present mode of primary collection can easily he bettered without high investments or using the
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latest technologies. By just replacing the old, smal!, and difficult to handle bandearts for a new
designed ones and/or rickshaws will increase Iabour productivity tremendously and much more
waste will be daily collected per sweeper with less effort. Also the promotion of house-to-house
collection and the use of community bins can result in big improvements in the cleanliness of
Kan pur.
Before introducing new equipment and/or new modes of collection, we should think about the
consequences, because, as mentioned in the first paragraph, the SW system is interrelated and the
mode of collection will influence the collection depot design. Replacing the outdated bandearts
by the six-bin handcart designed in Ahmedabad is a good option that will not influence the design
ofthe collection depots much. The only technica! requirements are the limited maximum distance
to the depot (or container) and the height that the bins have to be lifted for emptying. In Kanpur
all secondary collection depotscan be served with the new bandearts without any problem.
Six-bin handcarts

Introducing these bandearts requires besides some technical demands also some important
financial and organisational necessities. Purchasing a new six-bin handcart cost Rs 3400. In
Rajkot steel bins and plastic bins were used at the same time and monitored during the first
months of their use. It turned out that in the long run the galvanised steel bins were the best
option. These bins cost Rs 80 each. So, total investments for one handcart are Rs 3880, which is
quite a lot compared to the traditional wheelbarrow. With an expected lifetime of 5 years for the
handcart and 2.5 years for the bins, yearly (depreciation) costs are Rs 872. To guarantee the
expected lifetime of the handcart and the bins sweepers are expected to take care after their
equipment very welt. When a sweeper is held responsible for his new handcart he should also get
the facilities to store his equipment in aproperand safe way, for instanee a long chain and a loek
to fasten the bins and the handcart.

Figure 8.1 : Colleeled SW is directly dumped in the container
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Rickshaw trolleys
The rickshaw trolleys used in Mirzapur have some great advantages that could also be useful in
Kanpur. Especially outside the crowded centre were less waste has to be collected and were it has
to be transported over relatively long distances, rickshaws offer some benefits. One major
requirement to this system is the construction and operation of a platform to empty the collected
SW in a transport vehicle. Constructing a ramp and platform requires some space, which is not
considered as the biggest problem. The free operational space necessary around the platform
gives rise to bigger problems. The use of tractors and trolleys to transport the collected SW
require the least space, but have other disadvantages, see paragraph 6.5.2 The other option is the
use of steel containers placed and collected by dumper-placers. This option necessitates a lot of
operational space around the platform to place empty containers and remove the tilled ones.
These two options are discussed in the following paragraph.

8.2.3 Intermediate storage
Most of the collection depots presently in use by KNN show some major deficits, the problems
are described in 5.4.1 and 6.5.1. An intermediate storage depot, or secondary collection depot,
should of course also form an integrated part of the overall system. Other criteria are the earlier
mentioned closed system and the method of one-time handling the SW. Further more, cost
efficiency and health aspects for the KNN workers and the citizens have to be considered and
taken care of.
The mode of intermediate storage is directly related tothemode of transportation. For example,
when we choose to use platforms for the transfer of collected SW it has consequences for the type
oftransportation. The benefit of overturning SW from the back of a rickshaw trolley in a waiting
tractor trolley cannot easily be copied to a containerised system. When containers are tilled from
platforms some additional requirements to the containers arise. First, it must be possible to place
them close to the platform. Secondly, the opening should be broad enough (at least 1.5 times the
width ofthe trolley part) and at the top ofthe container. These two requirements are propounded
to ensure that all collected SW can easily be dumped in the container and not between the
container and the platform. The presently used containers in Kanpur and the recently purchased
ones do not fulfil to these demands; the openings are too small.
Although containers presently used by KNN are difficult to be tilled from a platform, they have
some substantial advantages. The steel container is the only (closed) depot that can satisfy all
different criteria mentioned above, but only when it has lids and when it is possible to overthrow
the collected SW in the container at once. All other options are less ideal, because they are open,
require manual unloading or twice handling. Another benefit of the container is that it can
function as a community depot, something a trolley can not do.
The prerequisites of using containers are:
1) A paved site (concrete or asphalt) where the containers are located. The area to be paved
should at least be the size of two containers so that the empty one can be placed beside the
full one.
2) Dumper-placers should easily have access to the container site for placing and lifting without
obstructing traffic.
3) The container capacity, the location, and the distance between two containers depends on the
amount of SW generated in that area (determined by population density and presence of
commercial activities like shops, markets).
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8.2.4 Secondary coneetion
To reach the target of total generated SW to be collected and transported to the dumping sites
requires an extension of the present transportation capacity. To determine the ideal mode of
transportation we will compare three options commonly used in India (open trucks, containerised
transport, and tractors with trolleys) in the following table.

Table 8.1: Comparison between modes oftransportation

2.

Function
Geometry:

3.

Materialisation:

1.

MT/day/vehicle

Tractors + trolleys
(loaded from a platform) ·•

SW transport
2.75 MT/container
x 4 trips/day = IJ

S W transport
1.5 MT/trolley
x 3 trips/day = 4.5

135 dumper placers
and 1620 containers
180 dumper placers
and 1782 containers
hydraulic lifting and
emptying

330 tractors, 660
trolleys, 165 platform
380 tractors and 726
trolleys, 165 platform
preferably with
tipping gear and
covered cargo

lifting +transport
none (automatic)
35.46 Crore Rs
8.28 Crore Rs
available, but little
experience gained
high
high

loading +transport
platform with ramp
15.13 Crore
8.59 Crore Rs
available
}ow-medium
medium

complex

Jess complex

medium

easy

complex

2 years

2 years

1 year

medium

high

low

loss ofSW during
loading and
uncovered transport,
workers contact SW
obstruction during
loading

closed system, no
Joss, no contact with

SW transport
3 MT truckload
x 3 trips/day = 9

165 trucks
Operational equipment
required to serve whole city
Total equipment required
219 trucks
4.

Containers
(no platform used)

Trucks

Indicator

Physical peiformance:
Technica! demands

preferably with
tipping gear and
covered cargo

5.

Production complexity:

6.
7.

Type ofhandling
Requirements
Costs: Total investment
Yearly exploitation
Technoware: A vailability

8.

Humanware: Education and

9.

Irifoware: lnformation required complex

Complexity

SW lifting + transport
manual or with loader
24.11 Crore Rs
8.89 Crore Rs
available
medium- high
medium -high

skilis required for labourers

10.
11.
12.

13.

for operation, organisation and
technology
Orgaware: Level of
organisational comp1exity
Fail-safe-period new
equipment
Acceptance by employees and
community
Effects on environment and
public health

14.

Consequences for traftic

15.

Efficiency total system

moderate efficient
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Indicators
The indicators 1 till 10 used in table 8.1 are features of the product technology and the process
technology, described in paragraph 2.3.3.

Geometry: To calculate the weight oftransported SW per day per vehicle the numbers provided
by KNN are not used, because these are not verifiable and highly questionable. The maximum
cargo capacity ofthe different transport vehicles and the number of trips per day are assumptions
basedon expert opinions, calculations made in Ahmedabad and the author's own observations.
Materialisation: Calculations are based on a daily SW generation of 1485 MT. At the present
level of maintenance capability it is evident that more complex technologies result in lower
operational efficiency of the fleet. Repair and maintenance require more time, knowledge and
specific ( expensive) spare parts. It is calculated for the system of tractors and trolleys to have and
additional15% extra capacity for maintenance and repair. Out oftable 5.3 : Totals ofoperational
equipment we can conclude that an additional capacity of 50% is required for the trucks and 0%
for the dumper-placers, but these figures are distorted due to small numbers and outdated trucks.
At the present level of maintenance and repair in the workshop it is justified to calculate a 33%
extra capacity for both trucks and containers. In this calculation containers are emptied twice a
week, so for every dumper-placer we need 4 containers/day x 3 days = 12 containers. Due to
repair and maintenance it is calculated to have 10% extra containers.
Casts
Total investment costs are the costs fora total new fleet oftransportation vehicles (including
containers and trolleys). This is done to make a fair comparison between the three systems.
For the systems of trucks and containers and additional 10% (oftotal investment in hardware) is
reserved for training. It is assumed that a truck costs Rs 7.0 lakhs a dumper-placer Rs 8.0 lakhs,
containers Rs 0.45 lakhs each (average), a tractor Rs 2.0 lakhs and a trolley Rs 0.6 lakhs each (no
ramps calculated). lt needs to be mentioned that all costs are (fair) estimations and should only be
used to make a mutual comparison!
Yearly exploitation costs for a fifteen years lifetime can be divided to repair, maintenance, fuel
consumption, and depreciation. For this comparison wedefine exploitation costs as 10% oftotal
initial investments in hardware and spare parts. Overhead costs are assumed to be ftxed and are
estimated to be Rs 4.0 Crore/year. A cost calculation fortotal investment costs and exploitation
costs is presented in the following table:

Table 8.2: Cos! ca/cu/ation for diffèrent modes ofSW transporta/ion (x 10,000,000 Rupees)

Trucks
Hardware
Spareparts
Training
Contingencies ( 10% of total)
Tota1 investment costs
Exploitation costs
Labour costs
Overhead
Tota1 yearly exploitation costs

Containers
15.33
5.06
1.53
2. 19

22.42
7.40
2.42
3.22

Tractors+
trolleys
11.96
1.79
0
1.38

24.11

35.46

15.13

2.04

2.98

1.38

2.85
4.00

1.30
4.00

3.21
4.00

8.89

8.28

8.59
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Fail-safe-period: The period that a new transportation system can operate without delays of more
than one day due to repairs.
Effects on environment and pub/ie health: This includes exhaust fumes, loss of SW during toading
and transportation, the need to contact SW for the workers, manualloading and unloading, etc.

Efficiency transportation system: Total investments (both in effort and in finance) in fleet,
organisation, and education that have to be made compared totheresult-all SW transported, effect
on traffic, flexibility ofthe system, reliability, health and environmental consequences.

The present mode of loading and transporting SW in open tipper trucks is considered to be
inappropriate, inefficient, unhealthy, and cost inefficient. The used trucks are not designed for
SW transportation and the majority is outdated, requiring too much Iabour.
The front-end-loader used for toading the waste from open collection depots into the truck has
high fuel consumption, it damages street pavement and enelosure easily, and faces logistical
problems when trying to arrive together with an empty truck at the same spot at the same time.
The major part of collected SW can be lifted by the front-end-loader but some SW always
remains at the collection depot, what has to be lifted manually or remains uncollected.
Operating dumper-placers and containers is probably a better altemative. The vehicle and the
collection depot form an integrated system that, when well organised, removes all collected SW
in a quick and hygienic way. On the contrary, the dumper-placer requires high investments and
periodic check and maintenance, especially the hydraulic parts.

Maintenance
In general, transportation vehicles are badly maintained and damages are mostly repaired with
'short time solutions' due toa shortage of spare parts, trained mechanics, available funds, etc. For
refuse collection vehicles it is appropriate to operate systems of preventive maintenance, because
the consequences of failure of these vehicles are serious. lf a truck breaks down the regular
collection service is interrupted, causing piles of waste to accumulate and complaints from the
pub lic. The collection crews are idle if their vehicle is inoperative - which is often an expensive
one. It may take some time before the vehicle is operational again. So, the costs of maintaining
the fleet with a system of breakdown maintenance are very high.
Preventive maintenance needs corporate planning to set up the schedules and to foster the culture
of preventive maintenance. Training is essential so that staff at all levels understand the reasoos
bebind the practise of preventive maintenance. Another essential element of preventive
maintenance is the continued availability of spare parts and of the tools needed for repair. A key
feature of preventive maintenance is the usage of reports and records to determine action. But
record keeping is not an end in itself; all records should be evaluated from time to time in an
effort to reduce unnecessary form filling and report writing.

Recording
Recording of trips whereby (a.o.) amount and/or weight of transported waste is registered
provides more insight in the SW system ofKanpur. When the daily number of trips per vehicle is
recorded, operational efficiency can be calculated. This can also be done on a yearly base, when
total inoperative days (repair and maintenance of the vehicle) is deducted from total working
days. This way more insight is given in the operational efficiency of the different kind of
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vehicles. These numbers can be related to the yearly O&M cost per type of vehicle and
conclusions can be drawn for forther investments or not. When all this record keeping is
computerised, weight data from the weighbridge, maintenance records and fuel consumption
from the workshops, and financial data from the head office can easily be combined.

8.2.5 Disposal or treatment
In the ideal situation only a minority of total generated SW is disposed, the rest can be recycled,
composted, or incinerated. This imaginary situation is (now) beyond the reach of Kanpur but
some major improvements can be realised. Segregation of municipal SW offers the opportunity to
select the best mode of disposal for every type of SW. For the regular non-bazardoos municipal
SW that is not recycled or composted, sanitary landfilling is the best option, even though it is a
costly mode of disposal. Hazardous waste should also be disposed, but at a selected site at the
SLF.

Location ofa SLF
The planned location of a SLF at the crossing of Kapili road and the railway to Delhi is situated
nearby the to be built Enkem SW processing plant. One of the benefits of this location is the
possibility toshare an (expensive) weighbridge with Enkem to monitor SWM ofKanpur. Enkem
also generates SW out of their production process and they need to dispose this of in a proper
way, favourably nearby to minimise transportation costs. This can be done by locating the SLF
nearby the compost plant. Segregation of collected truckloads of municipal SW can be done at the
landfill side or at the plant ground to reach the by Enkem requested waste contents

Incineration
For Biomedical waste incineration is probably the best option. Autoclaving, microwaving and all
other most promising technologies are still not developed enough and at the initial stages. A
detailed study bas to prove whether an oil-fired or an electrical incinerator is the most appropriate
type for Kanpur.

Energy recovery
It is not profitable to start any form of energy recovering technology in Kanpur. lt is advised to
monitor periodically new innovations in energy recovering technologies. Especially biomethanation at a sanitary landfill site could be promising if more knowledge and experience is
gained in India. When market waste is collected separate in the future, it may be possible to
dispose this SW at a selected site at the SLF and start extracting methane gas at a small scale. In
the (near?) future when also households start segregating their waste, it is presumed that enough
biodegradable waste is generated daily to consider different forrns of energy recovering out of

sw.
Analysing possibilities for composting
First and foremost a market survey bas to prove the existing demand for compost. Secondly, the
SW should be separatedat household level. Due to the high percentage of inert material, dividing
the mixed generated waste into compostable and non-compostable matter afterwards will increase
the costs tremendous. The organic waste has be collected apart and brought to the compost
pound.
Any market for processed solid waste materials runs the risk of being a 'push' market, because
the input, the dornestic waste production, will not stop when the market outiets fail. One of the
main lessoos learned in countries with a successful recycling system is that the most important
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issue is to organise a 'pull' market instead of a push market The latter is often teading to a bad
bargaining position, whereas on pull markets, where market prices show a clear demand to the
recycled product, compost may get a much higher market price. One of the main requirements to
development of a pull market is quality control and image building of the products of recycling,
like compost.

Recycling
The informal recycling industry in Kanpur is successful, because it operates as a pull market The
prices offered by the middlemen are high enough for slum dweilers to make a living out of
ragpicking. Transporting (recyclable) goods to the dumping grounds outside Kanpur is a costly
operation for KNN. At the same time this is a missed opportunity for scavengers to sell these
items. The sale value ofrecyclables reduces when they are broken (glass), dirty or wet (paper and
cartons), or rusty (metal). It must be possible to reduce the amount of dumped items that could be
recycled and at the same time increase the ragpiekers standard of living, when the latter can lay
their hands on these items before they get spoiled and dumped.

8.3 Organisational changes
The Health Department, the Sanitation Department and since recently also KDA (they are
involved in debris transportation) should more regularly work together and communicate more
frequently. Their activities are highly related to each other and should be attuned to increase
efficiency. It would be even better ifthey merged in one division (like a department) for SWM.
Solid waste management has a great impact on public life when not carried out accurate, every
day again. 40% of KNN spendings are allocated for SWM. This makes it justified to run one
department with one authority (a SWM director) like it is done in Surat, Ahmedabad and Rajkot
An appropriate SWM system is basedon a long-term strategy but also requires daily immediately
actions without delay. The strong hierarchical organisation structure and culture within KNN is
considered as an obstacle for quick and efficient communication and decision making.
Decentralisation of authority to zone and ward level will increase the speed of necessary activities
to the desired level. Communication with the pubtic (complaints, discussions, and community
participation) will go smoother and quicker. The zonal offices in Surat and Rajkot are a good
example of short communication lines and quick decision making. It is intended that in the end,
frequent communication with the pubtic will contribute in the change of attitude of KNN
employees. The service provided by KNN should be consumer-orientated and driven by the
demand ofthe citizens
It would really help if an independent organisation will monitor the required process of
organisational changes both at overall management level and at individualleveL

8.4 Human resource management
This year a small HRD unit started within KNN. This was necessary because, among other needs,
there was no policy and guidance in training needs and training facilities. Besides co-ordinating
training, the HRD department analyses the organisational set-up of KNN and will suggest
changes in the organisation. Before this unit started, there was minimum control regarding
recruitment, transfers and promotions. These types of decisions were mainly based on politica!
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lobbying and personal favours of powerfut authorities. This resulted in a lack of well-educated
and experienced staff members, especially in a shortage of mechanical and civil engineers for
SWM.
Besides training and relevant work experience of KNN employees, another major problem
regarding HRD is Iabour productivity and motivation. These two are related to each other; low
Iabour productivity within KNN cao partly he explained by the lack of motivation of personnel.
The present 'office culture' prescribes personal enrichment, both in finance and in authority.
It will he a difficult task to change behaviour and attitude of KNN personnel, but it is a main
prerequisite for successful improvements in SWM. Even when the private sector participates in
the SW system (whereby it is assumed that private sector employees do got the right commercial,
and consumer orientated spirit) it is essential for KNN to provide a framework wherein private
companies operate best. This framework should consist besides legal, financial and organisational
aspects also HRD related aspects, like motivation and the will to improve the present SW system
in co-operation with the private sector. This requires teamwork and the feeling of responsibility
for the cleanliness ofthe city, among the KNN employees.

There are many theories about methods and approaches to improve attitude, behaviour and work
culture. Incentives, commonly agreed among different authors, that may cause the required
changes, cao he divided into incentives of a social nature (respect and appreciation for
performance, work satisfaction, etc) and incentives of an economie nature (assurance of job
security, personal financial benefits, promotion). KNN, with the help of ICDP, should establish a
work culture wherein performance is related to appreciation for what is done.
According to Diaz, motivation cao he fostered and strengthened by initiating training programs,
clarifying job descriptions, and monitoring and evaluating work performance. Because motivation
is a function of incentives and disincentives linked to performance evaluation, SW managers
should he empowered to acknowledge superior performance by way of incentives (like
promotion, salary enhancement, bonuses, etc). Conversely, managers should he able to penalise
inferior performance. This cao he done through the imposition of disincentives such as fines,
demotions, and dismissal [Diaz, p.387]
A work culture like described above is unknown to KNN employees. Employees are also oot
familiar with a common target, like the described ideal SWM system in chapter 6. Elements of
this system will probably he introduced in Kanpur in the near future. To focus everybody's
individual goals at the sametarget and to show how an well-organised SWM system cao he, it is
advised to organise some exposure visits. Most effect will he achieved when more than one city is
visited (soa comparison cao he made) and when the exposure tour is an integrated element of a
training course. Key-factors for organisational changes are communication, cleamess in
management decisions, and a clear and commonly agreed target.

8.5 Possibilities for private sector involvement
In the SWM system most promising opportunities for private sector involvement occur for:
1. house-house-coHeetion at middle and high-iocome areas
2. transportation of SW from all areas
3. vehicle fleet maintenance
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4. construction of a sanitary landfill (in a 'BOTT' agreement)
5. construction and operation ofan incinerator for biomedical waste
The present smali-scale projects for house-to-house collection are quite successful. The only
problem theseprojectscope with is the dependency on the sweeper. It would be better ifthe NGO
has more power to hire and fire a sweeper I collector. Furthermore the sweeper's activities can be
extended to stormwater drain cleaning and collecting recyclables.
SW transportation offers great possibilities for privatisation. As seen in other Indian cities it is
relatively easy to start privatising transportation on a small scale. The basic requirements are
well-planned preparation (contract, monitoring system and organisation) and good management
(monitoring and evaluation). Out ofthe case studies we may conetude that the maximum amount
of SW transported by private companies should not exceed 70% oftotal collected. Containerised
transport requires big investments for small companies, what can beseen as an obstacle. To settie
this problem, KNN should provide a contract for at least three years so that a company can get
returns on his investment. One dumper-placer may serve an area of 12 containers (to be
purchased by KNN).
KNN' s vehicle fleet maintenance can be done by one or more private companies. For expensive
vehicles the best option is preventive maintenance. An important negative site of this option is the
difficulty to check the company's performance. The company is assumed to save maintenance
costs to maximise his profit by using cheaper spare parts and by the absence of an expensive
stock of spare parts. This can result in Jonger repair periods and lower quality. It will always be
questionable whether a break down of a vehicle is caused by Jack of maintenance or not. Best
results in O&M are achieved when a transportation company purebases his own vehicles, to be
used and maintained by his own employees. KNN can pursued companies to invest in
transportation equipment by offering them new vehicles with economical repayment conditions.
This also guarantees unity in transportation equipment, which is essential when standardised
containers are used as intermediate storage.
F or building and operating a sanitary landfill (SLF), technica) experience and high investments
are demanded. lt is recommended to start with sound preparation of a (D)BOT or (D)BOTT
contract. Ifthe knowledge and experience to design a SLF is not at hand at KNN or ICDP, this
should be contracted out to an expert. A major point of attention is the transfer of knowledge
about construction and maintenance to operate a SLF to KNN engineers.
The same counts for the construction and operation of an incinerator for biomedical waste. The
required knowledge and experience to build and operate an incinerator is available in India.
Incineration is the best option for Kanpur even though it is an expensive one; it is the only
guarantee that all micro-organisms are destroyed and that people will not contact or reuse
infectious items.
Because of efficiency it is advised to install three incinerators of average capacity (75 kg/hour)
instead of providing a small incinerator to every hospita) or nursing home. A large capacity twin
chamber incinerator with a capacity of 200 kg/hr, like at the Safarjung Hospita! in Delhi, will
further reduce investment costs. This option is not recommended because this type request
frequent and specialised maintenance and further more training for operating personnel.
Privatisation, however, is not the total solution to the successful provision of SWM services. First
of all, privatising some aspects of the service delivery or the entire system does not reduce or
eliminate the responsibility of KNN for the service. Furthermore, privatisation of services should
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not be interpreted as the weakening of local govemment. On the contrary, in order for local
govemment to effectively privatise some of its services, some of the government institutions must
be strengthened. Only a local govemment institution having competent and qualified professional
staff wil be able to develop, negotiate, manage, monitor, and enforce a contract with a private
entity [Diaz, p.375].

8.6 The research instrument
When we evaluate the research instrument used to analyse governmental organisations with a
focus on SWM it can be stated that it is very elaborate. Almost every aspect ofthe organisation is
paid attention to and the technica} part is comprehensive and well specified.
The first part ofthe checklist is basedon the model ofGaillard, which caused some difficulties.
Gaillard's model pretends to be useful for all type of organisations and is therefore pretty abstract.
Indicators like configuration, centralisation or social background are hard to define and even
more difficult to measure. No distinction is made between service providing organisations and
product generating organisations. Furthermore no distinction is made between govemment and
private enterprises. To adapt this model to this specific situation some adjustments had to be
made.
The technical section (part B) ofthe research instrument is basedon a project guide for SWM in
developing countries, composed by The World Bank. Only a few indicators are added to the
checklist. This part is very useful, complete, and focuses on relevant indicators.
A major constraint to the developed model is the comprehensiveness; it is a time consuming
model for analysing SWM organisations and the local SW system. Especially when the local
counterpart organisation is not willing to co-operate and the majority ofthe required data is not
recorded. All information supplied by KNN needed to be verified because very soon the rumours
were spread that this research was certainly not beneficia} fortheir authority. Unfortunately not
all information could easily be checked which made it a time consuming research.
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9. Conclusions and recommendations
Out of this research can he concluded that ~-;~p~s exist for improving the present process
of collection, transport and disposal of SWlnï<äii{mr. Improvements can be achieved in
organisational, financial, techf!i.caJ, legal and social aspects. Some elements of the process offer
considerable pöSslbiiitles fóf"the private"sectOFlO,participate in improving efficiency and lowering
operational costs. This overall condusion can be divided in seven (sub) conclusions that are
mentioned and elaborated below:

1. The SWM system in Kanpur should be designed as one total plan

Allaspects ofthe SWM system of Kanpur should he an integrated part of a total
maximises the use of intermediate collection depots and collection vehicles,
distance for households tobringtheir SW themselves tothese depots. This plan
iocome level of the inhabitants, their eagerness to co-operate with the proposed
pay for it, at least partly!), amount, contents and density of aggregated waste

plan. This plan
minimises the
depends on the
system (and to

Every ward offers specific opportunities for primary collection and recycling that must be
utilised. The introduetion of new equipment, like handcarts or rickshaws with bins, is essential. In
some areas door-to-door collection shows great promise, in other areas community dustbins.
When ragpiekers collect recyclables at the doorstep many benefits arise, like decrease ofthe SW
stream and less street waste. A transfer station and any form of energy recovery out of SW are
both at present cost-ineffective. The best options for disposal and treatment are a SLF for regular
SW (with a selected site for hazardous SW) and incinerators for BMW.
It is recommended to extend the pilot project for door-to-door collection of SW with rickshaws.
The adjusted rickshaws, developed in Mirzapur, can he introduced in this project. For this project.
two ramps and platforms should be constructed in a selected area and the fill openings of several
containers should be adjusted so that rickshaws can load the container from a platform. This way,
more experience can be obtained in new forrns ofprimary collection and transfer.

2. Souree segregation will be essential in the future
Souree segregation is the main prerequisite for any form of energy recovery and for large scale
recycling. At present, souree segregation is not the rnain issue and it requires a huge change in the
mentality of the citizens. Segregation of SW at household level is possible when the recycling
industry is more professional, KNN's management is improved and the legislative frameworkis
ready. In the near future it will be essential for Kanpur.
Hospitals and industries must start segregating their SW at once. Biomedical waste is dangerous
for society when uncontrolled dumped at the regular municipal dumping sites, mixed with other
types of waste. BMW should be stored and collected separately and treated by a thermal process
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to decontaminate or destroy it. Segregation of hospita! wastes allows special attention to be given
to the relatively small quantities ofwastes and thereby reducing the risks as wellas reducing costs
of treatment and disposal by 50%.
Industries generate large quantities of a specific type of SW which offers a unique opportunity to
recycle it before it get mixed up with other types of SW. Hazardous SW should also be stored
apart and transported toa selected site at the SLF. Both industries and (private) hospitals should
pay for this service on basis of cost recovery.

3. The key-word for primary collection is 'single lifting'
When the SW is collected from the streets or householcts and dumped in the handcart or rickshaw
it should never he lifted again. Double handling is cost-inefficient, time consuming and bad for
the sweepers health and the environment. Both the collection methods of bandearts with bins and
rickshaws eliminate double handling and offer many other benefits.

4. Tbe secondary collection should be a closed system
The present capacity of used trucks is sufficient for the present amount of collected SW. These
trucks are outdated and depreciated and much more SW should he collected and transported, so
investments in new equipment are necessary.
Out of this research can he concluded that containerised transport is the best option for secondary
collection. By using containers intermediate storage and transportation of SW is prevented
against rain, cattle, scavengers, flies and losses during transport. Especially when 'logistical
problems' may arise (domper-placer arrives a few days later than scheduled) a container is the
best mode of intermediate storage. Extra containers can he placed at national holidays or festivals.
When large investments for new containers are made some additional costs and efforts are also
necessary, like training in and budgets for O&M, paved spots at the road sides, a logistical
scheme, organisational capabilities, etc.

5. Major organisational changes are required at KNN
It is not recommendable to make drastic reforms in the organisational structure. Indian society
and Hindu religion are based on hierarchy and a 'tree-structure' organisation is still the best
option. Even though, within this structure, many organisational improvements can be achieved
when reliabilities and decision-making competence are decentralised to ward and zone level. In
return for this increase in authority, zonal officers should report more regular and extensive to
KNN managers. Then these managers have more time for policy making and monitoring.
The quality of SWM service highly depends on organisational capabilities and is characterised by
good management, close supervision, broadened knowledge, superior planning, and strict cost
accountability. The successful implementation of such a program demands institutional
strengthening, the development of appropriate regulations, and the implementation of a
comprehensive and continuous pubtic education program.
To cover costs for SWM a closer linkage between tax income and SWM spendings should he
established. More specific budgets and recorded expenses gain more insight in the process. For
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the public SWM will be subsidised but for industries and commercial hospitals the 'polluter-payprinciple' should count.
Dishouest practises are a major obstacle for any reform, so it is advised to instaU an independent
monitoring committee that will supervise KNN and their budgets and that will have far reaching
competence in financial administration.

6. Co-operation among all parties (citizens, KNN, ICDP, private sector) is essential
Every change in the S WM system that depends on other parties is doomed to fail when these
parties do oot co-operate. Before imptementing any adjustments to the SWM system the citizens
andlor their representatives should be heard and informed. Overall pubtic support and agreement
are indispensable for long-term success and effect. Some ways to get in contact with the people
and to realise collaboration and change in behaviour are pubtic hearings (and discussions!),
education, information, awareness campaign, etc. In short: clear management and participation of
the public. This requires an 'open' and outward orientated governmental organisation and a clear
long-term strategy and policy. Also private companies should co-operate in the discussion for a
cleaner city and in the performance of the many tasks ahead.

7. Private sector involvement at eertaio parts ofthe process offers significant benefits
Immediate action is necessary to clean up Kanpur but KNN caooot perform all tasks themselves.
Some parts of the SWM system cao even better be performed by the private sector. Out of this
study we can conetude that door-to-door collection, SW transport and the construction of
incinerators and a SLF are perfect opportunities for the private sector to participate. Because
experience with PPP is very limited in Kanpur it is recommended to start with smali-scale pilot
projects. The key-factors for a successful PPP are preparation, a good contract and continua}
monitoring. Much can be leamed from other PPP experiences India.

Finally, it is good to know that every other Indian city faces the same problems. Sharing
knowledge and experience is a way to learn form the mistakes and successes others achieved.
This can be done by correspondence, taking out subscriptions to relevant publications, attendance
to seminars and meetings, and by visiting other cities, which are often eager and proud to share
their experiences.
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Appendix B:

Research instrument

The organisational analysis, part A of the checklist, is based upon the model of Gaillard. The teehoical
analysis, part B, is composed with the help of different sources. Environmental Management of Urban
Solid Waste in Developing Countries; a Project Guide, composed by The World Bank is a useful
book. Annex C of this project guide provides data coneetion guidance for use by The World Bank
staff in project identification. Annex D provides guidance for use by the local government in project
preparation. A selection of the indicators mentioned in this book is made and the checklist is added
with useful indicators provided by ICDP consultants. Finally, opinions of different authors who
investigated SWM in other countries, like Tchobanoglous, Bahu and Holmes, and the author's own
findings completed the checklist.
The relevant indicators of the different clusters of variables are measured and defined by different
questions and observations.
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Checklist
for teehoical and organisational performance of governmental
organisations, with a focus on solid waste management.

A. Organisational Aspects
Al. Internal organisational characteristics
Basic characteristics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Location of the organisation
Short description ofthe service provided
Number of employees and their function
Short description ofthe type ofused equipment and machinery
Degree of computerisation I automation

Management characteristics
Organisation and planning

6. Describe the solid waste management organisation.
7. Provide a schematic I organogram ofthe organisational hierarchy and indicate the number of fulltime employees at each level.
8. The numbers ofresidents within the boundaries ofthe local government's refuse collection service
area.
9. Methods ofinformation storage and availability
10. Pormulation and scope of plans (short term I long term)
11. Obstacles for effective planning
Staffing and directing
12. Availability and methods of training for staff personnet
13. Hierarchy in the organisation
14. Communication procedures within the organisation
Controlling
15. systematic and frequent controlling the quality ofthe provided service
16. systematic and frequent controlling offinance
Employees
17. Number of employees per type oflabour (sweepers, drivers, administrative staff, etc.)
18. What are the problems and issues perceived regarding productivity of workers (i.e. union
conditions, time spent on picking or scavenging, laziness, procedures are slow, lost time in travel
to the working site, Jack of supervision).
19. Relative to productivity, are there existing organisational arrangements or financial arrangements
that act as disincentives to improvement ofthe system?
20. Are there social or cultural constraints to improvement ofthe system's productivity?
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21. Are there special incentives (i.e. bonuses, early release from work, recognition awards) for
workers to improve efficiency and productivity?
22. What are the average eamings for the different kinds of Iabour?
23. Wage structure compared to non govemmental organisations
24. What type of "upward mobility" opportunities are available to collection workers I sweepers? For
example, can they be advanced to become drivers, foreman, or even supervisors?
25. If so, is there any training or are there any tests that are regularly scheduled to enable and
encourage upward mobility?

Structural characteristics

26. Define the equipment depreciation costs by multiplying the investment costs by the life
expectancy divided by the average age, for every piece of equipment
27. Define the Iabour costs by adding the salaries of all employees, including overtime salaries and
extra payments.
28. Define fringe benefits for the total amount of Iabour (i.e. retirement fund, health insurance, life
insurance, unemployment compensation, disability, uniforms, bonuses, longevity benefits, safety
equipment, etc)
29. Define equipment operation and maintenance costs, administrative expenses, office costs,
insurance, taxes, and interest, and other not foreseen costs
30. Define total costs by adding the above 4
31. Calculate the total wages, total personnel, and total material costs as a percentage of total costs
32. Define total tax revenu es collected as a percentage of the total amount oftax to be collected
Legislative and regulatory framework
33. National and locallegislation in relation to SWM
34. Constraints and benefits of present laws and regulations

A2. External organisational characteristics
Exchange area characteristics
Relations with customers I community
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Number ofhouseholds intheservice areas
Opinion ofthe inhabitants (value for money)
Degree of community involvement, community based organisations involved
Public awareness ofthe delivered service and their role I obligations
Is each crew assigned toa specific service area, where citizens know who is responsible fortheir
collection service, and where rapport may develop between the crew and the residents?

Relations with Iabour representatives
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Degree ofparticipation oflabour in unions
Power of unions
Frequency of occurrence and kind of labour-conflicts
Degree ofintemal relations within the organisation
How do unions affect worker effectiveness and productivity?
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Relations withother 'externals' involved (parties concerned)
45. Relations with waste piekers
46. Relations with the format recycling industry
47. Relations with the informal recycling industry

A3. Effectiveness charaderistics
Meso socio-economie characteristics
Employment effects
48.
49.
50.
51.

Direct employment creation (new entrants/total personnel)
Direct employment destruction (dismissals/total personnel)
Education level of employed personnet
Indirect employment creation

Micro socio-economie charaderistics
Financial effectiveness (profit)
52. Provide information about the organisation's liquidity (ability to pay debts on the short term, cash
in hand)
53. Provide information about the organisation's solvability (value of all property besides cash in
hand)
54. Percentage oftotal municipal spending allocated to this organisation
55. Percentage oftotal organisational spending allocated to SWM.
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B. Teehoical Aspects
Bl Product characteristics
Waste guantity characteristics
1. Define or estimate the quantity of municipal refuse being generated daily in the service area in
grams/capita/day and m3/capita/day by collecting the following data (2 - 7)
2. The residential per capita waste generation rate for low-income, medium-income and highmeome neighbourhoods.
3. The commercial waste generation rate
4. Institutional waste generation rate for hospitals, schools, government offices and other
5. Market waste generation rate
6. Other kinds of waste generation (drain cleaning, construction or demolition debris)
7. List the main industries in categories and provide waste generation data.

Waste contents characteristics
8. Define or estimate the contents of municipal refuse collection in the service area
9. Define the constituents and density of the collected waste and their percentage of total daily
collected waste. Mention changes in percentages when contents show seasonal differences.
The waste categories are: organic matter, paper, metals (ferrous, non-ferrous), glass, textiles,
plastics, rubber, toxic waste, hazardous hospital waste, miscellaneous (like specific industrial
waste)
10. How are these contents defined, by waste sample (where, at what time, by whom) or by
estimation?
11. Has there been any research performed to determine the density, moisture content, partiele size or
compositional nature of various types of solid waste in the service area? If so, who performed this
research, when was it dorre, and what methods were used?
12. If there is any shortfan between the amount of refuse generated, and the amount of refuse
regularly collected, where is this waste accumulating? (drains, poor neighbourhoods, market areas,
illegal dumps, other)
13. Rank the reasons for any shortfan which may exist, i.e. worker productivity, shortage of
equipment, inappropriate methods of collection, poor rnainterrance of equipment (frequent
breakdowns), inadequate access to certain neighbourhoods with equipment available, Jack of
citizen co-operati on with the co Heetion systern, lack of management capacity (organisation,
planning, etc).

82. Process characteristics
Primary collection system
14. Collection methods and frequency (i.e. wheelbarrows, donkey carts, dollies with baskets,
handcarts, ricksha ws)
15. Collected waste characteristics: amount and density per handcart I vehicle
16. Number ofusable handcarts available daily and average number of personnet per handcart
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Intermediate storage
17. Amount and kind of rubbish depots (i.e. dustbins, containers) and their toading capacity
18. Availability of rubbish depots in the service areas
19. Usefulness of the different types of depots (drawbacks and benefits)

Secondary collection I transport system
20.
21.
22.
23.

Number, type and capacity ofvehicles used for solid waste transport to the disposal site
Average distance form rubbish depots to the disposal site
Usefulness ofthe different types ofvehicles (integrated with intermediate storage system?)
Describe the loading and unloading ofthe vehicles

Disposal system
Type of disposal system, amount and surface of disposal areas
Time available for continued use (years)
Topographical character (presence of surface water, soil type(s), surrounding land use)
Presence of ragpiekers at the disposal site
Distance to nearest dwelling with I without well
Facilities and equipment available on site
Metbod ofland filling (scientific, biogassing, insanitary Iandfill, etc)
Estimated costs of disposal per metric ton collected SW and per capita, for the present disposal
system and for alternative systems
32. Environmental consequences for the present system and for alternatives
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Waste picking
33. Existence and type of scavenging (door to door, at communal bins, at transfer depots, at disposal
sites)
34. Approximately how many people are engaged in waste picking
35. Involvement of municipal workers in waste picking activities
36. Does the local government rely on scavenging to provide a part of their refuse collection or
disposal service?
37. Describe the type of waste collected by waste picking and the total daily amount gatheredof each
type.
38. Price paid per kg by middlemen or buyers for the different recyclable goods

B3. Equipment and maintenance
Equipment
39. Define the existing waste collection and haul capacity by multiplying the following (italic) data
(40, 41) about the different types of equipment (primary and secondary collection). The
calculation is based on regular working time.
40. Primary collection (manual): number of vehicles operational, capacity, percentage loaded per
trip, number of trips per day, number ofdays per week (for each type ofvehicle).
41. Secondary collection vehicles (from collection points to disposal site), same calculation for each
type of vehicle: number of vehicles operational, capacity, percentage loaded per trip, number of
trips per day, number ofdays per week
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42. Based on the vehicle fleet capacity regularly engaged to haul refuse from the area of collection
service to the disposal site, estimate the level of city-wide service provided.
43. What are the problems and issues perceived regarding productivity of the various types of
equipment (i.e. access to the waste source, delays in traffic, long travel times off the collection
route, breakdowns while on route, slow loading and unloading systems)
44. Average age ofthe fleet
45. Appropriateness ofthe present equipment

Maintenance
46. Is maintenance of equipment a serious problem intheservice area?
47. Is there good planning and procurement of supplies and basic spare parts, or are major delays
incurred in order to await these items?
48. Amount, location and area size ofmain garage(s) and local garage(s) or workshops
49. Percentage of usabie fleet (trucks, tractors, etc) usually down
50. Number ofmechanics per usabie equipment item (i.e. 1 mechanic per 10 trucks)
51. Discuss availability and condition of maintenance equipment (lifts, tooi sets, tire machine, air
compressor)
52. Is refuse equipment assigned to one operator or driver, or is it generally available to various users
as part of an equipment pool?
53. Are there any incentives for good operation and maintenance of equipment, or for good safety
records? What is the system fordrivers and operatorstoreport and/or record maintenance needs
and does a supervisor eosure the maintenance activities are performed?
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Appendix C:

Organogram KNN
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AppendixD:

India in global perspective

Dl. A model for analysing societies
To be able to compare different societies with each other with respect to several characteristics and
aspects it is necessary to analyse each society by means of the same underlying model. If different
morleis were used a meaningful comparison will be difficult to obtain. An institutional approach that
was developed by Mr. Bertholet, is used to describe societies. In this model, society is defined as
follows [Lapperre, p.27]:

"Society is the for a specific group of interacting people most comprehensive, multifunctional and
multidimensional social system. Such a social system consists of the related body of structural
and cultural elements. The related body of these elements delermines the social behaviour which consists of the preserved and standardised social relations - of people in a specific
group. "
The constituting elements of society are social structure, culture, institutional behaviour and their
relations and interrelations. Social structure is defined as [Lapperre, p.28]:

"The relatively permanent system of social positions conneeled in a social space through a
network of more or less standardised and collectively accepted interactions and
communications. "
Social culture is defined as [Lapperre, p.30]:

"The relatively autonomous body of values, goals, norms, expectations, knowledge and know
how, including technology, which people collectively share and acknowledge as legitimate within
a specific society and which can be transferred to others. "
The function of this body is to direct, specify, coordinate, preserve and standardise human behaviour.
An institution finally is defined as [Lapperre, p.32]:

"The more or less stable, standardised, collectively accepted and formalised way in which a
specific function in society is performed. It embraces the interrelated complex of structural and
cultural elements that guide and provide the organisational framework within which behaviour
takes place. "
Structurally it provides the sets of social positions and relations within which action takes place.
Culturally it delineates and legitimises the specific goals to be achieved, provides the norms,
expectations, knowhow, knowledge, science and technology, pertinent to the actions involved.
It is the coherency of structural and cultural elements of the social system that determines the social
behaviour. In order to be able to present cultural elements it would probably be necessary to hold an
extensive survey on this topic, which goes far beyond the scope of this research. The social behaviour
is the logica! consequence of the cultural and structural elements. Therefore, as it is not the aim of this
study to present a full institutional analysis of Indian society but to make clear the country's position
in the world, only structural elements will he presented. These elements are likely to influence the
SWM system in a country.
Depending on the social functions that need to be fulfilled, the social behaviour can he specified per
institution. As this number of functions is rather extended, only a few important institutions are
selected for further investigation. These institutions need to be illustrative for the level of development
and the social system within a country. The four basic institutions, which are considered to fulfil the
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major functions within a society and which meet this condition, are the kinship institution, the
economie institution, the political institution and the religious institution. Of course there are more
important institutions, for instant the military institution, which may have a large impact on the social
system, but this does not count for India. The major functions within a society can then be presented
schematically as follows:

Figure A.l : Schematic representation of the major junelions within a society
~ûiship
},nstitution

relig'f6'ds
economie · politi~l
institutiqn 1 .instituti,Qn institution
•4"

iiru'tfû'f~

behaviour

culture

source:

Man, technology, society and development; from the hunters and gatherers to the aristocrats and peasants, P.E.
Lapperre, 1993, p.27.

In the following paragraph a comparison will be made between India, China, Indonesia, USA, Europe
and, when it makes sense, the world, with respect to the four selected institutions. For each institution
several key variables will be presented, as these institutions all have their impact on a SWM system
and the long term development process.

D2. India in global perspective

Economie
The first institution to be analysed is the economie institution. In table A.l several economie key
variables are presented. In this table no figures with respect to the entire world are shown, as these
figures on the one hand are hard to obtain and on the other not very meaningful.

Table A. I : Key variables related to the economie insti/ution

GDP in billions US $ *)
GDP per capita
Annual growth GDP
Annual intlation
Exportsin billions US$ (FOB)
Imports in billions US $ (CIF)

India

China

lndonesia

USA

317
1348
5.5%
6.5%
32
36.5

962
2604
8%
-2.6%
210
178

2274
1155
-4%
30%
51
41

8,083
30,507
2.75%
1.0%
819.5
903

Europe
8,817
17,558
2.75%
1.8%
1080
1010

*)=US$ 1997
source :

Wor1d reference atlas, Dorling Kindersley, ( 1996)
World statistics in brief: United Nations statistica! pocketbook, 1997

From this table it may be concluded that India is indeed a poor country. Compared to other large
Southeast Asian countries like China and Indonesia, India has a shortage on the trade balance.
Intlation exceeds the annual growth of GDP. Mainly the poor part ofthe population has to cope with a
tremenclous population growth so everybody gets a smaller piece of the cake. Neighbouring countries
like Taiwan, Korea and Malaysia show extremely high economie growth and even arch-enemy China
is developing very quick. lt will be difficult job for India to jointhese countries intheir growth race.
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An interesting index for level of development is the human development index (HDI) which combines
indicators of national income, life expectancy and educational attainment to give a composite measure
of human progress. This index is introduced by the UNDP in the Human Development Report 1990 to
be used instead of GNP per capita. This index is more discriminating between countries and thus
providing more information on the level of development of a particular country. An illustrative list of
this HOI is presented in table A.2.

Table A.2: Human development index (HDI) rankingfor different countries

Country

liDI rank

HDivalue

0,960
I
0,942
4
0,940
6
0,931
15
0,668
99
0,626
108
0,446
138
0,445
139
144
0,368
0,176
175
source: Human development report, UNDP, 1997, p. /9-20
Canada
United States of America
The Netherlands
United Kingdom
Indones ia
China
India
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Sierra Leone

Kinship
India turns out to be a country with an extremely high population growth, due the relatively high birth
rate and a life expectancy above average. Another interesting aspect is the role of the (extended)
family in society. According to Kolanad this family dominanee is the main obstruction for individual
talent to develop. 'The multitudinous exerts the primary influence in the Indian's life. It extends its
tentacles in all directions, tying the individual into the bondage of mutual obligation; the same knots
that hold together the only safety net there is for man, woman or child in a country beset with natural
calamities and disease, the ever-present threat of poverty, and no pension scheme or health insurance'
[Kolanad, p. 78]: A man is incomplete without wo man and children. Almost all families wish for a
male heir to continue the lineage, provide support in old age, and do the last rites at the funeral to
ensure that the parents' souls make the journey to the home of the ancestors without difficulty. This
tradition resulted in an enormous population growth. Soon in the next century, India will have the
most inhabitants of all countries in the world.

Table A.3: Key variables related to the kinship insti/ution

Population in millions (1997)
Annual population growth (%)
Urban population
Total fertility rate
Life
expectancy
at
birth
(male/female)

World
5,736
1.4
48.2
62/66

India
974
2.9
33
4.2
55/56

China
1,222
1.1
30
2.4
68/71

Indonesia
202
1.7
31
3.5
59/62

USA
272
1.0
76
1.9
72/79

Europe (EU)
373
0.3
73.4
71/78

source: World reference atlas, Dorlmg Kmdersley, (1 996)
World stafistics in brief, Uniled Nations statistica[ pocketbook, (1997)

Re ligion
There is probably more diversity of religions and sects in India than anywhere else on earth. Apart
from heaving nearly all the wortd's great religions represented, India was the birthplace of Hinduism
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and Buddhism, a vita! supporter of Zoroastrianism (one ofthe world's oldest religions) and home to
Jainism (an ancient religion unique to India).
Basically, Hindu religion postulates that we will all go through a series of rebirths or reineamations
that eventually lead to moksha, the spiritual salvation which frees us all from the cycle of rebirths.
With each rebirth a Hindu can move closer to or further from eventual moksha; the deciding factor is
his karma, which is literally a law of cause and effect. Bad actions during people' s Jives result in bad
karma, which endsin lower reincarnation. Conversely, iftheir deeds and actions have been good, they
will reincarnate on a higher level and be a step closer to eventual freedom from rebirth.

Tab/e A.4: Distribution ofre/igions
Percenta~e

of total population

Christian
Roman Catholic
Protestants
Muslim
Hindu
Buddh ist
Sikh
Ja in
Animism and indigenous bel iefs
Orthodox (various)
Other
notes:

1
2

World

India

Africa

Netherlands

Europe

4.4
18.8
6.9
17.7
13.3
5.7

2.3

13.8
6.6
5.5
45 .6
0.6

33
23
3.2
0.6

49.5
17.4
12. 1

16.6
3.1
8.2

40.2

12. 1
80
0.7
1.8
0.5
1.1

13.2
3.2
16.8

1.5

9.2
11.8

no further division (Roman Catholic, Protestant etc) known ; including other Christian beliefs
including Shinto, Jewish, syncretic, not religious etc.

source: World reference atlas, Dorling Kindersley, 1994

Politics
In table A.5 some relevant variables related to the politica! institution are presented.
Tab/e A.5: Percentage of countries with particu/ar central government expenditure

Central
government
expenditure as % of GNP

World

India

< 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
> 50

19
23
27
14
10

100

unknown

7

China

100

Indonesia

Asia

100

40
20
17
17
6

Nether
lands

100

Europe

3
6
35
31
25

source: De Grote Bosatlas (51 th edit ion) , 1995, p.171

Since independenee in 1949 India had a ruling socialistic government. During the first decades India
had an inward orientated policy and faced, according to the politicians, ' enough problems of their
own' . Internal struggling between religious extremists, between rural and urban areas, and between
casts demanded too much attention. India met great opposition from outside (Pakistan, China) and
inside to become a democracy and a nation state. After 50 years of independence, India is still a
democracy, independent, and notsplit up, which can beseen as a great performance.
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Appendix E:

Data sheet SWM Kanpur

This data sheet is written in Excel. In this appendix only a print out is presented. New or revised data
should be recorded in the data sheets.

Datasheet SWM Kanpur
data souree

General information
av. no. of werking days

315

days

Dernog raphics/geog raphy
popuiatien
yearly growth rate
no. of households
urban area
East- West
North - South
no. ofwards
no. of administrative zone

2,700,000
2.5%
400,000
299
27
12
110

km2
km
km

6

DJ provides
DJ provides
EMP
TR13
EMP
EMP
EMP
Kaushik

Hydrogeology
av. highest groundwater table
10
permeability of topsoil at proposed landfill site
permeability of clay to be used as bottorn 1.00E-09
isolation

Meteorology
rainfall
maximum intensity
evaparatien
net infiltration
Waste characteristics
biodegradable component
av. moisture content
av. C/N ratio
N, P, K content
density
av. density of industrial waste

821
1,300

35%
20-50%
22,3-27,7
1.44%
0.50
1.00

Waste generation
no. of industries
5,500
no. of large/medium scale industries
75
no. of tanneries
165
total waste production of industries
135,000
production of industrial coal ash + fly ash
300,000
production of tanneries waste
26,700
production from metallchemical industries
44,000
no. of bedsin 21 hospitals
2,300
no. of beds in 41 nursing homes
1,230
equivalent no. of beds in 64 public health 100

mbgl

hydrological report DJ
to be provided

mis

mm
mm/30 d

EMP
EMP
to be provided
to be provided

MT/m3
MT/m3

TR13 (range 25-50%)
TR13
TR13
TR13
TR13/DPR SWM1
estimation

MT/year
MT/year
MT/year
MT/year
beds
beds
beds

EMP
EMP
TR13
TR13
panki power house
tannery
TR13/EMP
KNN
KNN
KNN
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eentres
total no. of beds
waste generation per hospita! bed
infectieus waste gen. per bed
total municipal waste production
private recycling of municipal waste,
piekers
net municipal waste production
market waste
dairy waste pollution
building & construction activities
Biomedical waste (hazardous)

beds
kg/bed*d
kg/bed*d
kg/cap*d
kg/cap*d

KNN
KNN
KNN
TR13/DPR SWM1
DJ

0.50
36,000.00

kg/cap*d
MT/year

DJ
DJ/KNN
(80.000 cattle)

487

MT/year

claculated

kg/sw.d

Kaushik
KNN
Kaushik
calculated

3,630
1.30
0.59
0.55
rag 0.05

Primary collection
no. of sweepers
total amount of lifting
no. of KNN supervisors
sweepers rate

4,260
250
140
1.58

required sweepers rate

2.80

no. of handcarts
volume of handcarts
av. frequency of colleetien
radius of handcart routing
no. of trips per handcart team
no. of rag-piekers
av. daily amount of collected rags
no. of collectorsiKabariwalas

1,000
0.18
0.50
200
10
10,000
30
1,000

Waste collection depots
no. of walled in starage depots
71
av. capacity of walled in starage depot
65
250
no. of open starage depots
av. capacity of open starage depots
20
no. of blue (large) steel dumper/placer 65
containers
capacity of steel dumper/placer containers (6 5
m3)
no. of brown (small) steel dumper placer 50
containers
capacity of steel dumper/placer containers (4,5 4.0
m3)
no. of RC containers (Refuse Collection)
650
capacity of RC containers
1
Secondary coneetion
no. of operational tipper trucks
av. capacity of tipper trucks
no.aftrips
no. of operational DCM tipper trucks
av. capacity of tipper trucks
no. of trips
no. of operationallarge dumper placers
no.aftrips
no. of operational small dumper placers
no.aftrips
no. of operational tractors
no. of operational tractor trailers
av. capacity of tractor trailers

sw/1.000
cap.
sw/1.000
cap.
m3
time/wk

Kaushik
TR13
TR13????

m
tripsld

TR13
KNN/Kaushik

kg/picker*d

KNN
Kaushik

m3
m3

m3

Kaushik
estimated
Kaushik
estimated
Kaushik
Kaushik
Gidani

m3

Gidani

m3

Gidani
Gidani

50

8
5
2

m3
tripsld

4.5

m3
tripsld

5
4
4
6
4
7
7
3

Kaushik

tripsld
tripsld

m3

Kaushik
Kaushik
DPRSWM1
Kaushik
Kaushik
DPRSWM1
Kaushik
KNN (DPR SWM1: 5)
Gidani
KNN ( DPR SWM1: 5)
Kaushik
Kaushik
Kaushik
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no. of trips
2
no. of RC compacting containers
3
capacity of RC compacting containers
6
density of waste in RC compacting containers 1
no. of trips RC compacting containers
4
av. di stance to dumpsite
7
av. speed of trucks
30
no. of operational loaders
18
no. of operational bulldozers
1

trips/d
m3
MT/m3
trips/d
km
krn/hr

DPRSWM1
DPRSWM1
DPRSWM1
DPRSWM1
KNN (DPR SWM1: 5)
estimation
estimation
Kaushik
Kaushik

Disposal
no. of KNN dumpsites
along by pass road
Panki road
IEL dumping ground

50%
30-40%
10-20%

KNN
KNN
KNN
KNN

Operation & maintenance
no. of workshops

4

KNN/Kaushik

3

Financial aspects
2,350
2.5
50
20,000,000

av. income of sweepers
av. price for rags
price for landfilling
total KNN wages distributed

Rs/month
Rs/kg
Rs/truckload
Rs/year

TR13
Kaushik
TR13
Kaushik

Solid Waste generation
Households

MT/d MT/y

Souree

total municipal waste generation

1,485 542,02

calculated

recycling by collectors 10%
recycling by rag piekers (30 kg/d)

135
300

NET municipal waste generation (A)

1,050 383,25

5
49,275
109,50

calculated
calculated

0
calculated

0
Industries
production of industrial coal ash + tly ash

952

300,00

TR13

0
production of tanneries waste
85
26,700
production from metal/chemical industries 140 44,000
TOTAL industrial waste (B)
1177 370,70

TR13/EMP
TR13/EMP
TR13/EMP

0
TOTAL WASTE GENERATION (A)+ (8) 2,227 753,95

0

calculated

notes
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Required
analysis

figures

for

further

Streets
litter
stormwater sludge
Commercial activities
production of market waste
shops
trade

MT/d MT/y

114

36,000

lnstitutions
487
hospitals, nursing rooms and public health
eentres
1.33
schools
governmental institutions
non-governmental institutions
offices
station
Industries, detailed calculation
tanneries (360) waste production
UASB tannery common effluent treatment
plant
\fi/INTP sludge production
Panki Power House fly ash production

0.50
3.40

26,700
26,700

13.00 4,095
822 300,00

KNNIRW

incineration

Kaushik
Kaushik

reuse???
dumped at Rooma

Kaushik
power plant

??
dumped at ash pond

0
LML Scooter unit
Unichem, chemica! industry
JK Jute Mills, textile industry

0.15 47
1.67 525
473
1.50

Kaushik
Kaushik
Kaushik

metal fully recycled
hazardous, chromate ore
disposal/used as fuel

ICl fertilizer industry

0

5

Kaushik

Swadeshi pesticides
TOTALS

0

1

Kaushik

hazardous, buried in
ground
waste containers

842.1 358,54

5
Building & construction waste
building activities
infrastructure/constructions
private building activities
Others
carcasses
dairies

6
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Solid Waste col/eetion

Primary coneetion capacity

M3/d

MT/d

TOTAL CAPACITY OF SWEEPERS
NET municipal waste generation
DIFFERENCE between capacity
generation

2,130
2,100
30

1,065
1,050
15

M3
4,615
5,000
325

MT
2,308
2,500
163

200

100

650
10,790

325
5,395

MT
200
5
11
10
12
18
237

MT/d
1,000
23
21
40
48

&

Slorage capacity
total capacity of walled in storage depots
total capacity of open storage depots
total capacity of large steel containers
(blue)
total capacity of small steel containers
(brown)
total capacity of RC containers
TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY

Transport capacity
M3
total capacity of tipper trucks
400
total capacity of DCM tipper trucks
9
total capacity of tractor trailers
21
transport capacity large steel containers 20
transport capacity small steel containers 24
transport capacity RC containers
18
TOTAL TRANSPORT CAPACITY
474
NET municipal waste generation
DIFFERENCE between capacity &
generation

M3/d
2,000
45
42
80

96
72
2,335
2,100
235

72
1,204
1,050
154
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Appendix F:

Solid waste generation

In this appendix detailed information regarding solid waste generation is provided. A distinction is
made according to source. The types of SW discussed are biomedical solid waste, industrial solid
waste, and market waste.

Fl.

Bio Medical Waste (BMW)

Generation
In general, developing countries like India generate less waste per hospital bed than European
countries or USA. The quantities ofthe hospital waste generated insome countries are given below.
Country I
region
Netherlands
France
USA
Latin America

Quantity of bospital waste
(kglbed/day)

2.7
2.5
4.5
2.6-3.8

source: Panvesh newsletter, Vol.4 March 1998 p.4, pubhshed by CPCB, India

In India no proper quantification of hospital wastes has been done. According to CPCB [Parivesh
newsletter, p. 4] a study was conducted by a Delhi based NGO called Vatavaran to determine the
generation rate and contents of Indian hospital wastes. It was concluded that the average waste
generation was 1.5 kg/bed/day, and around 45.5% oftotal wastes are infectious in nature. In the same
CPCB publication another study is mentioned, carried out in Bombay. This study found out that the
average waste generation rate was 1.13 kglbed/day, out of which the average infectious waste
component is 0.52 kglbed/day (46%).
A third study was carried out by a survey team of All India Institute of Health and Personnet Hygiene
(AIIHPH) in Calcutta. The quanturn of solid waste in large government hospitals, private hospitals and
nursing homes ranges from 1044 to 1368 gm/day/bed (on average 1200 gm). Out of this solid waste,
on average 47.2% was considered as BMW [Nath, p.9].

It is difficult to define which of these three studies is the most reliable one or which research area is
camparabie with the situation in Kanpur. Therefore we will conclude that daily generation of hospital
waste in Kanpur will be the mean of these three findings: (1.5 + 1.13 + 1.2) I 3 = 1.28, say 1.3
kglbed/day. The infectious part ofthis waste will bedefinedas the mean of 45.5%, 46.0%, and 47,2%,
which is roughly 46%.
To calculate the total amount of generated biomedical waste (BMW) in Kanpur three lists are enclosed
in this appendix to define the total number of beds:
1. a list of private nursing homes
2. a list of dispensaries I public health eentres
3. a list of government hospitals
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1. Private nursing homes
Total number of private nursing homes is 41. It is estimated by KNN that on average each nursing
home has 30 beds. In total this is 41 x 30 = 1230 beds.
2. Pubtic health eentres
In Kanpur there are 64 pubtic health eentres (PHC) owned and managed by KNN, see the list in this
appendix. This list also includes maternity centres, X-ray centres, family welfare centres, allopathie,
unani, aruvendic, and homeopathie dispensaries. Some of these PHC have beds, but most of them do
not. It is estimated by KNN that in total all PHCs generate an amount of BMW equal to 100 beds.
3. Government hospitals
Total number ofgovernment owned hospitals is 21. In totalthese hospitals have 2290 (say 2300) beds.
Four hospitals, with a total of 1200 beds, will use and incinerator for BMW generated by them in the
near future. This incinerator is now under construction. In the near future also U.H.M. hospita} (200
beds) will get a small incinerator. So, total amount ofbeds in the remaining 16 government hospitals
withno appropriate disposal metbod is 2300- 1200-200 = 900 beds

Total BMW generation
So, the total amount of hospita] beds in Kanpur form which the waste is not incinerated is 1230
(nursing homes)+ 100 (PHC) + 900 (govt. hospitals) = 2230. Assuming a daily generation of 1.3 kg
SW per bed, the sum of generated waste will he 2230 x 1.3 = 2899 kg/day, say 2900.
When all hospita] waste is segregated at the hospitals in two main categories, i.e. infectious I
hazardous BMW and general waste, total amount ofto he treated BMW will he 2900 x 0.46 =
1334 kglday equal to 487 MT/year.
In December 1998 ICDP consultants and KNN employeesvisitedan oil-fired incinerator in Lucknow.
This incinerator can handle on average 75 kg waste per hour. This incinerator is on average 6 hours
per day operational, so daily capacity will he 6 x 75 = 450 kg. When this type of incinerator will he
installed in Kanpur three incinerators are required to serve daily BMW generation. The maximum total
daily capacity will than he 3 x 450 = 1350 kg which is just sufficient. Of course it is also possible to
install2 incinerators with a capacity of700 kg/day (i.e 115 kg/hour).
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List of hospitals and dispensaries of Kanpur Nagar Nigam
Allopathie Hospitals
I. JHM Hospita!, Govind Nagar
2. Chaeha Nehru Children's Hospita!, Koperganj
3. B.N. Bhalla Hospita!, Babupurwa

Allopathie Dispensaries
1. Nawabganj
2. Parmat
3. Birhana Road
4. Colleeter Ganj
5. Bansmandi (Mail F email)
6. Sisamau
7. Gandhi nagar
8. Kidwai Nagar
9. General ganj
I 0. Indra Nagar
11. Karmehari Allopathie Dispensary, Motijheel

Maternity Centers
1. Nawab Ganj
2. Birhana road
3. Dhankutti
4. Anwarganj
5. Kalpi Road
6. Nehru Nagr
7. Darshan Purwa
8. Govind Nagar (Maternity Wing)
9. BNB Hospita] (Maternity Wing)
10. Kidwai Nagar
11. Krishna Nagar
12. Gwaltoli

Unani Dispensaries
I. Jajmau
2. Bakengang
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Aurvaidic Dis pensarles
I. Darshan Purwa
2. Old Kanpur
3. Kheura
4. Maheswari Mohal
5. Sutar Ganj
6. Chaman Ganj
7. Juhi Khurd
8. Babupurwa
9. Shastri Nagar
10. Ra watpur
11. Barra
12. Usmanpur
13. Machatiya
14. Kulgaon

Homyopathic Dispensaries
1. Khalsi Line
2. Rambagh
3. Karnal ganj
4. Geeta Nagar (Kakadeo)
5. Hari Colony (Bangali Mohal)
6. MotiMohal (Sadar Bazar)
7. Iftakharabaad
8. Kanghi Mohal
9. N ehru nagar
10. Raipurwa
11. Harihar Nath Shastri Nagr (Vijay Nagar)
13. Panki
15. Kalyanpur
16. Garaiyanpurwa

Pat ho logies
1. Birhana Road
2. Chacha Nehru Children's Hospita!

X-Ray
I. Chacha Nehru Children's Hospita)
2. Birhana Road

Family Welfare Center
1. Darshan Purwa
2. Khalasi Line
3. Banu Purwa
4. Chacha Nehru Children's Hospita)

GRAND TOTAL- 64
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List of Government hospitals

Name of the hospital
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

number of beds

K.P.M.
A.H.M
U.H.M.
L.L.R.
Cardiology
M.L. Chest
Cancer Institute
I.D.H.
T.B. Isolation
Po1ice Hospital
Northern Railway Hospital
Pandu Nagar (E.S.I. Hospital)
Sarvodaya Nagar (E.S.I. Hospital)
Jajmau Hospital (E.S.I. Hospital)
Leprosy Hospital, Krishna Nagar
Khairabad Eye Hospital, Swaroop Nagar
Jawaharlal Rohati Eye hospital, Sarvodaya Nagar
Primary Health Center, Kalyanpur
Jan Hitkari Eye Hospital, Krishna Nagar
Sai Eye hospital, Govind Nagar
T.B. Clinic, Doodh wala Bangla

50
200
200

1200 (total of 4 till 8)
0
10
30

500 (total of 12,13, and 14)
30
30
0
10
30
0
0

Total number of beds: 2290
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F2.

Industrial solid waste

In this section a calculation is made to define the total quality and quantity of industrial SW generated
in Kanpur by tanneries and by the power plant.

Tannery lorlustry
All 360 tanneries in Kanpur are located in an area called Jajmau. The processing industries (300)
generate (hazardous) SW. The non-processing industries (60) perform activities like cutting or
stitching the teather and do not, or at a very small scale, generate SW. It is estimated that in all Kanpur
industries 15,000 hydes are tanned every day. A year consists of 300 working days.
In Kanpur, two methods of processing can be distinguished: vegetab Ie tanning and chromium tanning.
Out ofthe 15,000 hydes treated daily, 5,000 are vegetable tanned and 10,000 are chromium tanned.
For both types of processing the generated SW is calculated. All processing industries have a primary
effluent treatment plant (PETP) for treating their sludge. Besides SW generated from the tanning
process, the PETP also generates SW. The last category of generated SW is the regular garbage from
the plant. So, the four kinds of SW generation in the tannery industry are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Vegetable tanning process
Chromium tanning process
PETP
Regular SW

A. Vegetable tanning process
In the vegetab Ie tanning process two types of S W are generated: 1) slack time (official name calcium
hydroxide: Ca(OH)2) and 2) tanyard sludge (consists ofbabulbark and myrobalam nuts).
1. Beam house slack lime :
Lime sludge produced
Hair, flesh particles, etc.

4.5 kg/hyde
0.5 kg/hyde

2. Tanyard sludge (pit tanning method)
Sludge produced

1 kg/hyde

Total SW produced from vegetable tanning process: (4.5+0.5+ 1) kg x 5000 hydes = 30,000 kglday

B. Chromium tanning process
In the chromium tanning process two modes of tanning are used: pit metbod and drum or pedal
method. All of the 10,000 hydes daily tanned in the chromium process undergo the beam house
process and after that, 5,000 are tanned using the pit metbod and 5,000 are tanned using the drum or
pedal method. The SW generated from the pit metbod is 100% recyclable and sold to middlemen. The
amount ofSW from the drum or pedal metbod is:
1. Beam house lime sludge
2. Hair, flesh particles, etc from drum or pedal process

1,5 kg/hyde
4 kg/hyde

Total SW produced from vegetable chromium process: 1.5 kg x 10,000 hydes + 4 kg x 5,000 hydes
35,000 kglday

=
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C. Primary effluent treatment plant
The amount of SW generated by a PETP depends on the amount of hydes daily processed. It is
estimated that on average every PETP generates 60 kg ofSW per day.
Total SW produces from 300 PETPs: 60 kg x 300 = 18,000 kg/day

D. Regu/ar SW
Like every other factory tannery industries generate regular SW from the office, kitchen, sweeping,
etc. This type of mixed waste also includes small cuttings, shaving dust and sludge from the drains. It
is estimated that every tannery plant generated 20 kg per day.

Total regular SW generated: 20 x 300 = 6,000 kg/day

Total SW generated from tanneries in Kanpur:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Vegetable tanning process
Chromium tanning process
PETP
Regular SW

30,000 kg/day = 30 MT/day = 9,000 MT/year
35,000 kg/day = 35 MT/day = 10,500 MT/year
18,000 kg/day = 18 MT/day = 5,400 MT/year
6,000 kg/day
6 MT/day = 1,800 MT/year
89 Mt/day = 26,700 MT/year

Power plant
Panki Power house has a total installed capacity of 284 MW/h. Total actual production 94.5 MW/h
which is 45% of installed capacity. At present capacity 1882.44 MT Coal is consumed per day. The
SW generated at the power plant is mainly coal ash and fly ash, in the ratio 2 : 98. Total ash will be
about 40 - 45% of the weight of coal. These figures, and the below-presented table are confirmed by
the Executive Engineer ofthe power house.
year

actualcoalconsumned

1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999*)

762,060 MT
713,773 MT
651,513 MT

SW 0/e (coal ash fty ash)
45%
43.1%
43%

actual SW e:enerated
342,972 MT
307,565 MT
280,151 MT

) Approxtmately; exact figures yet to be calculated by Pankt Power House

The exact figures about the last year's SW generation are still unknown, but according to the table, it
is safe to presurne that SW generation in 1998 - 1999 will at least be 300,000 MT.
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F3.

Market waste

In this last section of this appendix total amount of daily generated biodegradable market waste is
calculated. First, a list of all vegetable and fruit markets in Kanpur is composed. Segregation is made
between 'large' and 'normal' markets, according totheir total amount of generated SW.
List ofvegetable and fruit markets in Kanpur
1. Kalyanpur
2. Gurdev Cinema
3. Rawatpur (railway station)
4. Darshan Purwa (Gumti no. 5)
5. Gumti no. 9 (Sharda Nagar)
6. Nawab Ganj
7. Vijay Nagar
8. T.l. Crossing
9. Goving Nagar (L)
10. 0- Block Kidwai Nagar (L)
11. Kidwai Nagar Crossing
12. Collector Ganj
13. Badshai Naka (L)
14. Parade
15. Sisamau (L)
16. Phool Bagh (OEF)
17. Arya Nagar
18. Khalasi Line
19. Jajmau Harjinder Nagar
20. Jajmau Rama Devi
21. Hamirpur Road (Naubasta)
22. Panki Power House
23. Saket Nagar (Near Parag Dairy)
24. Shivala
25. Chunniganj
26. Rupam Cinema

Waste Generation
Total no. of markets is 26 out of which 4 are considered large (marked with an L ). The daily amount
of SW generated by these markets are mentioned in the list below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Govind N agar
0' Block Kidawai Nagar
Badshai Naka
Sisamau

Total

10

20
15

lQ
55MT/D

It is estimated that the remaining 22 markets generateeach 2 MT/D.
In total this is 22 x 2 = 44 MT/D.
So, total generation is 55 + 44 = 99 MT/day - 100 MT/Day = 36.000 MT/year
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Appendix G:

G 1.

Recycling, landfilling and energy recovering

Recycling

In this section two main categories of recyclable waste generators in Kanpur are discussed: private
sector companies and househol ds. F or the latter information is retrieved from a study performed by R.
Garg: "Recycling of plastics & paper from dornestic solid waste- a case study Kanpur", 1992.

Companies
Individuals and enterprises recycle goods to save materials or lower costs. Recycling flourishes when
it offers manufacturers or users materials of adequate quality at costs lower than or competitive with
prices for virgin supplies. First of all, factories reeover their process waste for reuse just because it
makes economie sense. Most ofthe companies have the ecological motive as a second objective.
All processors of recyclable goods share a common need: dependable, long-term supplies of tons of
clean, homogeneous materiaL The best sourees for recovered materials meeting these requirements are
large volume generators of SW, such as industrial plants and commercial establishments. Individual
households are a less desirabie souree because they generate heterogeneous waste in small quantities.
This waste is often contaminated with food or other matter in the collection process [Alexander, 1993,
p.99].
Other factors which contribute to reduced residential recycling in general are: (1) plentiful Iow-cost
virgin materials, (2) high freight costs for recyclables collected in the city, (3) the rising costof Iabour
for sorting, separating and cleaning recyclables gathered, and (4) cultural and habitual constraints I
attitude ofthe people. The last factor is a.o. determined by knowledge and the image of recycling.
Of course the government can influence the feasibility of the recycling process by laws, regulations,
taxes and subsidies, and public awareness campaigns.
So,
•
•
•
•
•

the successof a recycling system depends on several key-factors:
Long-term availability of homogeneous recyclables in large quantities
Lower price than virgin supplies (including all Iabour, freight and material costs)
Governmental policy that supports recycling
Eagerness ofthe people to co-operate
An existing demand for recyclables

Public
Constrains to recycling
Recycling is not practised up to the desired level. Whether recycling is practised at souree depends on
whether the original owner feels it is convenient and I or economically worthwhile. When the owner
of a material discards it as a waste, he ordinarily has little incentive to prepare it so that others can
recycle it. Unless the owner derives compensation or is otherwise indoeed for the time and effort
involved in keeping recyclable materials segregated, some or all of these material may be
contaminated or damaged beyond recovery. Also recycling is discouraged by perceived costs of
inconvenience to the waste generator, Iike irregular and infrequent collection at the front door.
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The processes in the waste after dumping depend of the type of waste that is dump ed. Wh en the
biodegradable organic matter is more than approx. 15 % and in moisture circumstances, which
is the matter for municipal SW, the following main phases appear:
• 0 - 2/4 weeks: phase of aerobic consumption.
The oxygen in the hollow space in the waste is consumed by the first oxidation process, that
is partly microbial;
• 2/4 weeks - 6/12 months: anaerobic acid phase.
A microbial process converts the organic matter into acid fats. The leachate water in this
phase has the highest contamination;
• 6/12 months - > 50 years: anaerobic methane phase.
With a different type of micro-organisms the acid fats are converted to the ma in gasses of
methane, carbondioxyde and nitrogen. Other small percentages of gasses like
hydrogensulfide, volatile aromatics and organic chlorates are also produced. This mixture is
known as dumping gas or biogas;
• >50 years: stabilised anaerobic phase.
After converting the organic matter the waste will mostly remaio anaerobic with hardly any
processes. Components that are not fixated in the waste can wash out.

Location
To locate the best spotfora SLF thorough research has to be performed. Detailed data regarding soil
quality and groundwater is required. Central Pollution Control Board in Delhi developed a multicriteria metbod to determine the best location for waste disposal. Their basic objective is to proteet the
groundwater (GW) sources.
The risk of polluting a groundwater souree depends on 1) GW contamination risks, and 2) GW
proteetion needs. These two indicators are measured by the following five criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

groundwater table depth [m]
infiltration rate ofthe soil [cm/h]
groundwater potential (amount of water below area) [m3]
groundwater quality
groundwater being used present [m3/day]

The GW contamination risk is determined by criteria 1 and 2. The GW proteetion needs is determined
by criteria 3, 4 and 5.
All five criteria are investigated and measured. The measured values are classified according to a selfmade scale (low, medium and high) which indicates the risk of groundwater pollution. Different maps
are drawn for every criteria and divided in the three zones (low, medium, high) with different colours.
The best option for landfilling is chosen by making an overlay of these five maps, named the GW
pollution sensitivity map. The best site is there were all five criteria score 'low', i.e. low G W
proteetion needs and low GW contamination risks. When the research area has no ideal site, or this
site is not available, then a decision matrix will help finding the next best locality. Further details and
illustrative maps are presented in a CPCB research report on this topic for the Panchmahals district in
Gujarat. For this area air pollution sensitivity and surface water pollution were also investigated and
taken in account.

It must he mentioned that for this method only environmental criteria are contemplated. The zoning is
done without consirlering sensitive zones that are unsuitable for landfilling due to legal restrictions,
physical constraints, infrastructural plans or financial consequences.
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Money is not the only mean of motivating people to recycle. Sametimes goodwill toward one's fellow
citizens is enough as an incentive. In India this goodwill is often restrained by traditional attitudes
towards waste piekers whoare involved in collecting recyclable items. These people mostly belong to
ethnic or religious minorities, low castes, or rural immigrants. The common social stigma typically
applied towards those who handle wastes decreases the will to recycle goods. The existing residential
waste-recycling industry in India is most of the times based on waste piekers and middlemen who
mostly belong to the above-mentioned lowest social class.
Another factor contributing to Jack of recycling is poor documentation of total costs of safe and
environmentally acceptable SW disposal. In general people are not aware of the financial, ecological
and health consequences of the present mode of disposal. They are certainly not a ware of the financial
consequences of sanitary landfilling. It is assumed that households will recycle more waste when the
to be paid waste tax is related to the amount of supplied waste. Of course this option is too idealistic,
but the awareness of people about the consequences of their waste production will certainly influence
their behaviour.

G2.

Landfilling and Energy Recovering

In this section different technologies are described in regard to final treatment, processing and /or
disposal ofmunicipal SW. The technologies, briefly discussed, are:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sanitary landfill Technology (SLF)
Incineration Technology
Pelletisation Technology
Composting Technology
Vermiculture Technology

1.

Sanitary landfill technology

Sanitary landfilling is a processof dumping SW in a scientifically designed land area called "landfill"
by spreading waste on thin layers compacting to the smallest practical volume and covering with soil
on daily basis. An impermeable, watertight layer underneath the SLF protects teaching water from
reaching the groundwater. Leaching water can be polluted by the gathered SW and is therefore
collected and transported by porous drains to a treatment plant. The definition of a sanitary landfill is
as follows:

Disposed ofSW is compacted, daily covered (with soil or other material), and negative impacts on the
pub/ie health and on the environment (e.g odours, contaminated water supply, soil pollution, etc.) are
proteeled and prevented. [Diaz, p.258]
The methane rich biogas is produced due to anaerobic decomposition of organic matters present in
SW. On average, lndian municipal SW has potential to generateabout 150-250 cu.m. biogas per MT
depending upon the quality of the SW (Tripathi, 1995, p.l 0). Typically production of biogas in a
landfill takes place within 6 months period depending upon the organic matter, density, and moisture
contents present in the waste. The biogas (a mixture ofmethane and C02) produced can be utilised for
heating, cooking and power generation purposes.
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2.

Incineration Technology

Incineration is a process of controlled combustion for burning of wastes and residue, contammg
combustible materiaL During combustion moisture is vaporised whereas the combustible portion is
vaporised and oxidised. Carbon dioxide, water vapour, ash and non-combustibles are the end products.
Besides that, toxic gasses such as hydrogensulfide and dioxines are generated. The heat generated
during incineration can be recovered and utilised for the production of steam, heating water, and
generation of electricity to reduce operational costs. Incineration technology is economical for the
treatment of SW when the SW is self-combusting and the generated heat is used to decrease costs.
According to AMDA, incineration is too costly: .. .they require relatively less land. But the biggest
limitation for India is that the calorific value of its garbage is nat adequate for maintaining a self
sustaining combustion. Auxiliary fuel is required which increases the operational cast [AMDA reader
1996, p.XI-7] .
In general incineration is used to achieve maximum volume reduction of SW when there is a shortage
of landfilling facilities and it is used to discharge hazardous and infectious waste.

Figure A.4: Incinerator at Lucknow

3.

PeUetisation Technology

Pelletisation is a process of production of fuel pellets from solid wastes. The complete process
involves drying, removal of non-combustible, grinding, mixing and production of pellets. Fuel pellets
are also referred as Refuse Derived Fuel (RFD). On average 15-20 tonnes of fuel pellets per day can
be produced by 100 tonnes of S W. The pellets have a calorific value of a bout 4000 Kcal/kg and can be
used as a fuel for heating plants, boilers, etc. for generation of steam, which in turn can be used for
generation of power.
This option has not been successful in India due to soft succulent waste, higher drying costs and
efforts, and low calorific value output at a higher production cost. In the entire country one fuel
bricketing (pellets) put up by Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, is existing
in Mumbai with recurring losses for the least 6 years.
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4.

Composting Technology

Composting is one of the methods of waste utilisation. It is defined as the decomposition of
heterogeneous organic matter by a mixed microbial population in the moist and warm environment.
Two alternative natural processes are available as bases for composting plants: aerobic and anaerobic.
The difference lays in the type of bacteria, frrst type performs in the presence of oxygen, the latter
performs in the absence of oxygen.
The main characteristics of anaerobic composting are:
I. the process is a lengthy one extending over a period of 4 to 12 months,
2. it is a low temperature process and the destruction of pathogens is accomplished by their exposure
to an unfavourable environment over a long period.
3. The gaseous products ofreduction are methane, hydrogen sulphide and other gases with offensive
odours. Methane gas can be used as a benefit when collected and treated welt.
4. The compost formed may not be completely converted and may include aggregated masses.

Aerobic composting is characterised by:
I. rapid decomposing, normally completed within 4-6 weeks,
2. during this period high temperatures are attained which achieves speedy destruction of pathogens,
insects eggs and weed seeds.
For both altematives, micro-organisms convert organic wastes into humus which bas significant value
to (e.g.) agriculture farming. Some other merits are: harmful pathogens are killed by exothermic heat;
production and release of gasses in the environment are minimised; and SW becomes free from flies
and vultures.

5.

Vermiculture Technology

Vermiculture is an aspect of biotechnology involving the use of earthworms as natural and versatile
bioreactors for cleaning up the environment. Vermiculture means culturing of earthworms in a
scientific manner. lt is a simpte low-cost and appropriate biotechnology using earthworms
systematically. By providing them with optimum conditions for rapid multiplication and conversion of
farm wastes and biodegradable urban wastes into bio-fertilisers, it can preserve and improve the soit
fertility.
This technology requires large land area - considerably larger than that required for composting. lt is
most eco-friendly and ideal for small scale decentralised practise. This activity is best suited to
NGO's. lt is difficult tobetaken up in large cities due to shortage of space and large number of Iabour
requirement. Finished product availability is irregular.
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AppendixH:

Different forms of PPP

The six different forms of co-operation between the pubtic and the private sector that are discussed in
this appendix are:
!.service contract
2. management contract
3. lease
4. concession (joint venture)
5. BOT I BOO I DBO
6. divestiture
This information is for the greater partbasedon a World Bank publication on PPP for the water and
sanitation sector [World Bank, 1997].
1. Service contract
A private sector company is secured to perform a specific task - placing dustbins, repamng
equipment, cleaning heavily polluted areas (once) or collecting accounts. Service contracts are at best
a cost-effective way to meet special technica} needs for a utility that is already well managed and
commercially viable. They cannot substitute for reform in a utility troubled by inefficient management
and poor cost recovery.

Main benefit
Capita} Investment:
Degree of competition:
Asset ownership:
Duration:

technica} expertise from an enterprise
pubtic
high
pubtic
short periods, from six months to two years.

2. Management contract
If a government's main or sole concern is to improve efficiency and there is little need for new
investment, a management or lease contract is the best choice. Responsibility for the operation and
maintenance of government-owned business shifts to the private sector. This form of PPP can be a
good first step towards more private sector involvement. The govemment and the private partner are
not constrained to a long-term arrangement and the private partner is not persuaded to ondertake
capita} investments or accept commercial or politica} risk.
Because a management contract leaves all responsibility for investment with the government, it is not
a good option if a govemment has as one of its main objectives accessing private finance for new
investments. And because they do not necessarily transfer any of the commercial risk to the
management contractor, they draw little on private sector incentives to reduce costs and improve the
quality of services. Incentives for efficiency, by defining performance targets, are difficult to realise
because some targets may be beyond the private partoer's power to achieve and depend on new
investments to be made by the government.
Main benefit
Capita} Investment:
Degree of competition:
Asset ownership:
Duration:

technica} capacity increase and performing specific tasks
pubtic
high
pubtic
three to five years.
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3. Lease contract
Under a lease arrangement a private firm leases the assets of a utility from the government and takes
the responsibility for operating and maintaining them. A lease can yield better results than a
management contract because it exposes the private sector to commercial risk, eneomaging it to
increase sales and reduce costs. A lease will work well only if the government can establish an
environment in which the private sector feels confident about taking commercial risk - that is, if it
believes that tariffs will be maintained at a level that yields a reasonable return.
Leases are most appropriate where there is a scope for big gains in operating efficiency but only
limited need or scope for new investments. Their administrative complexity and the demands they
place on governments for commitment are big. Lease is a much bigger first step than a management
contract.
Main benefit

big efficiency increase with existing assets, by technica} and managerial
expertise and operating efficiency
Capita] Investment:
pubtic
Degree of competition: medium
Asset ownership:
public
Duration:
eight to fifteen years.

4. Concession
This type of PPP provides the private partner full responsibility for investments, operation and
maintenance. The main advantage of a concession is to pass full responsibility to the private sector,
which brings to bear incentives for efficiency and new investments. Asset ownership remains with the
government and full rights revert to the government, including the investments made by the private
partner. Because of a long-term contract it is feasible for the private partner to make large investments.
The jeopardy of this long-term agreement is the lack of control by the government concerning tariff
setting and quality of the de livered service for a long period. The quality of regulation determines the
success ofthe concession, so composing a comprehensive contract is one ofthe key-factors.
A concession assigns the government two primary tasks: I) to ensure that the utility's assets- which
the government continues to own- are used well and returned in good condition at the end of the
concession and, 2) to proteet consumers from monopolistic pricing and poor service through
regulation
Main benefit

technica}, managerial and operating expertise, large investments by
private sector, responsiveness to consumers
Capita] Investment:
private
Degree of competition: medium to low
Asset ownership:
public
Duration:
25 to 30 years.

Joint venture leases and concessions
A joint venture creates a new company with the state entity holding a minimum of 51 percent of the
equity and the private operator(s) holding the remaining shares.

5. Build-Operate-Transfer
BOT arrangements are normally used for high investments in complex teehoical constructions. In a
typical BOT arrangement a private frrm might undertake to construct a sanitary landfill, operate it for a
number of years and at the end of the contract transfer the construction and all rights to the public
utility. The government will pay the BOT partner to deposit waste at the landfill site, at a price
calculated over the life of the contract to cover its construction and operation costs and provides a
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reasonable return. The govemment pays a fixed charge related to a minimum amount of waste,
whether or not this base quantity is disposed. A supplementary charge is paid for the extra disposed
amount on top of base quantity.
There are many possible variations on the BOT model:
BOO
: built-operate-own, in which the assets remain indefinitely with the private
partner
DBO
: design-built-operate, in which public and private sectors share responsibility for
capital investments and operation
(D)BOTT
: (design-) built-operate-train-transfer, in which the expertise and experience of
the private sector is fully utilised tooperatea new technology. Managementand
employees get on the job training before transferring the plant to the public
sector
Main benefit

partienlar technical, managerial and operating expertise from private
sector, high investments
Capital Investment:
private
Degree of competition: low (considering local companies)
Asset ownership:
public and private
20 - 30 years.
Duration:

6. Divestiture
A divestiture, like a concession, gives the private sector full responsibility for operation, maintenance,
and investment, by sale of assets or shares. But unlike a concession, a divestiture transfers ownership
of the assets to the private sector and leaves the government only the task of regulation. This option
benefits most from private sector technical expertise and commercial spirit, but private companies may
not always take the long view and the quality ofthe service is not always their first priority.
Main benefit
Capital Investment:
Degree of competition:
Asset ownership:
Duration:

technical expertise and efficiency impravement
private
low
private
indefinite (may be limited by license)
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Appendix 1:

Laws and regulations

In this appendix laws and regulations related to SWM and privatisation are discussed. Attention is paid
to the 74th Amendment, infectious hospita! waste (known as biomedical waste), and the legal
consequences of privatisation. For this last topic, information and advises were afforded by Mr. V.
Mathur, civillawyer in Kanpur.
In India, heathand sanitation fall within the purview ofthe state laws. Collection and disposal of SW
is of local nature and is entrusted to local civic authorities. The municipal laws lay down detailed lists
of obligatory and discretionary duties and hence the civic authorities are required to make adequate
provis ion.
Local civic authorities in U .P. are governed by old statutes passed in 1916, 1922 and 1932. The old
regulations suffer from the defect that the various categories of wastes for which they would be
applicable are not covered in sufficient details and are made applicable for dornestic and to some
extent trade waste. They do not provide sufficient powers to the civic authorities for prosecution of
offenders with the result that the enforcement has become ineffective. Most of the municipal bylaws
deal with administrative aspects (primarily because municipal acts were framed for regulating
functions of Iocal authorities) and the processing and disposal aspects are seldom dealt with [EPTRI,
p.19].

Decentralisation ofpower
The 74th Amendment to the constitution has been made to devolve more authority and autonomy to the
urban local bodies in the country. The twelfth schedule of the constitution lays down the functions to
be performed by the urban local bodies. Function number 6 (out of 18 functions listed) lays down the
responsibility of "public health, sanitation conservancy and solid waste management" by the local
body. Though the Constitutional Amendment has been made, no concrete measures have been taken in
this direction by the local bodies or the State Governments [interim report ofthe committee ( .. ), 1998,
p.61]. For the performance of these functions, local bodies need large funds and unless they are
allowed to raise adequate finances, which are supplemented by the State Government as envisaged in
the Constitution Amendment, no results could be achieved.

Hospita/ waste
Laws did not exist which may compel the segregation of infectious hospita! waste at souree and its
disposal separately. The Government of India, Ministry of Environment, has initiated measures and
has drawn up draft guidelines for the handling of bio-medical waste. This resulted in a law named the
Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998. It came into force on 27 July 1998.
These rules apply to all persons who generate, collect, transport and dispose or handle biomedical
waste. According to this law, biomedical waste has to be supplied separately in different coloured bags
and containers. The collected waste has to be treated like the category requires. The options are
incineration, autoclaving, microwaving, chemica! treatment, deep burial, and disposal in secured
landfill. According to this law, biomedical waste treatment facilities have to operate before 31 51
December 1999 (for the big hospitals) or ultimately 3 years later (for the smaller hospitals). More
specific detailscan be found in the law, a copy is available at ICDP office.

Privatisation
When contracting out civic servicestoa private company, different laws have to be obeyed. A careful
preparation has to be taken care of which should result in a legal, voidabily contract. Requirements to
a legally correct contract are written down in the Indian Contract Act, this is a national act (central
act).
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The rights and duties of Kanpur Nagar Nigam are recorded in the U.P. Municipal Corporation Act,
1959, as amended by U.P. Act No. 12 of 1994. Section 1.31 ongoing deals with contracts and
execution of works and services.
When civil structures will be built, like a SLF or treatment plant, it has to conform the city planning
act, officially known as U.P. Urban Planning and Development Act, 1973. Both acts are now available
at ICDP office.
When foreign companies will participate in Kanpur SWM, permission is required from National
Government, Ministry of External Affairs. When a foreign company invests in projects, beneficia} for
national environment and especially helpfut to reach the goals formulated in the Ganga Action Plan,
no difficulties are expected to get the permission.
When contracting out a civic service, huge problems with labourers and unions are expected to rise.
When larger parts of the collection and transportation system are privatised at once, KNN cannot
provide new jobs to all their personnet and also cannot fire them. lt is too costly to pay a private
company to collect the SW and meanwhile pay full salary for KNN workers. Two options can impede
this problem:
1.) The lengthy option: Stop employing new Iabour, only hire personnel on daily base (to a legally
restricted amount of days per year). Start privatising the SWM system in a small area and extend this
area when a certain number of KNN workers retire.
2.) The quick option: KNN signs a short-term contract with a company who will collect and transport
the waste. During this period the private firm will operate the SWM system, making use of KNN
Iabour. After this contract period, a final contract can be composed, where KNN Iabour have the
choice to become employees ofthe company (under the companies rules and regulations) or quit their
job.
The second option seems attractive for the private sector and for KNN:
- collection and transportation will be more cost-efficient when executed by a private company
because of commercial spirit and a competitive atmosphere. When SW collection and
transportation is privatised in larger part of the city, independent tender bids for every area will
maximise competition between firms (other firms may do the same task cheaper);
- the problems related to the present SWM require quick actions. Rapid privatisation will probably
improve the present system better than KNN can do.
On the contrary, this option also faces morelegal problems than the first one. lt is strongly advised to
ask legal advice from a lawyer before stepping into an agreement.
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AppendixJ:

Experiences in other cities

In this appendix experiences about SWM in other Indian cities are briefly discussed. It describes parts
of the SWM processes in other cities. Data is from Ahmedabad (primary collection, treatment and
incineration), Mirzapur (collection and transportation), and Mumbai (transfer station and disposal).

J.l

Ahmedabad- primary collection

Ahmedabad is the first and probably the only city in India where some research has been performed to
design an appropriate handcart for primary collection. The three objectives were bigger capacity, less
rolling resistance (which results in less Iabour strengthand a higher Iabour productivity), and having to
scoop the SW only once. Design criteria were determined regarding the total amount of waste to he
carried, the transfer of the waste, and general design features were regarded. The first version of the
new handcart was designed in 1998 and 5000 were supplied to Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
(AMC). This handcart containerises the collected refuse in six bins that are small enough so that they
can he lifted and tipped into the bulk container or transport vehicle. The capacity of the handcart is
6x.28=168litres and up to 150 kg co11ected waste per trip can easily he handled. The steel wheels have
sealed hall hearings to achieve less rolling resistance and to extent the lifetime. An empty handcart
weights 52 kg, which is 30 kg lighter than the traditional wheelbarrow.
Five years after introduction, the operation of these bandearts was studied in Ahmedabad observations of the operation and the condition of the carts were recorded and operators I sweepers
were interviewed. In general the bandearts were an impravement when compared with the usual
model. The use of these bins has beside some advantages, like shorter collection time and easier
unloading, also some disadvantages. The bins can easily he stolen, the steel floors corrode too fast and
the handless are not designed for frequent and heavy loads. The six-bin handcart requires also
relatively more maintenance, so a few design alterations were recommended. But even after five years
of no maintenance at all, bandearts were in considerable good condition and sweepers preferred their
six-bin handcart to the previous type.
The costs of a handcart including six bins were estimated to be Rs 2000, which is about twice the costs
of the previous type. When a few alterations to the design are added and when maintenance will he
more frequent it is calculated that this type is more cost-efficient, SW is collected quicker and the
design of the new cart results in higher Iabour satisfaction. The presently used, and improved, type
costs around Rs 3400 and has an average lifetime of 5 years. This depends on the user and how carefut
he or she is with the cart. Halfway the lifetime of the handcart bins have to he replaced because they
are rusted, dented andlor the handles are broken.
handle

b1n

28 litres

(IJ) outline
(a)

detail of bin

Figure A.5: Sketch ofthe six-bin handcart

concept of cart
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Figure A. 6: Hamicarts at the AMC workshop

J.2

Mumbai- transfer station

In the centre of Mumbai traffic conditions are very congested during daytime, so a refuse collection
truck can only make one journey to the disposal site outside the city in one shift. For the sake of
economy, the vehicles that make this long and slow journey each day should be carrying the largest
possible volume of waste. Large vehicles are not suitable for collecting SW in a congested city centre
so transfer is necessary. Collected SW is transferred from the smaller collection vehicles (dumper
placer containers and open trucks) to the large bulk transport vehicles (bulk refuse carrier, BRC) to
take the waste to the disposal site. Waste is transferred at Mahalaxmi Transfer Station that consists of
a platform with a length ofl40 m. and a height of3 .85 m, accessible by a ramp (slope 6%).
The 15 BRC's have a body capacity of at least22m3 and are capable ofcarrying up more than 15 tons
per load. The haul distance is about 21 km (one way) and these vehicles ought to operate three shifts
per day.
Efficiency
Comrnon loads ofthe dumper placers are on average well below 50% ofthe payload capacity. Union' s
policy demands six workers assigned to each vehicle for the whole shift and everyone has a specific
task - cleaning, driving, supervising, etc. Due to this inappropriate task separation Iabour productivity
was highly inefficient. Logistic problems like long waiting times, absence of drivers when the BRC is
loaded, manual unloading and the lack of spareparts further decreased overall efficiency. This results
in a poor utilised transfer station that is capable of handling at least twice the present throughput.

Despite all the negative aspects mentioned above, the SW transfer station is a cost and time saving
concept. Long range transport by dumper-placer vehicles is ruled out on grounds of economics and, in
the case of Mumbai City, refuse transfer is a basic requirement. Major increases in efficiency can be
reached by improved logistics, small technica! modifications, preventive maintenance, and enhanced
supervision.
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Vehicle maintenance management
Like in almost all cities in developing countries, one of the major causes of uncollected SW in the
streets is the unserviceable vehicle fleet. Many collection vehicles are waiting for spare parts to be
imported andlor for available funds to finance maintenance. Many reasoos for the low vehicle
availability are suggested by different authors: workshop crew does not have proper training and
experience, cost for O&M are not considered when new vehicles are purchased, maintenance
resources are insufficient, administrative procedures require too much time and effort, and, in genera!,
maintenance is often not regarcled as an issue.
There are two ways of carrying out maintenance on vehicles; breakdown maintenance and preventive
maintenance. Breakdown maintenance involves taking no action till the machine fails to operate; it
will be repaired only after it has broken down. Preventive maintenance involves repairing the machine
and replacing components before there is a failure, so that breakdowns become very rare.
Much can be learned from the way preventive maintenance is managed in Mumbai. The system of
record keeping is well developed. All vehicles have a unique number and all reparations and
alterations to the vehicle are recorded on forms on which the number is mentioned. Every day different
forms are filled in for the various vehicles, like fuel consumption, kilometre readings, tools register,
etc. In total 36 registers are used to record all operational and maintenance data.
Preventive maintenance is based on a regular service, related to the total amount of km driven by a
specific vehicle. Every 1000 km (or monthly) each vehicle receives ' normal servicing'. Besides this
regular service, there are 4 levels of servicing operation for refuse collection trucks every 4, 8, 16, and
32 thousand kilometres. Some specific tasks are sent out to subcontractors.
Because all purchased and used spareparts are listed, it is possible to know exactly what is in reserve.
Reordering of spares is carried out when the stock levels feiltoa four-month supply, with the aim of
holding at least two months' stock at any time. Terms and conditions were negotiated with the
suppliers to be valid for two years to avoid the time wasting procedure of tendering for every
purchase.
A system like this can only operate when the kilometre gauges are practicabie and reliable. Inoperative
odometers make it more difficult to account for the usage of fuel, and this may tempt the drivers to sell
some their fuel without detection. Other drivers might be glad with the opportunity of travelling
further than they are authorised.
There are various benefits of this system of preventive maintenance and good record keep ing. Present
stock volume can be related to the expected use of these spares during the coming months. Delays in
the supply of spare parts result in expensive vehicles being unproductive for unnecessarily long
periods of time. In the end it results in lower operational costs and a maximum amount of days that the
fleet is in force.
Some negative sides of this system should also be mentioned. The ratio of maintenance staff to
vehicles at Mumbai's vehicle workshop Santa Cruz is 1.3 : 1 - this a normagreed by the unions and
relatively high compared to other countries. An overmanned workshop will of course increase the
costs. Another important point of objection is the amount of paperwork to be tilled in daily by the
mechanics. The records should be in a form so that the required information is easily abstracted. At the
Mumbai workshops much more data is recorded than is actually necessary. The procedures of daily
form filling require too much time from the mechanics, which can be spend on repairing activities.
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better determined at a later stage. According to IC DP, these costs are considered to compare
favo urably with any similar municipality that provides the same standards of collection and remova l.

Figure A.8:SW collection, rampand platform in Mirzapur
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J.3

Mirzapur- transfer-station

In Mirzapur a SW removal plan was initiated by ICDP in a pilot area called Ganesh Ganj. Municipal
council members and the neighbourhood organisation worked together to remove the accumulated
waste and to clean the ward. Routine equipment such as handcarts, shovels, brooms and buckets was
provided to the Sanitation Department by ICDP. A rickshaw trolley to collect the SW was introduced
on a trial basis, which found wide acceptance in the department and with the public.
Introducing new equipment did not result in a much cleaner ward. Collected waste was still dumped at
the street sides in piles. From these piles SW was lifted onto bulloek carts or tractor trolleys by shovel
or by the one municipal loader machine. This was an inefficient and unsanitary metbod since it
depended on a co-ordination of Iabour and equipment which was not possible to achieve in Mirzapur.
Trolleys left the collection depot with partialloads or had to wait a long time before the loader arrived.
Moreover, there was insufficient money to repair the vehicles or to purebase diesel. There was also a
lack of spare parts and understanding how to rnaintaio the fleet.
To solve this problem, the municipality suggested purchasing additional hydraulic equipment. ICDP
recommended developing a programme for reducing motorised and hydraulic equipment. lt was
presumed that this extra equipment would solve the problem in the short run but would cause the same
problems in the end. According to ICDP the most appropriate solution for Mirzapur was one that
required minimum mechanised equipment, so that local people could easily do maintenance.
In the same pilot area a model collection depot was designed to dump the collected waste in the parked
tractor trolley directly. A loading platform with an access ramp was constructed. The rickshaw trolleys
and handcarts are rolled up the rampand they turn over the collected waste from the platform in the
tractor trolley by gravity. Two trolleys and one tractor are required fora platform. At least one trolley
is always parked at the ramp for loading. When it is tilled the tractor parks the second trolley and takes
the fust one to the dump sites. Handcarts are used to collect street waste within a radius of 200 meters
around the depot. Rickshaw trolleys can serve a much larger area due to their faster operation and
higher capacity. They are used in an area 200 to 400 meters from the depot. After unloading the
trolleys the sweeper can move faster than bandearts by pedalling.
This system minimises the Iabour required for loading and eliminates the use of mechanised lifting the
SW. Waste lifted from the streets in the bandearts and rickshaws is directly unloaded in the
transportation vehicle. At the start of the pilot area program 38% of total generated SW was actually
collected. After introducing the new system the removal rate increased to 60%.
The benefits ofthis system are:
- Elimination of secondary coneetion
- Abundance of lifting the collected waste twice.
- Minimum of mechanisation, so:
- Easy maintenance at low cost level
An even more important benefit might be the acceptance and support of this system by local
government and their staff. After the success of the pilot project the system was copied and slightly
adjusted to nine other areas in Mirzapur, all operating quite successful now.
lt is calculated that 13 depots are required to cover the whole city. The amount of collection
equipment, tractors, and trolleys per depot depend on the quantity of generated waste and thus on
population density. On average one depot requires 10 rickshaws, 6 handcarts, two tractor trolleys, and
half a tractor (one tractor can serve two depots). Total investment cost per depot is approximately Rs
400,000, including construction of ramp and platform. One depot serves an average population of
20,000 and processes 10 metric tonnes of SW per day (source, ICDP TR 15). Costs for O&M will be
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J.4

Mumbai - landfilling

The Deonar Iandfill site is the Iargest disposal operation in Mumbai. lt is considered as a 'controlled
dumping ground' because incoming Ioad is logged and waste is levelied by buiidozers. lt is unsanitary
in a number of ways. No measures have been taken to prevent pollution of underground and surface
waters. Waste is not covered with layers of soil and the most obvious environmental problem is the
smoke emerging from many smouldering fires. Little is known about the plans for the site when no
more refuse is brought to it. AII this is fairly typical of the disposal operations of the major cities of
India.
The frres at the disposal site are blamed on rag-piekers who set frre to pil es of waste in the evening and
then sift through the ashes Iooking for pieces of scrap metal with powerful magnets. This burning was
causing serious air poiiution, which aroused complaints from the public and was also harmful to the
health of the workers and drivers on the site. Various steps had been taken to stop this nuisance but
none of them stopped the frres. LeveHing and co vering the waste with inert material is recommended
to he the best solution to minimise the burning.
Improvements to the present mode of disposal are not expected. The permanent staff at the disposal
sites is not technically qualified and is only responsible for administrative work and concerned with
supervision. 1t is unrealistic to expect that plant operators would take initiatives to make improvements
in disposal operations because they have no authority to make changes in the operation of the site and
they Iack the necessary knowledge and experience. lt is assumed that people involved in waste
disposal are reluctant to work in such unpleasant environments. Engineers feel this task to he below
their status, and they may nothave any training in sanitary Iandfiii principles.
A compost plant, started in I 979 at Deonar, ran for Iess than four years. The plant was constructed to
reduce the pollution of water and air from dumped waste and to reduce the dependency on
uncontrolled dumps. Another benefit would have been the opportunity to generate some income from
the sale of the manure. Some of the reasons for failure are suggested by Coad:
started at a large scale too quick; no time to Iearn from prototypes and pilot projects
market problems; Iack of a market for the product, high prices, poor quality, Iack of marketing
skilis
financial feasibility; incomes from the sales of compost helps to reduce operation costs, but no-one
should expect to make profit out ofmunicipal SW [Coad, 1997,p E-2.4].

J.S

Ahmedabad - incinerator and treatment plant

A waste treatment plant is under construction near the regular dumpsite outside Ahmedabad. M/s Exel,
a company based in Mumbai, constructs and will operate the plant that will make compost out of
municipal solid waste. The plant will have an input capacity of 500 MT per day and all construction
and O&M costs are financed by the company. Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) delivers the
mixed waste at the plant site free of costs and receives 3% oftotal net profit The plant is scheduled to
he operational in May 1999. Municipal solid waste is dumped at the plant site and turned 4 times to
speed up aerobic composting. This can he seen at the pictures presented below.
According to the contract some restrictions to the contents of the delivered solid waste are obligated.
Industrial waste and hospita} waste is excluded and is not accepted by Exel, because these types of
waste will pollute the compost. Only one-third of total daily-generated waste is de livered at the plant
site. AMC will collect this waste mostly from market places and residential areas to reduce the risk of
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toxic or other chemica! elements in the waste and to maximise the biodegradable component. The
remaining two-third of collected waste is still dumped at the regular disposal site. Because municipal
waste is not segregated at souree there is always a risk of hazardous waste being mixed with regular
waste. Smali-scale industries situated in residential or commercial areas but also shop owners and
citizens use (liquid) chemicals, although the quantities are less. A quality check in the lab at the plant
site has to guarantee the good condition of the compost.

Figure A .9: Compost plant in Ahmedabad

In Ahmedabad an oil-frred incinerator is operational for the destruction of infectious hospita! waste.
Maximum daily capacity is 500 kg and the incinerator meets all technica! and operational
requirements. Biomedical waste is collected form all municipal hospitals and nursing homes. Out of
851 private hospitals and nursing homes only 39 have a contract with AMC to have their BMW
collected and incinerated at their own costs. Other hospitals don't co-operate because of these costs,
but in the near future the law will enforce them to, so AMC has planned to build two more
incinerators.
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Figure A.l 0: Oil-fired incinerator in Ahmedabad

Incinerator, treatment plant, dumpsite and also a weighbridge are located in the same area, which bas
several benefits. All truckloads can easily be weight with minimum loss of time, which provides much
insight in total daily transported waste. Ashes from the incinerator and remaining waste out of Exels
processcan be disposedof at the dumping site nearby.
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AppendixK:

PPP in SWM in lndian cities

In this section privatisation of parts of the SWM in nine different cities are discussed. Information is
basedon reports and articles by Vaidya, Acharya, Jha, and Coad, files form lillDCO, site visits, and
conversations with local authorities. The selected class-1 cities are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.

Rajkot
Surat
Jaipur
Calicut
Mumbai
Navi Mumbai
Hyderabad
Pune
Nagpur

Rajkot (Gujarat)

(1997 city popwation 850,000)

In Rajkot three systems of street sweeping and primary collection are in operation in parallel: 1) direct
labour (municipal workforce), 2) a system of subsidising housing associations (CBO's) and 3) private
sector contractors. The last two systems are introduced in 2 of the 19 wards and are described bere.

Community based organisations
Rajkot Municipal Corporation (RMC) provides subsidies of about Rs 600 per sweeping unit to 18
different CBO's. A sweeping unit is a certain street length, depending on pollution level and
population density. The RMC also provides bandearts at no costand undertakes to repair it. Sweepers
are employed by the CBO and this organisation therefore supervises bis work and supplies frequently
new implements. According to RMC this system works out quite convenient.

Figure A.ll: Area swept by CBO sweepers in Rajlcot
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Private contractors
RMC started privatising primary collection in two wards in the outskirts of the city. The contractors,
selected by tender bid, held the contracts for five years and employed 153 sweepers in total. RMC
supervisors monitored the contraetar's performance to sweep the wards daily. When a contractor' s
performance is found to be below standard, a written warning is issued and finally the contract can be
terminated and the deposit paid by him is forfeit. The decision ofthe Municipal Commissioner is to be
final in any dispute. Whether an area is considered to be clean or not is highly discussible. The
supervisor is an employee of RMC so it is assumed he will favour the interest of local government in
case of any doubt. The first contracts were written in terrns of the weight of collected waste, but this
encouraged contractors to mix heavy debris with the lighter dornestic wastes in order to increase their
income. So after four years, the basis for the contract was changed to the daily clearance of all storage
sites in a particular ward.
The commonly known advantages of privatising primary collection also count for Rajkot - reduced
administrative burden, financial savings, higher service reliability, reduction of complaints. Local
politicians accepted and approved privatisation and even RMC sweepers saw the contract system as a
potential threat totheir ownjobs and so were motivated to work harder.
In 1995 primary collection was privatised in 13 out of 20 wards, by el even contractors with a contract
period of one year. In total 80% oftotal waste was at that time transported by private contractors.

Comments
In December 1995 the privatised system and the dumping ground were studied by DFID people during
two days. lt was observed that the contractors were doing a reasonable good job. The contractor
complained about the number of additional trips that he was expected to make during festivals.
Otherwise he was satisfied with the terms and conditions in the contract. RMC and households were
also satisfied with the new system, butsome people feit that the refuse should be collected later in the
morning in order to avoid accumulation of waste in the streets during daytime after the collection crew
had cleaned the area.
The lack of flexibility in the contract system was considered as a disadvantage. In the past, when there
had been an urgent need or emergency - such as a festival, national holiday or like in 1994 a plague
epidemie- it has been possible to divert municipal sweepers from other areas. Contracts do not allow
this kind of flexibility. Supervisors cannot instruct the sweepers directly, but must pass requests
through the contractor. The contract sweepers did not receive the benefits and job security that were
given to the municipal workforce, such as financial benefit, uniforms, travel allowances and insurance
payments. After all, there was no shortage of workers to do the work of contract sweeping so such a
position must be attractive to an unskilled person in the face of alternatives. It was suggested that
contractors must be required to pay their employees through a bank, so that it would be possible to
verifY that all relevant (Iabour) laws are being complied with.

Casts
The conditions of the contract specified that a penalty of Rs I 00 per day is payable if an area is not
found cleaned. Such incidents were rare. For every ward the contractor had to deposit Rs 30,000 that
would only be returned to him after the contract period when the performance was adequate enough.
This worked out to be a good incentive.
A financial comparison was made between collection and transportation of one ton of SW by
municipal operations and by private sector. According to the calculations of the observation team in
1995, one ton of SW collected and transported by the contractor costs Rs 95, including all Iabour and
operational costs. The same task performed by the municipality using a dumper placer is calculated to
be 120 Rs/ton or Rs 228/ton when an open tipper is used (for both calculations arebasedon two shifts
a day). lt shows that private sector collection in Rajkot is at least 20% cheaper than any of the
municipal options. The economy of the private sector is largely due to the lower wages paid by
contractors.
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Additional privatisation?
200 out of 250 tones of SW is transported by private contractors and RMC does not plan to increase
more areas onder privatisation. This is because an emergency fleet of vehicles and employees have to
be kept ready in case of urgent need. In the recent past, private contractors stopped working during the
rainy season demanding more benefits. During this period the RMC had to manage the complete
operation of transportation of the garbage. The contractors were warned that their contracts would be
terminated and legal actions would be taken. The strike ended in four days. When collection and
transportation is fully privatised, the city is immense polluted in a few days time and this provides the
contractors too much manipulation power.

2.

Surat (Gujarat)

(1997 city pop.1.7 million)

Surat stands on the banks of the River Tapti and was once one of Western India's major ports and
trading towns. Surat is no Jonger of any importance as a port but it is still a major industrial centre,
especially for the manufacture of textiles, chemieals and the diamond industry. The city is probably
best known these days, however, as the site of an outbreak of pneumonie plague in 1994, causing
major financiallosses to the city. The inadequate SWM system ofthe city is considered as one ofthe
major causes.
After the outbreak, the Surat Municipal Corporation (SMC) bas introduced several measures regarding
improved urban management and PPP's in the delivery of services. SMC has employed private
contractors in SW collection, transportation, and scrapping/cleaning busy streets in two out of six city
zones. According to SMC Surat is now identified as one ofthe cleanest cities in the country. Contrary
to this statement, collected municipal SW is still dumped in the outskicts of the city in an
environmental bazardoos way.
Col/eetion
In the morning time, ten private contractors are carrying out primary collection (road sweeping) and
are paid per square meter of swept road. One contractor is carrying out secondary collection in the city
centre and is utilising 20 vehicles and two loaders. The contractor bas to lift SW daily from the
specified dustbins I nuisance points.

All contractors have to engage sufficient labourers and vehicles to carry out the work as well as obtain
a license as per legal requirements. For both primary and secondary collection the contract period is
one year and can be expanded foranother year.
Transportation
About 90% of daily generated municipal SW is collected and disposed. About 40% of this waste is
transported to the disposal site by private contractors. The contractor bas to provide vehicles with
drivers and the corporation staffis utilised for loading and unloading ofthe waste.
Costs
For road sweeping, the contractor is paid about Rs 0.70/m2 roadside but the sweeper bas to clean the
whole road. SMC is paying Rs. 130 per metric ton of collected and transported waste with a maximum
load of 4 MT. This clause has been introduced to limit loading of vehicles with heavy weight
construction debris. In case of failure of lifting the garbage, SMC can charge penalty that varies
between Rs 50 pertoRs 500. For transportation, Rs 500 to 600 per day per vehicle is paid. (A copy of
the contract and the terms ofreference are available at ICDP Kanpur).
Decentralisation
Surat is divided in to 6 zones and 54 wards. Per ward one sanitary inspeetor (SI) is responsible for all
health-related items, but also road construction, street Iightning, electricity, sewers, etc. Wards are
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divided in 2 to 5 areas, headed by a sub-sanitary inspeetor (SSI), who supervises the mukadams (head
of 10 sweepers). In the Jast 5 years more responsibility is transferred to lower levels in the hierarchical
organisation structure. Responsibility to organise activities, like maintenance and construction,
responsibility for a srnall budget at ward level to finance these activities and the power to penalise
people for breaking the law or rules. In exchange of this increased responsibility at lower level more
information is demanded at higher level about undertaken activities, financial situation, planning, and,
most important, performances and achieving the targets. This resulted in quick and efficient decision
making at ward level but also in a lot of typical Indian paperwork and reports to communicate with
management level.

Key factors for success
Many other cities tried to copy the successful system introduced in Surat, but failed or only partly
succeeded in their efforts. Three essential key factors for the success story of Surat can be
distinguished:
1) attitude ofthe citizens and SMC workers
2) fines
3) education I explanation
The outbreak of the plague in Surat resulted in a change in attitude among the citizens. Everybody
experienced the consequences of a bad designed and operated SWM system. The plague caused a
' never-again-attitude' and this was the right spirit for quick action to improve the well being of the
people. The collection system was quickly modernised due to high investments made by SMC and
private companies. To prevent the streets from returning into a small dumping ground again, high
fines were introduced for Iittering the streets and other public places and for illegal dumping
commercial or construction waste. No exceptions were allowed, all people were penalised when
betrayed. This resulted in a total income out of fines of Rs 1.3 crore in the first three months after
introduction! Further more SMC initiated together with NGO's many awareness programs, education
at primary and secondary schools and many pamphlets and brochures were distributed during public
speeches. The media played an important role in educating the readers and was quite optimistic about
the progressof cleaning up the city. The clear message and the consequent and strict policy awakened
the people and changed their behaviour.

Figure A.12: Pilot project fordoor-to-door col/eetion in Surat
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Figw-e A.13: Operation ofthe weighbridge in Surat

3.

Jaipur (Rajasthan) (1997 city pop. 1.8 million)

Jaipur Municipal Corporation (JMC) bas privatised secondary coneetion (transportation) in 42 out of
70 city wards. Because these wards are mainly in the centre of the city and thus face a high population
density, 70% of daily generated SW is transported by private contractors. According to Senior Health
Officer JMC privatising secondary coneetion in Jaipur is quite successful. Primary coneetion could
not be privatised because of strong union power and sweepers could not easily be re-employed.

Existing system
During the previous years transportation was contracted out gradually. For every ward companies
were invited for a new tender bid. This was done to successively gain more experience in privatisation
and to prevent a moq.opoly by one company.
Inside the city wall (named old city or pink city) total waste is transported from 600 collection points
to the disposal site by one company (Air Take Private Ltd.). In total 116 vehicles are in operation
duringa daily shift in the old city. Outside the city wall 15 contractors transport the SW utilising 67
tractors and trucks. The contractors lift the garbage by loaders (70%of total waste) and by manual
lifting (30%) and uses tractors, trolleys, and dumper-placers to collect and transport the garbage.
Collection and transportation is supervised by Health Inspeetors and NGO's. These NGO's are
community based organisations who 'employ' volunteer supervisors who report daily to the Health
Department
Jaipur has two dumping grounds, located 10-15 km away from the city. The compost plant bas been
closed in 1992, mainly due to the same problems Kanpur confronted: too less organic matter, too high
moisture content, low percentage carbon, high manageinent costs, no maintenance and only financial
losses. So totally collected waste (approx. 1100-1300 tonlday) is dumped in low lying areas without
any processing.
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Benefits ofprivatising transportafion
Less expenditure per day in removal of municipal SW.
Investments and maintenance costs are done by private contractors
More waste is collected in a more efficient way
- With 30% oftotal transportation done by JMC, enough capacity remains to cover the whole city in
three transportation shifts (in case of strikes by the companies).
Costs
The expenditure for removal of garbage through municipal corporation vehicles is Rs 150 per MT.
The expenditure for the private contractor is about Rs 60 per MT for the same task.
In case of non-cleanliness of all depots, first Rs 50 per depot is deducted from daily payment. When
not covering the loaded trolley during transport or when depots are frequently not emptied 10 percent
of daily payment is deducted. By severe performance failure this will increase to 20% and finally the
contract will terminate.

4.

Calicot (Kerala)

(1997 city pop. 871,000)

Existing system
Calicut (Kozhikode) faced the same problems regarding SWM as many other cities in India.
Municipal waste is mostly thrown at the streets, the shortage of vehicles and equipment require
manual loading, and no scientific method of disposal. The approx.imate quantity of SW generated is
about 220 MT per day. At one disposal site (20 acres) SW is deposited in trenches. The mixed waste is
composted for 6 months. As the composting is done unscientifically, the compost formed is of poor
quality and is auctioned to farms at low prices (RS 1 Lac per year income). The SW contents are:
organic 41.5%, recyclable 8.9%, inert and others 49,6%.
Improved system
To improve the present SWM system, Calicut Corporation proposed certain improvements. This
included the purchase of300 bins, 20 dumper placer containers, and 48 handcarts with containers. The
mode and frequency of collection would he improved and total generated waste will he composted and
the rejects (after composting) disposedat a new sanitary landfill at a site of20 acres, 12 km outside the
city. The compost plant of 300 ton/day capacity would he set up beside the SLF site, using know-how
from Excel Industries, Bombay. lt was scheduled to start the new system in 1993.

The SLF is not as scientific and eco-friendly as determined in the SLF definition in this report. lf the
new collection system and the compost plant are successfully, cost effective and efficient is still not
confirmed and checked. This has to he verified yet
Costs
The SW will he converted into useful organic manure through controlled aerobic composting and
mechanica! sieving. Infrastructure facilities will he provided by the Corporation and the plant leased
out to a contractor, at an expected rate of Rs 30 Lacs/annum The contractor running the compost plant
would pay a royalty of Rs 0.1/kg of output. After quick calculation it was assumed that the company
would pay about royalties of 16 to 20 Lacs/annum to the local government. Total investments are
estimated to he Rs 627.75 Lacs. Three participators finance this: 1) HUDCO loan (360 Lacs), 2)
Calicut Corporation (101.08 Lacs), and 3) State Govt. grant (166.67 Lacs).
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5.

Mumbai (Maharashtra)

(1997 city pop. 15 million)

In 1995 23 routes for house-to-house collection (kerbside collection) in F North Ward, Mumbai exists
(mostly multi-storey apartments). Household waste was picked up on alternate days by private
contractors working with an old non-tipping open truck. Mumbai municipality workers were allocated
to each truck, so the contractor only provided the truck and the driver on a rental base. The contracts
were oftwo years' duration and both the wards and the local supervisor were responsible for reporting
the contractors' performance.

Was te handling
Households generally stored their waste in small masonry enclosures or sometimes simply in a pile at
the rear ofthe apartment block. The waste was scooped from the ground into bowls by the loaders and
they carried the tilled baskets to the truck, workingin pairs. Two people stayed in the back ofthe open
truck to receive the tilled bowls and load the vehicle. lt would be helpfut if the wastes were kept in
bios or portable containers such that they could be lifted directly up to the pair in the truck for
emptying. In this way the waste would not touch the ground. The difficulties requiring residents to
provide their own containers are according to Coad:
Some of the containers may not be of a suitable type, or may be damaged so that they cannot be
lifted or carried conveniently, and
- Residents may fear that their containers would be stolen, even though they are kept within the
property boundary.
If containers were provided by the municipality, this would be a great expense for the Corporation,
unless an effective way was found of recovering the cost from the residents, and such containers
would still beat risk of damage and theft [Coad, 1997, p.B-6.2].
Making use of plastic bags solves part of the problem but creates other drawbacks like higher costs for
households, a higher plastic content in the waste, and bags torn open by waste pickers.
There are several advantages in requiring the residents to make their own arrangements for storage.
Not only is the cost of providing community storage avoided, but also the residents assume
responsibility for the maintenance and condition of their containers and there is little chance of waste
piekers sorting through and scattering the waste if it is stored on private property. Complaints about
the location of the containers will be less if the residents themselves take responsibility for this issue.
Sometimes residents take no care of their own storage facilities when they are shared by a large
number of tenants in an apartment building, and so some of these advantages can be lost.

Bell ringing system
In the same area where house-to-house collection took place, waste was collected on three routes by
bell ringing system. One loader walked ahead of the truck, ringing a bell to invite residents to bring
their waste out to the truck. Almost 40% ofthe housebolders (or their servants) handed the resident's
container to the labourers who emptied it in the truck. In this way the SW did nottouch the ground and
did not require double handling. Notall inhabitants were accustomed to this mode of collection, and
they or their servants were still throwing their waste on the street. A social survey should be carried
out to define how the service could be modified to make it more acceptable.

Colleefion vehicles
The truck obstructed traffic quite often and cannot always be parked near the waste collection points.
The frequent stopping and starting required in these collection methods should be expected to shorten
the lives of transmission components of the trucks, especially clutch plates. High population density
seemed to require vehicles with large cargo capacity, but sometimes smaller vehicles were more
convenient. Some routes could easier and cheaper be served with rickshaw trolleys and collection I
transfer points to avoid traffic hindrance.
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6.

Navi Mumbai (Maharashtra)

(1997 city pop. 700.000)

The City and Industrial Development Corporation (CIDCO) is responsible for planning and
development of Navi Mumbai (New Bombay), a new township near Greater Bombay. CIDCO is
responsible for development and O&M of the urban services, however, the Navi Mumbai Municipal
Corporation (NMMC) will take over responsibility in the near future. CIDCO has engaged private
contractors for O&M of civic services and NMMC will continue this contracting system because it
offers numerous benefits.
CIDCO has two types of private contracts for SWM:
1. sanitation contracts, road and footpaths sweeping and garbage collection and transfer to street
containers (primary collection)
2. transport contracts, to transport the collected waste from the containers to the disposal sites
(secondary collection)

Primary colleefion
CIDCO bas appointed 25 contractors for primary collection. The average contract amount is
approximately Rs 52.000 per month and an average of 25 workers are employed per contract. The
contractor is responsible for road and footpath sweeping, lifting garbage from dustbins outside
buildings and lifting waste heaps accumulated by street vendors. The contract is signed for a period of
six months and can be extended for the same period based on satisfactory operation of the work. In
case of unsatisfactory operation of the contract, the Chief Health Officer can withdraw the contract
within three days notice. CIDCO can fine the contractor Rs. 50 for each complaint received from the
community.
The contractor engages one supervisor and overall supervision is carried out by the sanitary inspeetor
ofCIDCO.

Secondary colleefion
CIDCO has obtained garbage compactors, dumpers and containers for transportation of the garbage.
Two contractors use CIDCO vehicles to transport the garbage to the disposal site. An average monthly
contract is Rs. 95.000. The private contractors are responsible for only routine servicing and
maintenance of the compactors and dumpers. Diesel, oil and lubricants are provided by CIDCO on the
basis of actual consumption.
About 600 containers of 1 m3 and 60 containers of 5 m3 capacity are kept in different sectors and
these are used as public dustbins. Garbage and dust is collected in these bins by sweepers. The 1 m3
containers are lifted and emptied mechanically by means of a garbage compactor (14 operational). The
bigger 5 m3 containers are lift and transported to the disposal site by dumper placers.
For both types of contracts, bidders have to quote a monthly lump sum rate for the work. The agency
whose tender is accepted has to pay a security deposit which is 5% of the total value of the contract
and without interest. He has to obtain the required licenses and he has to pay his employees at least
minimum wage. The work is to be carried out on all days of the year. The company has to maintain a
register to record work carried out every day and this should be available for inspeetion by CIDCO
officials.
lt is estimated that total savings for CIDCO through the use of private contractors are approximately
40%. Apart from this, local govemment does not have to employ 450 to 500 sanitary workers, drivers
and cleaners. CIDCO's main taskis supervision and controlling.
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7.

Hyderabad (Andra Pradesh)

(1997 city pop. 4.9 million)

The Municipal Corporation ofHyderabad (MCH) privatised primary and secondary collection of SW
in 58 areas in the city, covering 200 thousand households and transferring almost 500 tones of
garbage. The private contractors were selected through tender notification. The work covered road
sweeping, collection and transportation of the waste to the notified dumping grounds. The work has to
be carried out on all days including public holidays and Sundays. Segregated hospita) waste is
collected separately and transported to a common incinerator.
Privatisation ofthe SWM system did notturn out to be as beneficia) as local government had intended.
Services were contracted out in a rush to gain the benefits of private sector involvement as quickly as
possible. Particularly essential paper work didn't receive enough attention in the preparation stage.
Administrative records were not developed and performance indicators were not clearly defined. A
system to monitor the private contractors daily did not exist at the MCH.
The following limitations of the privatised system have been identified in Hyderabad [Vaidya, 1997,
p.5]:
1. There is no specific pinpoint program for the sweeping and transportation of waste.
2. Appropriate attendance reporting system for sweeping staff engaged by the contractor hasn't been
satisfactorily developed and large scale absenteeism of the staffis noticed.
3. There is no vehicle movement plan for the contractor.
4. No record is maintained ofthe trips and if garbage is delivered at the dumping ground.
5. Payments to the contractor are notbasedon the quantity of garbage delivered at the dumping site
but on a general performance certificate issued by local residents and MCH health officers. This
system has scope for subjective judgements.
To improve the system, some recommendations were proposed to be introduced. In general more
frequent and upright supervision was required. A better record system for vehicles and personnel had
to be developed. Payments to the contractor were to be made based on the weight of collected SW.
This was supposed to be measured by a computerised weigh bridge at the dumping ground.

8. Pune
By Indian standards, Pune is qualified to be a relatively clean city. In 1997 it was generating 900 ton es
of garbage a day out of which 700 tones was collected and dumped or treated. Yet, the Municipal
Corporation decided to undertake perceptible improvement in the city's quality of cleanliness. It was
decided that the best way to start was to seek the active participation of citizens. A Sanitation
Committee was formed consisting of 25 citizens representing a.o. NGO's, slum activists, and
industries.
The Committee worked hard for a month, visited Surat to learn from the experiences, and submitted a
report with a list of recommendations for Pune. The major issues identified by the Committee were
decentralised authority, and garbage should be collected door-to-door by ragpiekers or in slums by a
bell ring system. It was planned to start an awareness campaign, a training programme, further
mechanisation of collection machinery, separation of wastes at household level, and many more
advises. The experiment should frrst be attempted in some select wards to test out the efficiency of the
strategy and then extended to the rest of the city.
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There were many claimants for the pilot ward spots, and it became virtually impossible for the Mayor
to please some and displease many others. The decision therefore was that the project would be
launched in all wards at the same time. During the frrst months great improvements were achieved.
1000 containers, 40 dumper placers, and 1000 wheelbarrows were added to the fleet. Fines were given
and collected for littering pubtic places and a beginning was made on segregation of wastes and on
vermiculture. In real terrns, actual lifting of garbage went up remarkably to 800 tones a day and the
city on the whole was looking cleaner.
The experiment, however, failed in the long run. The new SWM system had to cover an additional
area that was too large to handle. Political representatives lost interest and participants did not cooperate at all, probably because of diverging interests. The new cleanliness program also entailed
demolitions and eviction of some hawkers. Lobbies supporting such groups became active and
opposed the improvements. In the end the committee, local government and the public were all
blaming each other and the most promising co-operation during the start-up period vanished.
According to Jha, the lessoos leamed from this experiment are basically that unified effort from the
citizen's group and local govemment is a prerequisite for success. The city's lasting willingness to
improve the system is essential and becomes available only when people face the extreme threat of
total decimation, like the plague in Surat [Jha, 1998, p.19-21 ].

9. Nagpur
Nagpur generates 800 tones of municipal SW per day out of which 600 tones are collected and
dumped at the low-lying areas outside the city. To prevent the ground water for further deterioration,
local govemment and a collaboration of companies together decided start a treatment plant. The first
objective of the project was the reduction of the amount of environment polluting waste dumped
outside the city. Thesecondaim was power production and compost production out of municipal SW,
both as an output ofthe bio-methanation process.
The power generation plant is proposed to treat 520 tones per day based on technology developed and
provided by m/s CICON Environment Technologies (India) and Organic Waste System NV
(Belgium). The collaboration between local govemment and ENBEE Group (the imptementing
agency) is based on a Build-Own-Operate-Maintain agreement. The scheduled construction period is
one year and total investments are estimated to be 4730 lacs. Six local companies who will benefit
from the output of the process (energy and recyclables) will make one quarter of the required
investments. Another quarter is a grant from the Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sourees
(MNES Demonstration Program). HUDCO and IREDA each provide a loan for the remaining two
quarts. Ten acres of land are leased from Nagpur Municipal Corporation for a period of 30 years. The
project is proposed to start in March 1999.
The proposed project is supposed to suit Indian environment and quality of municipal SW. The plant
is designed to produce 5.4 MW power per day. lt is expected to generate 4.75 MW electrical power
per day, ofwhich 4 MW is proposed to be sold. The plant will also produce 150 tones organic manure
per day using anaerobic digestion technology (bio-methanisation process). The garbage should be presorted for the required input ofthe process. The feasibility ofthe project mainly depends on the quality
and quantity of collected SW.

Technology
The DRANCO anaerobic digestion technology bas successfully been established in five commercial
plants operating in Europe. This process uses SW of a certain quality to generate biogas out of the
putrescible part ofthe waste. The generated gas will be used to run gas or dual-fuel engines in order to
generate electricity. The wastewater will be treated in a secondary effluent treatment plant.
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Process
The MSW is dumped in a bunker after manual segregation and sorting. The primarily organic waste
homogenised and screened. Rejects smaller than 40 mm or bigger than 180 mm are sent for landfilling
or recycling as these are mainly stones, metal, and glass pieces. The organic fractions of the given
sizes are sent to the digester. Then waste is again homogenised and density will increase in a rotating
drum. Water is added and the matter is pumped toa vertical cylindrical reactor. Steam is added to raise
the temperature in the fresh wet organic fraction up to 50-55 oe and this will speed up the digestion
process.
Approximately 65% of volatile solids introduced in the digester are converted to biogas and the
remaining is removed as digested residue.

